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I~VITEES 
This was a  specinl twn dny meeting with d,1:·  nnc>  de\·nted  to Rnund Table business ond  dew  two 
de\'nted to Ci  re\·iew t)f SR  m Eurnpe. f\H  tht~ ren~lln o numl"'cr t1f iidditi1H1<1l  per~ons \\·ere>  in\·tted  h'~ 
fncilitote  wider  cn\·eroge  of  foci !1 tie~  <1nd  d 1scu :-sh 111.  The  OEC D  !\1egascienct'  fl1rum  wn~ 
represented nlso. A  fulll1~t pf name:- c1nd  c1ffillr1ti~.m::- ~~ g1\·en in the Appendi'\. 
SECRETARY 
nuns3.dnc 10 October- Round Table Business 
1  WELCOl\1E AND INTRODUCTION TO THE MEETING 
R Comes welcomed all present to Orsay and to this the final meeting of the Round Table. In 
particular, he welcomed the guest observers from the OECD Megascience Forum. 
2  NOTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 
The notes were accepted as presented. 
3  FACILITY ACTIVITY REPORTS 
Each of the Round Tr1ble facility participants gave a short presentation re\·iewing EL. supported 
access and other activities at their respective facilities. 
The main points from the presentations and discussions are given below. Copies of C'l\'erheads and 
any other materials tabled at the meeting are in the Appendix. 
LURE I R COMES 
•  The advent of ESRF is having a negati\'e effect on the demand in the X-ray programme, 
particularly in the arer1s of diffraction and materiab :::.cience. Howe\'er there i:- gn,wth m 
demand for the softer photon energy ranges. 
•  HCM/TMR funding is regarded as an essential lubricant to facilitate non-French use of the 
Orsay facilities. There is little or no local funding to reploce it if it were terminnted 
•  Structural chonges in tlw 'CK Reser1rch Cnuncils are leading to nrganisiltilmal ilnd  rrnce~..iurnl 
changes at the SRS filcility.  Bellmtime deiJ\·ert'd  1~ bt>mg e\'er m11re  cli':'el~• rel.1tt>d  tl'  inc~)mt· 
generated. 
•  EU (non-UK) users have performed \'ery well m the peer-re\·iew pnKedure~, \\·innmg mnre 
beamtime than pro-rata by EU income.  Financially dri\'en cut-offs now need to be applied. 
•  Detector development is increasingly seen a~ n wny tl) get perfnrmnnce ,1nd efftciency gnins lit 
relatively low cost. 
•  There is a focus on industrial use of the SRS, much of \·\'hich is hidden in collaborati\'e \\'Ork not 
declared by university based users.  There is pressure in the UK (and France) for rapid access 
and sample characterisation sen·ices to bt>  prn\'ided. 
BESSY I W GUDAT 
• 
• 
• 
BESSY do not charge for beamtime they deliver in excess of their tnrget of 60 hr  /v.~k. 
EU funds ha\'e been used to establish an equipment pool (their statutes do not permit using their 
own funding for this).  They would like this to be more explicitly supported in future 
Framework contracts. 
There is a new TMR contract (in collaboration with MAX-lab nnd ELETTRA) for the construction 
and use of a new insertion de\'ice (ID) at BESSY fnr circularly polarbed  10l)-100ll e\' radiiltion. 
mim.:ldoc HASYLAB I G MATERLIK 
•  HASYLAB are satisfied to see the EU funded programme growing in size and quc1lit~  c1s  the 
non-German users gain experience. The more experienced are now becoming fully integrated 
into the HASYLAB community of researchers. This is seen as a positive benefit of EL' support. 
•  The High Energy Photons Workshop (which was partially funded by the Round Table) has been 
held. 
ELETTRA I G \1ARGARITO:KDO 
•  ELETTRA has an unusually high le\'el of internationat usage, currently approaching 50~·~) 
(includes EC (no Italicm) usage, non-EU European usage and El' - Italirm collaboratilms). The 
success of the non-Italian users is consuming the EU income rc1pidly. 
•  There is also growing demand from Eastern European users.  ELETTRA is responding by 
building more beamlines (including two with Czech and Slo\'enian funding) but the questilm nf 
how to maintain growth is pressing management hcud. 
E\fBL/DESY &  GRENOBLE I K \'VILSO~ 
•  The EU funds are not used to pay  for access to the EtvfBL beamlines at DESY.  They fund travel 
and subsbtence fnr appropriate nationals only.  At ESRF the fuhding is used h) provide for 
access and enhnncement of the equipment pool. 
•  Demand for beamtime outstrips supply at both the ESRF rmd DESY operc1tinn~.  EL' support is 
no\\. c1n  essential lubricc1nt in  fn·:ll1tc1ting intematinnnl u~agt>. 
CLIO I J ORTEGA 
•  Tht> CLIO FEL prngramme mnrt' rh~·~ics t1rientc1ted  (~urfnCt' studie~ in rarticu LH  I  thnn medicnl 
/bit1IL)gicnl. 
•  Approximately nne-third l)f tht>  user progrnmme is c1ssnciated with EL bnsed  re~earcher~.  El. 
Tl\.IR funded  ~upport for  acce~=- hc1~ only recently been established.  Ad\·erti:-emenb in  Eur~1penn 
jL)urnals will be used to attract ne\\. u:::.ers. 
FELIX I M  VA.~  DER MEL 
•  Currently, 7 out of 111  u:::.er  group~  r~re not Dutch.  The present policy is thCit  c1cces~ is permitted 
at no charge. This will change, to be replaced vvith support funding from the EU TtvfR access 
contrc1ct. The trc1ining element of T\1R is seen as particularly important at the moment. 
•  As at CLIO, the programme is physics orientated (solid state, surfaces and atumic and 
molecular) rather than medical/biological. 
•  M Vander \1\'iel proposed closer collaboration bet\veen FEL facilities to make best use of 
available funding and user community interests.  Some suggestions: joint meetings h) promote 
and demonstrate the capCibilitit>:::. of IR FELs; a Joint Programme Ad\·isory Committee; 
workshops to discuss operational i'tnd instrumentation issues. 
mins~.doc SUPER-ACO FEL I M COUPRIE 
•  The Super-ACO FEL has a small user community, mc1inly because of ib limited n\'nilc1bility (the 
electron source is shared with non-FEL users).  Recent successes include two-colour FEL (  CV} '1" 
SR (VUV) pump-probe experiments and they are now planning to attempt FEL (UV) + SR (lR). 
•  An HCM Network on storage ring FELs finishes in May 1997 (Couprie/LURE is the co-
ordinator). 
HASYLAB FEL PROJECTS I G MATERLIK 
•  G  ~1aterlik reported upon recent HASYLAB FEL activities, in pnrticulilr those activities \\·orking 
towards the proposed TESLA source.  Ten working groups have been estc1blish~d (open to!all-
see the DESY pc1ges on the Vvorld Wide Web) to look into the user applicc1tinns of high energy 
FEL radic1tion.  Components are being tested now for high eneq..,:: e-beam injecti•m (tc1rget lOthi 
MeV injection energy into a test undulator), aiming at 100 eV undulator radiation output. 
Current plans are to extend this work to the TESLA very long undulator and obtain X-ray 
radiation in the region of 10 keV photon energ;·. 
•  There was much discussion about the prachcc1lities di the TESLA scheme.  G  ~1aterlik 
emphasised the step b!· step nc1ture of the development plrln. 
4  DETECTOR FACILITIES AT SR SOL'RCES 
H \Valenta brought the Round Table up to date with detectl)r issues: 
•  The present position with re~pect to X-rny detectnrs Wi-1:'  ~tisfactor:· in some areas but not good 
enough ur Cl)uld be better m  m.:my  t)ther~. 
•  Two HCI\1 detectnr network-. olrendy e>..i:::.t  nnd .1  \\·ide range nf technicnl ~,,luti(m~ ,ue l"'emg 
proposed and/or mt=tde ur intt) working de\·ices. E\.om}"'lt'~ include: St)lid  ~tott' ilnd ga~ 
proportional pixel detector~,  gil~ micr,)~trip detectt)r~ ond. ~i!i((m drift multidetech)rs. A  ~mgle 
cell de\·ice nf the Iotter typt' i::- j)\)\\  Cl1mmtTClclll:- c1\'c"\ilr1l"'lt' 
•  It there is added value to be hnd in co-ordint=tted efforts. A vValenti-1  sugge:::.ted that a Round 
Table style of npproach could work here tol  ). 
•  There were a number of questions concerning industrial exploitation of technical developments 
and technology transfer.  M Mc1lacame commented thc1t Tiv1R RTD support could be useful in 
this area, particularly as a  mean~  of in\'olving Stv1Es at nn early strrge. 
5  TMR & FRAMEWORK DEVELOP;\1ENTS 
~1 Malacarne brought the Round Tc1ble up to date with TMR and Frt=~mework developments.  He 
reviewed the T.tv1R-LSF activities, their objectives, principles, statistics and auditing.  He also 
reviewed concerted actions, the evolution of EU funded activities in the SR aret=t  generally and 
looked forward to the next Framework and future Round Table(s) in SR related matters. 
•  There are hvo subactivities in TMR-LSF of interest: 
(1) 
(2) 
min!'3.doc 
researcher access contract~ 
Tran~notinnal RTD projects for improving the quality and quantity of access (co-
ordinated by an LSF already funded under TMR-LSF). •  While the facilities programmes are demonstrably very successful at winning access contr~ct 
funding, the Commission is reluctant to get inadvertently involved in funding on-going acti\·itie~ 
at the facilities that could be construed as a rolling programme of regular u~ers and 1 or 
investment.  The Commission is auditing its involvement in facilities generally, \\·ith a view to 
assessing the scope of what it funds as well as just investigating the spending of re~ource~. 
Technical audit panel reports will be sent to the facilities for Cl"}mment~ befi. )re passing on 
upwards and eventual pubJication.  Further  d~tails of researcher access ~nd RTD project 
conditions of contracts are given in the Appendix. 
•  The Commission wishes to extend the number and scope of the Round Tables ~nd expects the 
facility Round Tables to apply for re-establishment or top-up extension funding.  The next calb 
for proposals in Framework 4 will be by 16/12/~6  for Concerted Actions (including Rnund 
Tables) and by 16/6/96 for Researcher Access and RTD Projects.  Frame\.vork 5 caiJs may not 
appenr until 1lJ9Y.  The Commission sees Concerted Actitms nS  u~ful input~ intt) meeting the 
requirement tP h~\·e const;mt updntes upon ~re~s of interest or Cl mcern. 
•  The TMR-LSF programme is in competition with the very popular I'\etwork and Fellowsh1p~ 
programmes.  It may e\·en get squeezed ·out of Framework 5.  It is necessary tlwrefl)re for the 
facilities to demonstrate and  put"~licise the benefits from earlier programmes. 
6  ANY OTHER BUSI~ESS 
6.1  FUTVRE OF THE ROL';\D TABLE 
As this wns the last meeting under the present contract, the meeting considered the future of the 
Round Table. I l\1unro indicated that Daresbury Laboratory would not seek to continue as Cll-
ordinator but was wil1ing tt1 participate if another would take on that rl1Ie.  G lv1Mrganttlndo 
proposed that ELETTRA  lt>r1d  il  nt>w  bid t1) tht' EL'  Comm1~~il  m.  Thi~  \\·~~ a.~rt>t>d. 
EKD OF DAY 01\'E 
mins3.doc  .~ 11 October- Overview of European SR facilities and future projects 
1  WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION 
I Munro opened day two with a short review of the purposes of this second dity. The df\y wa~ 
devoted to survey re\'iews of SR provision in Europe, including in\·ited presentf\tions from 
facilities/countries who were not part of the Round Table to give more comprehensi\'e etweritge. 
2  REVIEW PRESENTATIONS 
2.1  UP-DATE OF THE ESRS COMPENDIUM OF WORLD SR SOURCES 
A Hop  kirk titbled tlw results of it pitper sur\'ey of Europef\n SR sources (~ee Append1x). It i~ the 
intention of D,ue!-bury Litborf\h1~· h1 extend the survey to :=-l)Urces outside Eun1r'e c~nd to continue 
this process itS fitr itS it ne\\' edition of the European Synchrl1tron Ritdiittion Society Compendium of 
World SR Sources. The new edition will also include FEL sources. The information collected will be 
made avitilitble on the \Vnr1d \Vide vVeb. 
2.2  FACILITY I COl'~TRY  PRESE~TATIO~S 
Each of the fitci1ity ,participants I country repre=-entittives git\'e a short presentation. The focus was 
upon plitns for the development of existing fitcilities itnd plan:=- fnr new fc:icilities. 
The main points from the presentittions itnd discussions are given below. Copies of l)\'erheads and 
any other materials tctbled itt the meeting are in the Appendix. 
DEN~1ARK- ASTRID<I &  II)/  AARHUS/ E l
1GGERHOJ 
•  The new nitme for the institute at Aitrhus is the Institute for Synchn)tron Facilitie~, reflecting a 
change in emphasis and nrientcttinn nf the orgcmi~ation. 
•  The present ring is the product of Cl11labPrntiun with r1  \·ery wide ronge nf  in~titutinn::-/ includm)! 
CER\:., BESSY,  \1.-\:\-Llb, DESY.  DL  'SR5, ESRF  clrhi tlw  Lni\·er~tt: l'f Ct,ttm.~l'n.  Furtlwr 
collaborittinns were seen as importctnt in continuing de\'elopment. 
•  Planned developments of tlw ASTRID (I) ring included i\  small electn)static ring (ELISA land a 
Penning ion tritp.  Present .1Ctt\·itie~ are m.1inly in atomic; solid state/  ~urfitce phy::.ics itnd 
materials science.  There little binlot,:· orientnted vvork.  l\.1ost projects itre lung term projects. 
•  There are early plans for a new 1·2 GeV ring, ASTRID (II). 
•  The institute wants to ben1me kn()\\'n itS a 'centre of excellence' ritther than a 'large scale fitcility'. 
FRANCE- CLIO/ORSA  Y/ I ORTEGA 
•  The CLIO FEL covers 3-50 ~m,  diffracti~m limited itt the 50 jlm end.  OPO development is 
extending the ritnge to lower wavelengths. 
•  The science progrctmme is largely based in FEL physics studies: extending the witvelength 
ritnge, femtosecond pulses, two colour operittion, SASE studies itnd comparison with theory. 
•  Future developments mity include CLIO (II) for IR  (50 jlm- 1 mm) studies. perhnps itS pitrt of the 
SOLEIL pitckage.  . 
mins..i.dnc FRA..\;CE • SOLEIL/ P THIRY & lURE/ R C0~1ES 
•  SOLEIL is intended tn be the new French national facility for the photl  )n  enert,;; range 
10 eV-20 keY with high briJiiance and large numbers of IDs. 
•  Current expectations are that approval for the detailed design phase (3 )"t:'fH::- nf work) \•:ill be 
gi\'en soon.  \Vith a 4 year building programme to fol1ow the design stage, it is unlikely that first 
light will be before 2003.  The expected total cost is 2 billion FF over 11  years. 
'  •  SOLEIL will have a big effect on LURE.  There are a number of scenari(1s for a phased trc1nsfer l1f 
activity to SOLEIL.  There is likely to be a dark period of 12-1~ month::-.  French use of other 
facilities can be expected to increase if this is so.  · 
•  The current prngrc1mme at LURE  nov~· includes beamline de\·elopment~ e\.r1ected t.• trc1nsfer to 
SOLEIL and a Spc1nish funded beamline on Super-ACO a~ a precursor to the1r \1\\ n n.1t~tmc1l 
source. 
GER!\fA!"Y 
Because of their number, the Germc1n  facilitie~ were trec1ted  :1s  c1  grPup c1nd  renewed b~· G .\1aterlik 
and \\ Gudc1t. 
ELSA/BONN 
•  This facility is not oper: t(l general access  u~ers.  Access cc1n  be achie\·ed h· Cl1llnbL1rntion with in-
house worker~  on!\·. 
A~KAIKARLSRCHE 
•  This is a new facility and hns been established primnrily tn service LIGA lithngrnph!· interests. 
•  There is a strnng fLh:-u::- un industnnl participnti,m. Tht' tc1rget  i::- All''., mdu::-tr1;d  u~nf.!t' ,1f all  A-rr1y 
statinn~. Snme 2:;  J, K<11  c,)mr~r"mit>' r~re r1lre,1d~· intt'rt':.ted nr n.._·tin-'1:·  ir1'., 11\ ed 
•  Centres for :tv1icrofnbrication and Anal\'sis will be estc1blished. 
BESSY (l & 11)/BERLI:\. 
•  There is also focus on LIGA lithography at BESSY.  They will offer a 'sen·1ce centre' c1pproach in 
partnership with two other key technolo~1' providers. 
•  BESSY (1) is the European stc1ndard SRsource. 
•  40 nm resolution cryo X-ray microscopy b  now routine. 
•  Construction of BESSY (II) is \·ery well underway.  Fir~t light is expected in December 1  SISIH.  The 
first users in January 1  YY9. 
•  BESSY (I) will close after the  trr~nsfer of activities to BESSY (II) 
DEl  T  A/DORT!\flJ~D 
•  DELTA is a test/educatilmol filcility for storilge ring science, engineering c1nd  technology. 
mins.ldtlC  7 •  Approved in 1991 and based at a university, several generations of postgraduates e1nd 
postdoctoral students have worked on it and it is nnw in routine operation with ~tpred beam. 
•  The race·track layout allows the testing of trial FELs and MPvVs.  Three "bee1mlines e1re ple1nned 
for full operation next year (LIGA, general spectroscopy and one other). 
HASUAB 
•  Activities at HASYLAB were covered on day one. Particule1rly relevant tt) th1~ di!-CU~::-iPn \\·er~ 
the plans for FEL development. 
INTER~ATIO~AL- ESRF/ Y PETROFF 
•  ESRF continues to exceed design goals as more is learned about ilcceleriltnr operations.  Beam 
lifetimes of 45 hrs have been achieved with 2/3 ring fills.  There e1re 40 I D's installed.  The 
brilliance te1rget is up 3 orders to 10:' ph/s/0.1  o.;, bandpe1ss/mracf /mm·. 
•  ESRF c1re  te~ting c1n  in-\·acuum und uliltl)r ft)r SP-nng s.  The~ r1re  ,1b~.) \,·~_)rh..Int:, "-;  ,m  ultrr1-tr1~t. 
jitter free, streak ce1merc1.  _ 
•  The prospect of budget cuts is causing mc1ne1gement concern.  They remain t)ptimi~tic however 
that it will be possible to mitige1te the worst effects of any ~udden che1nges. 
i 
•  Some 50 industric1l companies have some in\'olvement e1t ESRF.  There c1re  plc1n::- f~.)r  c1  new 
station for trace element analysis in semiconductor mnterials (tn include a clee1n  n)nm facility). 
INTER~ATIONAL- E\1Bl AT ESRF A~D  HASYLAB/ K \VILSO:'\ 
E~1Bl  AT ESRF 
• 
• 
• 
Demand for protein crystc1llogrnphy (PX) bec1mtime exceed~  ~upply  . 
The general ft.Kus is on difficult sy~tems e.g. \'er~  ~mc1ll crystr1b, wen  h..  dlifrclctnr~, time resnlYi"d 
studies, ~1AD  wnrk for phc1sing. 
Detector development is needed to improve the efficiency of stiltion u~c1ge- tc1rget  10 x grec1ter 
throughput. 
EMBL AT HASYLAB 
• 
• 
In addithm to cnnsiderc1ble rx USc1ge, bio-XAFS and NCO feature here  . 
It is anticipe1ted that the growth in PX at Hamburg willle\'el off (i1t- flOO dnys pc1) as ESRF 
reaches its full potential for development. 
ITALY- ELETTRA/ G \1ARGARIT01\'DO 
•  Initial findings confirm the benefits hoped for of third generntinn fe1cilitie::.:  higher brilliance, 
better  resolution in disper~ive and ime1ging applications, better time resnlutitm in experimens:. 
min~.:~.  doc •  The proportion of non-Italian proposals is currently more than f,()fX, and only some 20",, \  1i 
proposals overall are accepted for then operating beam1ines.  More beilmlines ilre needed nl)\\'. 
NETHERLANDS - FELIX/ M VAN PER "WIEL 
•  The issues for FELs are now less to do with reliabi1ity, easy tunilbility and estnblishing a broad 
user community. Of more concern are wider wavelength tuning ranges and matching FELs to 
experiments and other light sources. This is driven by user demand. 
•  Present FELIX developments include: adding more undulators ;md experiments stations, Iinne 
beam switching between FEL undulators for multi-user operations nnd femtosecond pulses e.g. 
220 fs at 10 Jlm 
•  Access is on the basis of science peer review.  They hope to expnnd in the biomedical and 
biophysical arens in porticulcH. 
Rt:SSIA- SIBERIA (J & Il)f\IOSC0\\'1 V STA~KEVITCH 
•  Progress with SIBERIA (ll) tn  ~iP:-C\1\\  is  ~hl\\. due to funding cnn~trilmb.  I3,,th SIBERIA d! 
(VUV /SXR studies mainly) and SIBERIA (II) (X-ray studies mainly) are nperationnl nt present. 
•  Targets for SIBERIA (II) include: 100 rnA  stored benm nt 2.5 Ge\' in  1'1'1A, rising 11.1  Jl)() mAin 
1997 and first X-ray experiments 1  '1'17. 
•  Colloborr1tion~ r1re bein;..::  e~t.ll"~!J~!wd with Czech ;mli Cermon grt1ups (!\1\1 \L1mzl in  UCA ,1r.Li 
other deer X-rny lithngrnph1e::-. 
•  \' Stonke\·itch bnefed the me en n~ l  m recent de\·ell  1pment::- in  Rus~inn  ~'  ~\·ernmentnl su ppl  'rt fpr 
SR. He cnnvnssed  letter~ llf :::-uppl1rt fnr SR  re::-eMch in  Ru~~lr1 frdm the fc1c1lJt:,  d1rech)rs pre~ent. 
He would fnrwrtrd  the~t' tl' the rlpprPpri,ltt'  r1Utl·h)ritit'~. 
SPAll\'- LSB/ J  BORDAS 
•  The Spanish believe thr1t  ntces~ tll SRi~  a key torget to help nchie\·e scientific ond tecl·micnl 
competitiveness in a growing number of nrens.  The SR community now numbers more thnn RO 
groups(- 400 scientists) from nil o\·er Spnin. 
•  The strntegy is  tP work tl1Wnrd::- .?1  nntinnc1l  filcility (LSI3) \'iil  persunnel nnd hnrdwe1re 
involvement in other sources.  Cser requirements nre being refined, bnsed on nctunl SR 
experience at other sources wherever possible.  The desi).,TJ~ requirement is con\·erging townrds n 
2.5-3 GeV storoge ring with n VClriety of IDs. 
•  Current status of the project - 14 staff 
- 1  '1'15-1 '1'17 design study 
-establishing a laboratory for  ma~etic  structure evoluntion 
- estC~blishing collaborntive arrnngements with lncnl industry 
- the full  proposnl is to be complete in  19~7 
mins...i.doc  <) SWEDEN- MAX U & II> I I LINDAU 
•  Approximately flO% of beamtime at MAX(I) is devoted to SR experimentitl itpplicittions itnd 40% 
to nuclear and accelerittor physics. 
•  Most of the international groups are collaborating with local Swedes. Apprl)Ximittely 50':1o of the 
200 users are Swedish.  Atomic and molecular, surface itnd solid state physics in theIR-
VUV /SXR spectral ritnges dominate the progritmme. 
•  The first stored beitm in MAX (II) was in 1995. The first user experimenb itre due in December 
199fl. 
•  The first tritnche nf 4 IDs and 2 bending mitgnets stittinns itt  ~1AX  (1 I  1 Mt' under Clmstructilln 
nov~·.  The titrget b  70-~l)"., den~lnpment  nf the filcility citpitcity by .2ll!lt 1. 
SWITZERLA!\:D- SLS/ G MARGARITO~DO 
•  SLS is clitimed tl) be the fir~t fnurth gt>neriltilm light ~(llJTCt' design c1nd  tec1ture~ the expl~HL1th>n 
of brightness/brillic=mce fnr  ~pt>ctrt1micrnscopy itnd time re~1lution in  spt>ctrnscopy itnd the 
explpitation t.)f coherent SR in the 10-100 e\' phntnn enerf.,')  rnnge, pt>rhaps tP lOOP e\' abl). 
•  The current status of the project is that political len:>! decision mrtking is i\waittld. 
•  The first Crt11  for beitmlines was made in  1  ~ 1 9A. The intentilm is h) hc1Ye  thest> reildy if apprnYc=tl  is 
given for c1  ring itnd bec=tml ines pitckc=tge  c1~ c1  whnlt>. 
UNITED KII\:GD0~1- SRS &  DIA~10!\'D/  I \1C~RO 
•  The brtlance of scientifi( c1cti\'ity  i~ chnngm)-:.. Ah)mic itnd ml)leculnr nnd ~urfc1ce :::.cienct> c=trein 
relitti\'e decline, with biology, P'\ c1nd  ind u  ~tnnl ~en·  ices grl)Wing.  C  urrentJ~·, c1pprnximately · 
halfoftht> tntal rtCti\'ity  ll~t.:':-- \-rdy~  Dirt.:>Ct  :--nit'~ t,)  mdu~tr:· cl((l)LJnt ft'r ·•nl:- (l fe\\' pt>rcerit pf 
current h)ti\1  u~ge. 
•  Future plitns for the SRS depend nn the fc1tt::>  nf the PIA\10\:'D pn)pl)~ol fl1r  its replacement and 
whitt limited ~C(.)pe there i~ iH the SRS  it~elf. Tht>  LrK  :::.ct.:>nrtril) remc1in:-- th,lt, )f  "tht> three 
sources": ESRF, a medium energy source (DIA;-...10~D l)r  ~imilar) and c1  high brilliance VUV 
source. 
•  DIAMOND is currently in the outline design stitge.  Attempts c=tre being mc=tde to find it  wc=ty to 
fund this new natinnitl filcilit\· \\·ithin tht> new ~tructure uf L'K  Resenrch Councib. 
•  I_t  is likely thc=tt pri\'itte sector funding and direct inynl\·ement of industricll collc=tborators will be 
demc=tnded of c=tn:· new fc=tcility  like DIA:\.10~D. All i'l\'t:>nues flH  funding are being explored. 
3  GENERAL DISCUSSION 
3.1  CO-OPERATIVE .ACTIVITIES 
I ~1unro  drew the meeting's itttention to the ~eries of c=tnnual  workshop~  on SR light sources.  The 
fourth in the series was held ertrlier this year.  These workshops were the product of a bottom up · 
initic1tive which, by informittion itnd experienct> exchange c1t  the eitrliest pl)~sible stage in ne\\' 
projects, had sc=tved  sih'11ificrtnt time and effort rtll around itt littlt> cost. 
min~1  doc  10 W Gudat proposed Europecm C<)·operation on SR-related test facilities and theory de\·elopment. He 
suggested this could extend to a test beamline on one of the present or next generation sources.  He 
indicated that BESSY was willing to participate in thb c1nd  called on any parties pre~ent whl) were 
interested in an RTD bid to contact him directly. 
3.2  MEGASCIE~CE  FORUM CO~f!\fENTS 
The Megascience Forum is currently particularly interested in the policy making and management 
practices of large faciJities.  For example, the Forum \Viii be circulating a questionnaire to a sample nf 
facilities concerning structural impediments to international co-t'~peration and a~J...ing who (or what) 
determines their access policies? 
r Zinsli and r Baruch repo~ted their observations of the Round Table process to the meeting: 
They explained that the Forum had developed an interest in  e~tal""~lishin~ a  Eur~.)pean regi~.mal 
\\'Orking group on SR sources clnd researcher access pr~)\·i~il)n  0\·er the pa~t t\\"t)  dc1~·s they hc1d 
observed that this Round Table was indeed very clo~ to what \\·a~ en\"J!:>aged.  Tht'lr c~.··nclu~l,'lb 
were: 
(1)  The Round Table should continue.  Information gi\thered l"'y  it, and about it,  ~}"h)U]d be mt)ft' 
widely dissemin.1ted upw.-1rds and .nuh\"t1rds both ptllitic,lll~> r1nd  scientificnlh. 
(2)  The invol\·ement uf the non-EC SR active cnuntries ~h()uld be enc~.1uraged tl~ gJYe  further 
strength in depth  t~.)  R~. lund Tablt> d i~cu~~illn~. 
(3)  \'Vhen appn)priate, governmental and other officials should be ir.1\'ited to hear the Rt)und 
Table's discussions. 
(4)  The Round Table Ct)Uid  play aver)' useful rPle in providing a means of e~tnl""~l!:::;hmg and 1 nr 
monitoring co-ordinr1ted activities at these relatively.large faCilities where a \·er:-- di\·er:ioe 
range of smi\ll scienc-t' 1s bein,L: d1 mr>. 
4  ~1EETL'\'G CLOSE 
l\1 I\1alacarne thanke~..i i \1unrl) r1nd  DrHe~bun· L1hlr<lt,)r\" f,)r CO·l)rdm,1tltl!l ,,r  thl:- Kl)Llnd  Tnl""~le c1nd 
tlMnked R Ct)me~ t\)r  h,,:-tin~ tht:- mt't'tmg r1t  LlTE.  Ht' \\t'lclmlt'\.l tht:•  r',··:--!tt':t'  ,-t'T:'!TTil>!lb t"':  tht: 
f\.1egascience Forum representati\·t':-- r1nd  noted their ~ugge~ti~.m:- ft)r \\·ider lll\"l.lh t'ment m  R~.)und 
Table-activities.  · 
I f\.1unro closed the meeting \\·ith thnnk:- t11 nil  whl' participntt>d and e:\tt'nded f'cHtJculrn  thnnk~  1\) 
the local organisers R Comes, H Dexpert and \1  Lem~.m?e. 
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en quelques chiffres 
4 installations:  Accelerateur lineaire (2.2 GeY e-) 
Anneau DCI- Rayons X (2.5 a  50 KeY) 
Anneau Super ACO ~X  Mous (5  KeY), UY, visible. IR  (mm) 
LEL-CLIO  IR du Jlm a  !O Jlm 
LEL sur Super ACO  (350 nm) 
Postes d'experiences =  40 simultanes (50 en temps  partage  ). 
Personnel = 400 personQes  (230 ITA, 110 chercheurs, 70 thesards et·post-docs) 
30 laboratoires en collaboration permanente 
20 partenaires industriels 
Budget total 150 MF par an (dont hors personnel 50 !\1F) 
Utilisateurs des installations : 
- 1800 chercheurs (1/3  etranger.  1/3  province. 1/3  region parisienne). 
dont 200 thesards 
- 900 propositions d'experience : 2/3 DCI, 1/3 Super ACO 
- 600 propositions acceptees 
Publications : plus de 400 par an 
Domaines sci~ntifiques principaux : 
• Structures atomigues et electronigues : 
- Physique (  41  o/o) 
- Chimie (27  %) 
- Biologie animale et vegetale et environnement ( 15  %) 
• Sciences physiques pour l'ingenieur : 
- Lithographie, Microfabrications (7o/c) 
- Espace : Astrophysique (5%) 
- Utilisations Industrielles directes (5%) 
Labomtoire  pour I'Utilisation w Rayonnement  Electromagneti<pe 
Batiment 2090- Centre Universitaire Paris-Sud- 91405  ORSAY Cedex 
-Tel.  (1) 64.46.80.00  - Telex LURELAB 263  734F  - Telefax  (}  l  64.46.41.48 
INTERNET:  LUREMAIL@LURE.U-PSUD.FR 
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= 15{)() 
2000 
l\'ombre d' L'tilisateurs 
1500 
4 
1000 
Jl 
•  , 
500 
Nombre de Projets 
0 
1980  1984  1988  1992  1996  2000 
. ··-LURE  12 A  \Til  1995 
Secretariat  Scientifique 
Number of accepted projects x Post. for  1995 
Nber  of accepted  Percentage  of  alloted 
PROJECT LEADERS*  Projects  x  Post~  sessions 
INTERNAL USERS  107  17  o/c  21· 0 
EXTERNAL USERS  533  83%  79% 
TOTAL  640  100%  100  %' 
FRENCH  489  76  9'c  77  9( 
FROM E.C.  110  17  9c  17% 
OTHERS  41  7o/c  6o/c 
* The projects are classified according to the origin of the responsible person 
independently of the origin of the other participants. LURE 
Secretariat Scientifique  Le  13 Septembre  1996 
Number of accepted projects for 1996 
PROJECT LEADERS * 
INTERNAL USERS 
EXTERNAL USERS 
FRENCH 
FROM E.C. 
OTHERS 
Nber of accepted 
Projects 
92  15  Ck 
521  85  9c 
470  76 o/c 
103  17  o/c 
40  7 o/o 
Nber of alloted 
24 h sessions 
932  23  o/c 
3185  77  o/o 
3270  79  o/c 
621  15% 
226  6% 
* The  projects  are  classified  according  to  the  or1g1n  of the  responsible  person 
independently of the origin of the other participants. 
Total  1996 :  613 accepted projects for 
742 proposals 
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Secretariat Scientifique  Orsay. le  17 Septembre J996 
1996 
NUMBER OF ACCEPTED PROJECTS 
AND  ALLOTED 24  H  SESSIONS  FOR E.C.  USERS 
Country  Nber of accepted  E.C.  Nber of alloted 24 h  E. C. 
projects*  Percentage  sessions  Per(%f}tage 
BELGIUM  28  19 q  186  19 9C 
FThH  .. Al'.TI  1  0,7  c;;c  8  o.s q.. 
GERMA~ry  38  25,5%  234  24o/o 
ITALY  45  31%  299  31% 
GREECE  2  1%  10  1% 
KETI-IERLA~  "D S  0  Oo/c  0  O€k 
PORTUGAL  2  1 CJc  9  0,9% 
SPAIN  23  15,5  'k  116  12% 
SWEDEN  1  0,5%  4  0,4% 
UK  9  6%  98  10% 
E.C.  TOTAL  149  100  %  964  100% 
OVERALL TOTAL  613  4117 
Percentage  24  %  23  % 
* Projects with at least one E.C. user 
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 LURE 
Secretariat Scientifique  Orsay, le 25 Septembre 1996 
1996 
NUMBER OF ACCEPTED PROJECTS 
AND  ALLOTED 24  H  SESSIONS  FOR PECO USERS 
Country  Nber of accepted  PECO  Nber of alloted 24 h  PECO 
projects*  Percentage  sessions  Percentage 
LATVIA  5  14 ~  11  5% 
POLAND  4  11%  20  10% 
REPUBLIC CZECH  2  6o/c  4  2% 
RUSSIA  22  60%  163  76% 
SLOVENIA  1  3%  2  I% 
UKRA IN  2  '6%  11  6% 
PECO TOTAL  36  100  o/c  211  100% 
OVERALL TOTAL  613  4117 
Percentage  6%  .s% 
* Projects with at least one PECO user 
'  ..j,j . LURE 
PLAI\  D'EQLIPEl\1E~T C0\1PLEl\·1E~TAIRE Ll"RE 
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H~'-IS('  Energit.  Haute  Re~oh1tion 
(S  -4  60  e\·  :::  10~1 
ain1ant 
3.  P hot<u!rn is~ion  - Jlhotodiffraction 
l 15  -+  900 e ,.  :::  104) 
onduleur  SLN 
~.  c·a, ite  RF  500  \1Hz 
section  droitt-l  -'· 
5.  Ligne  Diffraction  - A  b~orption 
ain1ant  HI  0 
6.  l)ftecteu  r  bio  (  30  cn1 l 
D~  1 
7.  .)ou,encr  EXAFS  Dispersif 
D II 
LLTRE  Budget  ordinaire 
LURE  Budget  exceptionnel 
Aut res  :  Espagne  (  3) 
Region  Centre  et  lndustrie 
}  Total  contributions 
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 Super-A  CO 
1~0\\
7  E:\ERG\~ - HIGH RES()L  l
9TIO:\ (Sl.5) 
Project  111~lnJt:L'r  :  L.  \  ~-d11..111 
8-60  e\T  high resolution  (:::1 o5)  IJCal11  linr 
Scientific  goals  ->  spectroscop~- in gas pl1asr 
-> atomic and molecular  ph~·sic 
Techt1ical  6-111  tlortnal incidence "Eagle off plane" 
design  monochromator 
Electron1agnetic ondulator on SI)S  ,,-ith 
phasing to change the polarization pla11r 
High-orders gas filter 
Present  Optical design  completed 
· situatio11  Design  of the ot1dulator con1plrtrd 
To  IJ(l  i11stalled  dt1ri11g  the  fall  97 
R.F.  CA  \
7ITY 500  MHz 
Project manager: G.  Rynn 
Increase from 2 to 6  o/o  of the FEL gain 
Scientific  goals  Extension to 230 nm of the energy range 
Shortening of the pulse length (factor 3) 
Technical 
design 
Present 
situation 
. 500 MHz of the "Elettra" t)Tpe 
Installation during the winter 96-97 
Tests during the spring 97 
I Super-ACO 
HIGH f=:\ERG\T  - HIGH,  RESOl.l~TI():\ (SB7) · 
Project  n1an~1~l'r :  F.  Sir~..1tti 
100-1500 e'r  high  resolution  (10-')  llcatn 
Scientific  goals  line 
1"'(\C h n ical 
dt\si~n 
Present 
situation 
-> circular polarization 
·> absorption  spectroscop~-. 
photoc111ission 
SG\1 (double-head Dragon  t~·pr  l 
ffi()l1ochromator  011  a  bending magnrt 
I 
Optical  desigtt 'co111pleted 
DeliYerY  a11d  assemblY  of the bean1  litte  bY  ..  ..  .. 
~~a~- 97  ~  contntissionnitt_g  b~- J  ui~·  97 
[)  T''  '  ·,  L'l..~ :  111' p 1'  l  , (" I"  .  .\ j .  ( . .  . \  ... ' '!"•  .... , 1 l  I  1  1'..  \  \.  ..  L..(~  •  \  ...  - ' 
15-900 e  ,. ltigh  r·esolutio11  (I 0-' l  IJca111  lin(.' 
Sci t\n t ifi  c  goals  ->pllotortnission.  photodiffr~act  ion 
-> alJsorption  sprctrosco_p~-
l~l\cl1nical  PG~I - S.\1  111onocl1rontator 
drsi~n  h.'-IJrid  ondulator installed on SllS 
' 
. Prt\s(\nt  Optical  design  comJJiett.\d 
situatio11  DeliYerY  and assentiJ),- of the ondulator bY  ..  ..  .. 
J  utte 97.  of the beam .line  b~' J  ul~· 97 
I  . 
i  '  . ._  .' Plan  d' equ ·, ppement  ·~  DC I 
ft 8611 
I  I,,_ 
1  ~...:- :  1  I 
t  I DCI 
'  ,_... 
r  I  ' 
'0/  { DCI 
Re11e,,·al  of the dispersiYe srt-up for  : 
Scie11tific  goals  -> X-ra~· circular dichroisn1 
-> High T I  hi~h .11  exprriill(~nt~ 
Tech11ical  Replacement of .the 111onochron1ator. the 
dt:•sign  OJJtical  l1ench  and thr detector 
I)re~t:nt  l11stallation  during tht ,,·inttlr 96-t; 7 
situation  '"fests  durittg the  spri11~ 97 
2 l) I) El~f:CTO  R  l~()  R  13 I  ()C  R  '~S  1~.-\ lJ  I"' Q(;  R.-\ P  1-I \. 
EXI
1 f~RI\l~~:\TS 
I lllllroYenlent of the data collr(·t ion  f<•r 
Scientific  goals  macrontolrcules  cr~·stallo~raph~· 
Tt.}chnical  30-ci11  in1agt.'  _plate 
desiJ?;n 
Present  lnstallatioi1 during the fall 96 
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120 
•France 
100  BDenmark 
•Italy 
In  o Ireland  80 
~  fiSpain  ca 
c  D-Belgium  I  c  60 
0  •  Netherlands  ·- ... 
ca  •Finland  ... 
40  UJ 
20 
0 
Total number of station-days alotted to EC users: 
488  (5.6°/o) 
Additional station-days at the' EMBL beam lines: 
459 
Total: 947  (10.1°/o) 
)Lf  Ec- (7vo~ct;  (1~~  ~i~ 
":1-2.  ~  J.rr C,"'-~~-'  "fo  tf AS'(<.  M$  Av..KtA.J iJt.p  fq~  f 
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MAR97-7.doc  18 Laboratory: 
ELETTRA 
Sincrotrone Trieste SCpA 
Strada Statale 14, km 163,5 
34012 Basovizza (Trieste), Italy 
Type of Facility: 
IDjto/9 b  I 
Ultrabright synchrotron-radiation source of soft-X-rays 
Most relevant characteristics: 
•  Ultrahigh brightness 
•  Very Low Emittance 
•  High Coherence 
•  Primary sources: wigglers and undulators 
Desi~:ned, built and operated by the Sincrotrone ·Trieste 
SCpA, a private company with public sharehoders 
Opened to external users:· 
•  unofficially, november 1993 
•  Officially, summer 1995 
Investment costs: 170 MECU 
Annual operation· bud~:et: 17 MECU 
.  '  . . : :  '  ~  '  '  ·  ..  '  .  '  '.:. 
:-.·.··~··?/I EC-related activities: 
•  Use of ELETTRA's beamlines by EC-based 
scientists and groups, selected through the 
general peer review process 
•  Development of general and specialized 
instrutnentation for the same use 
•  Design and development of unique, very 
advanced facilities in cooperation with other EC 
institutions. 
•  Training of EC fellows in the general field of 
synchrotron radiation 
.  .  -"')  I  ·;·,) 
!  ,.,  I  L ELETTRA use -- 14-month summary (hours of 
beamtime): 
•  Internal groups:  1104 
•  Italian partner groups:  992 
•  Other Italian groups:  3048 
•  Groups supported by EC contract:  3992 
•  Other European groups:  768 
•  Non-European groups:  416 
TOTAL:  10320 
/'  '  ....., 
1  I  I  !.. 
I 1 ..) I  ..) 4-
Examples of EC-sponsored Research domains: 
•  • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Ra1nan Auger effecf in water based s·ystems 
Protein and DNA structural analysis  . 
Substrate binding to inethylmalonyl-CoA Inutase 
Photoetnission tnicroscopy of poly  crystalline 
metal surfaces  · 
Crystal structure determination of firefly 
luc1ferase 
Chemistry of transition. metals 
Spectromicroscopy of steel for tools-
Anomalous dispersion measurements of cyclic 
DNA octamers 
Photoemission and photoelectron diffraction of 
Inolecular adsorption systems 
Photoemission or fullerenes  · 
Oscillatory reactions of nitric oxide 
Photoelectron diffraction of semiconductor on 
metal interfaces 
Resonant photoemission of rare earth  . 
compounds 
Oxygen on alkali metals  · 
Sppectromicr!Jscopy of bimetal1ic plasters 
Surface chemistry of sulphur dioxide on 
transition metals 
Photoemission of quantum well states 
Anomalous dis_persion studies on 
d(ACGt  AACG5BR-U)2 comrlex 
Crystallography of novel vira  surface 
glycoprote1ns A few research hi&hli&hts: 
•  C. J. Cardin, A. Adams, A. Todd & H. R. Powell, 
U. of Reading, Dublin and Cambridge) 
The structure of the complex of the drug daca 
(the acridine 4-carboxamide antitumor) was 
successfully investigated with the MAD 
technique based on four wavelenghts. The Br 
atom was located with the anomalous diff~rence 
· direct method using 2 of these wavelengths. 
•  G. Cecchi, M. A. Bagni, C. C. Ashley, P. J. 
Griffith, S. Bernstoff & H. Amenitsch (Austrian 
A  c. of Sciences Beamline)  · 
A record time resoution of 50 microseconds was 
reached in analjrzing the lattice spacing changes 
for actin and myosin during frog mus~ 
ntove~nent. This resolution is intportant to 
determine the mechanica(transient and changes 
in protein crossbridge orientation 
•  A. Potts & G. Morrison, King's College 
The sntall-spot ESCA Microscopy beamline was 
used to reveal oxidation rate differences of 
differently oriented microcrystallites of Sn and 
Pb, and to study the effects of grain boundaries 
•  J. Haase et al., Fritz-Haber 
SuperESCA revealed the dynamics of sulphur 
dioxide adsorption and dissociation on Cu. 
Several hypotheses for intermediatespecies were 
, definitely ruled out. b 
Main difficulties: 
•  Extrente shortage of beam  time 
•  Scarcity of support personnel 
•  Support for Eastern-Europeans colleagues 
J8/.~ I  Iff 
- 0.1 
Trainin~  and mobility aspects: 
•  ELETTRA makes it possible for scientists from 
European countries to perform experiments 
. ,using one of the most advanced instrumentation 
systems in the world. This also implies the 
opportunity for young scientists to obtain hands-
on experience in the use of such facility, with the 
. chance to implement their own ideas. 
•  In addition, ELETTRA hosts ntany scientists 
under EC fellowships for training and mobility. 
The cross fertilization produced by this prograni 
has opened up many new avenu,es of research. 
•  The environment is particularly suitable for 
young women scientists, since many of our staff 
ntembers, including the senior and group-leader 
level, are women. We are committed to giving 
everyone equal opportunities for professional 
growth. f/tl 
ELETTRA use -- 14-month EC-sponsored use,. 
individual researchers:  · 
•  Belgiunt:  3 
•  Gerntany:  12 
•  Ireland:  3 
•  Italy:  1 
•  Portugal:  1 
•  Spain:  5 
•  Sweden:  4 
•  The Netherlands:  2 
•  UK:  23 
TOTAL:  54 ELETTRA use --14-month EC-sponsored use, projects: 
•  Belgium:  1 
•  Germany:  5 
•  Ireland:  1 
•  Italy:  1 
••  · Portugal:  1 
•  Spain:  3 
•  The Netherlands:  .  2 
•  UK:  5 
TOTAL:  26 t/tl 
Status of ELETTRA beamlines -.- Summary: 
•  In operation:  6 
·  •  Open to external users:  4 
•  Under development:  7 
•  Future: Further development programs 
sponsored by the INFM, CNR and oth'er 
organizations 
JO Publications (partial list): 
•  M. Polcik et al.: "The Adsorption and Temperature-Dependent 
Decomposition of S02 on Cu(lOO) and Cu(lll)", Phys. Rev. B53, 
13270  (1996). 
•  C. Uebing et al.: "Structure of 3-dimensional CrN Surface 
Precipitates on Fe-15o/oCr-N(100), Proc. 15th ECOSS Conf. 
•  P. Cobden et al.: "NO· Disociating on a Stepped Rh Surface: 
Time-resolved XPS on Rh(533), ibid. 
•  K. M. Schindler et al.: "High-resolution XPS Studies of Ni(lll)-
2-butyne, ibid. 
•  C. Keller et al.: "Dynamics of Charge Relaxation Processes in 
Adsorbates", ibid. 
•  C. Rojas et al.: "Structure Determination of the Si/Cu(llO) 
Interface by Photoelectron Diffraction, Proc. 5th Intern. Conf. on 
the Structure of Surfaces, Aix-en-Provence. 
•  L. Casalis et al.: "First Results of the ESCA Microscopy 
Beamline", J. Vac. Sci. Technol. (in press). 
•  Rojas et al.: "Structural Determination of the Si/Cu(llO) 
Interface by Photoelectron Diffraction", Surf. Rev. Lett. (in 
press).·  ·  , 
•  C. J. Hirschmugl et al.-: "Ni(lll)-acetylene and Ni(lll)-2-butyne: 
Vibrational Fine Structure on Cls Core Level Photoemission", 
Phys. Rev. B (in press). 
•  A. Baraldi et al.: "The Structure of the MoN Surface Compound 
on Fe-3,5%Mo-N(110) Studied by X-ray Photoelectron 
Diffraction: First Results from ELETTRA", Vacuum (in press)  • 
• }'2. 
EC-related facility up2rades: 
•  Overall, the Sincrotrone Trieste SCpA spent 
approximately 340 MLit in durable equipment to 
improve beantlines used for EC-sponsored activities. 
•  Of these, approximately 102 MLit were charged to. 
the EC contract 
1/1 7  I 
13 
Summary statement: 
•  ELETTRA is now a fully operating facility, reliably 
delivering approximately 5'000 hours of beaintime 
per year. 
•  Its reliability factor in excess of 93% is satfisfactory 
for the routine implementation of advanced 
experiments. 
•  ELETTRA has already produced Jnany intportant 
results in spectroscopy, spectroinicroscopy and 
crystallography,  a large fraction of them related to 
EC-sponsored research. 
•  ELETTRA, although funded by Italian source, has 
become de facto an international laboratory. More 
than 50% of its users are from outside Italy, and this 
fraction increasing. Two out of three directors are 
from countries other than Italy. The access to the 
facility is strictly through merit review by an 
independent international  c.ommittee. 
•  The two main factors in this internationalization 
were: (1) the fact that ELETTRA is a top facility, 
highly desirable for advanced e~riments; (2) the 
EC contracts which greatly helped the European 
· users' activities. 
l)tr 
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19 CLIO, 
an infrared 
free electron laser facility 
LURE,  bat.  209  D,  Orsay,  91405  - France 
CLIO  is  a  linac  based  (20  - 50  MeV)  free 
electron laser (3 - 50 Jl.m), working independently 
of the other machines of LURE 
- Properties of the source 
- CLIO as a user facility 
- European activities 
} 
':J  ; 
t  /I .-. 
N 
:t:  1000 
II) 
N 
oB 
N 
:t: 
:E 
~  100  - := 
E 
.E  ... 
Q) 
~ 
0 
a. 
&· 
ca  ... 
Q) 
(CLIO peak power: 100 MW, pulse length : 0.5 a  5 ps • OPO: 10 ps) 
I  ..... 
i 
i  > 
<(  i 
~--~--~~~~~~~  ------~--~~--~ 
3 
Special  features  •  • 
.  , 0  50 
Waverength  (llm) 
Development  of  parametric  oscillators  (OPOs)  1 n 
mid-IR  --->  Increase  of  user's  beam  time 
- Two-colors  FEL  -:  Lasing  simultaneously  at  2  different 
wavelengths,  indepe-ndently  adjustable  and  separated 
by a:s  much as  60 %  in llA/A 
--->  Pump  - Probe  experiments 
- Surface  SFG  ("Sum  Frequency  Generation")  Set-up 
permanently  available  for·  users 
- Pulse  length  adjustable  from  5  ps  to  o.3  ps 
- Fast  and  automated  wavelength  scans 
I~  I 1
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 Time resolved study of intersubband relaxation in GaAs quantum 
wells using a two-color free electron laser 
. F.-H. Julien, P. Boucaud 
Institut d'Electronique Fondamentale, LTniversite Paris XI,  Bat 220, 91405 
Orsav FRANCE 
R. Prazeres, J.-M. Ortega 
CLIO/LURE L;niYersite Paris XI, Bat 209 D, 91405 Orsav FR~NCE 
The kno,vledge of intersubband relaxation times in GaAs quantum '\\'ells is 
a  key parameter to  deYelop a  unipolar intersubband laser operating in the 
mid-infrared.  \Ve  ha\·e studied the  intersubband relaxation  in  asvmrnetric 
GaAs I AlGa  As coupled quantum V\rells  using a two-color free electron laser. 
The  sample  '"·as  designed  to  exhibit  spontaneous  emission  beh\·een 
sub  bands under intersubband optical pumping  .. Three sub  bands are bound 
in the conduction band and exhibit tv~ro intersubband transitions in the n1id-
infrared £13 and £23  at 10 and 14.5  J..Lm  respechvely. In order to measure the 
intersubband relaxation time in the E3  subband, \Ve  have performed time-
resolved pump..,Pnd probe experiment in a  multipass ,,vaveguide geometry 
'"·ith  the  tV\'O-color  free  electron  laser  facilitv  CLIO  in  Orsav.  At  room  .  . 
temperature, the first color is set at 10  J..Lrn  and pumps the E13  intersubband 
transition  \\·hile  the  second  color  (14.5  .um)  probes the  E~.:;  intersubband 
transition. A.  relaxation time  ===  1 ps on the third subband is  measured. This 
\·alue  is  in good  agreement \Vith  theoretical  relaxation calculations \vhich 
take into account interface and slab phonon modes. User facility 
- Beam time : l/3 FEL optimisation and physics 
2/3 users  ~ 1600 hours/year 
User beam time capability is 2500 hours but nigth shifts 
are not fully utilised by user teams. 
- Users have full control of laser 
wavelength and  ·lineWidth : 
- linewidth : 0.2 to several  o/c 
- pulse length : 5 to 0.2 ps 
- Wavelength scans computerized 
- Ancillary equipment : 
- Optical parametric oscillators from 2 to 8 y.m 
- SFG set-up 
- UHV chambers 
- Fourier transforn1  s.pectron1eter 
-Cryostat 
- Detectors, optical ele1nents .... 
- Beam time is attributed once a year by a 
scie.ntific  programm  committee  (applications 
in November) including OPO~. APPLICATIONS 
- In 1996, 32 projects have been examined by 
· the programm committee : 
asked :  372 runs  (227 CLIO+ 145 OPO) 
offered:  182  "  (112 CLIO+  70 OPO) 
1 run =  ---> 24 hours of beam 
On the 32 projects,. 29 were accepted, 
some with a reduced time 
Distribution in 1994-95 : 
-31  % 
- 13  % 
- 8  % 
- 6% 
-26% 
-14% 
-2% 
Electrochemistry studied by SFG 
Surfaces  "  " 
Near-field microscopy 
Surface photo-emission 
i.e.  ~ 60  %  of surfaces 
Molecules in matrices 
Semicond. & Quantum wells 
Medical 
Compared to other FELs : 
- Less Medical & Biology 
- More study on Surfaces EEC activities 
In  1996,  on  ·32  projects  examined  by  the 
programm committee, 12 were issued frorn the 
EEC: 
- 5  from Belgium 
-7  Germany 
They had 62 runs allocated (on a total of 182) : 
- 38  on the FEL 
- 24  on the OPO 
Results : 
( 
. It  is  too  early  to  draw  conclusions  on  a 
programm that started only a few months ago Developments 
Improvement  of  transmission  at  long 
wavelengths (25 - 50 Jlm) 
Optical beam line under vacuum 
- Surface SFG at long wavelength·(> 11  Jlm) 
Diamond window I UHV and electrochemical cell 
High rejection monochromator 
- Laser at wavelength > 50 Jlm 
RF modifications to run the accelerator at lower energy 
(present range 20- 50 MeV) 
Changi~g the beam line optics . 
-Study of a far-infrared FEL : 50 Jlm- lmm 
Long term development 
;~ 
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'- .J Present Status of the Facility 
-Improved performance: 
n1ax. J.L-pulse  energ~·  > 50  J..L.l 
n1ax.  J...L-pulsl~ po\ler  >  100  ''~''' 
n1in. pulse length  < 6 r\ tlt:s 
111 '! .\..  l·flici<..·nl'~  > 3  {. ( 
- Routine operation of 25 MHz mode  ~ 1 ~H  ~ 
- LAB VIEW  -based remote control for users 
-Very little unscheduled down time:  <  3 o/o  !! 
- B~""' -i.Cnte  .te  livtr~c.t  ~ p-st:  '/E.t:t.r: 
3 LOO kfS 
-I"  IA~~r  ~JOc-\fS:  1  t10M- .bu.te. 1, 
..... 1  CA.ser ANCILLARY USER EQlJIPlVIE"-.T 
- Evacuable pump I probe setups 
- LHe cryostat with 16-T superconducting n)agnet 
- Flo\v cryostat \Vith ten1perature control ( 4- 300 K) 
- 60-T pulsed n1agnet \Vith  flo~v cryostat (Fall  '96) 
- Sun1-Frequency setup with sync-hronized (Ips) Nd:Ylf 
- LABVIEW-based control and data acquisition systen1 
_ op·li.eAt  P''.lse  ~  tietr- /or 
Selee.tiok  DJ  1  Of  More r-p...._(s e.S Plans for the near future 
- 60T pulsed-magnet facility 
- Upgrade of the optical transport system 
- ImprOve wavelength and pointing stability 
- Upgrade of remote control system for tlsers 
- Extension of wavelength range to 300 11111 FELIX APPLICATIONS 
IR 
instru mentatio_n 
atomic 
physics 
bio-
medicine 
molecular 
physics I chemistry 
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 Name ,of  Large-Sc~le Facility:  FELIX 
Project Manager:  M.J.  van  der Wiel 
ANNEX  II 
Contract  no:  ERBFM,GECT950056 
Draft Short-List of User Groups Recommended by the Selection  Panel 
for  the period 1 January • 30 June 1996 
Date:  9-2-1996 
Heriot-Watt University,  Edinbu~gh, UK 
Imperial College, London, UK 
Oxford University, Oxford, UK" 
Nottingham University, Nottingham, UK 
Bath University, Bath, UK 
Glasgow University, Glasgow, UK 
FOM Rijnhuizen, Nieuwegein 
UK  beam  time  proposal 
288 hours 
C.R. Pidgeon  British  Heriot-Watt Univ., Edinburgh 
C.J.G.M.  Langerak  Dutch  FOM Rijnhuizen, Nieuwegein  26 weeks 
R.A. Stradling  British  Imperial College, London  1 week' 
C.C. Phillips  British  Imperial College, London 
R.J.  Nicholas  British  Oxford Univ.  1 week  _ 
J. Singleton  British  Oxford Univ.  2 weeks 
J.M. Chamberlain  British  Nottingham Univ. 
S.  Andrews  British  Bath Univ.  1 week 
C.M. Sotomavor-Torres  Gennan  Glasgow Univ.  1 week 
B.N. Murdin  ,  British  FOM Rijnhuizen, Nieuwegein  26 weeks 
University ofTtibingen, Eye Hospital 
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN, USA 
Photoablation  with  the  free-electron  laser  FELIX 
72 hours 
B. Jean  Gennan  Univ. ofTilbingen, Eye Hospital 
R. Walker  Gennan  Univ. ofTtibingen, Eye Hospital  2weeks 
M~  Ostertag  Gennan  Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN  2weeks 
T.Bende  Gennan  Univ. ofTilbingen, Eye Hospital ., 
Oxford University, Oxford, UK 
Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK 
Sum-frequency  generation  from  organic  monolayers  on  surfaces 
64 hours 
C.D. Bain  British  Oxford Univ.  1 week 
R. Braun  Gennan  Oxford Univ.  2weeks 
P.B. Davies  British  Cambridge Univ.  2weeks 
LURE, Orsay, France 
CEA, Bruyeres-le-Chatel, France 
Univ. of Milan, Italy  ... 
Superradiance in  the ·short  pulse  FEL 
56 hours 
D.A. Jaroszynsld  British  LURE, Orsay, France  2weeks 
R. Prazeres  French  CEA, Bruyeres-le-Chfttel;, France 
N. Piovella  Italian  Univ. of Milan, Italy 
Paul Scherrer lnst. Zurich, 
Delft University of Technology, NL 
Laboratory for Electromagnetic Fields and !\1icrowave Electronics, ETH-Ztirich, SwitzerlanJ 
Fraunhofer Instirut, Freiburg, 
Intersubband  photon  drag detector 
48 hours 
H.C.  Sigg  Swiss  Paul Scherrer Institut Zurich,  1,5 weeks 
Switzerland 
P.C. van Son  D.ltch  Delft University of Technology,  1,5 weeks 
NL 
H. Schneider  Gennan  Fraunhofer lnstitut, Freiburg,  1,5 weeks 
Gennany Name  of Large-Scale  Facility:  FELIX 
Project Manager:  M.J. van der Wiel  Contract  no:  ERBFMGECT950056 
Short-List of User Groups Recommended  for  Access  under the  T~  Scheme 
by  the Selection  Panel  for  the  period  1 September 1996  • 28  February 1997 
Date:  19-7-1996 
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, UK 
Imperial College, London, UK 
Oxford University, Oxford, UK 
Nottingham University, Nottingham, UK 
Bath University, Bath, UK 
Univ. of East Anglia, UK 
University, of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK 
Surrey Univ .. Guildford. UK 
UK  beam time  proposal 
232 hours 
C.R. Pidgeon  British  Heriot-Watt Univ., Edinburgh 
R.A. Stradling  British  I  Imperial Colle2e. London  1 week 
C.C. Phillips  British  Imperial College, London  1 week 
R.J.  Nicholas  British  Oxford Cniv.  1 week 
J. Singleton  British  Oxford univ.  2 weeks 
J  .:M. Chamberlain  British  Kottingham Lniv.  1 week 
S.  Andrews  British  Bath Univ.  1 week 
S. Meech  British  Univ. of East Anglia  1 week 
B.N. Murdin  British  Surrey Univ .. Guildford  2 weeks 
University Eye Hospital Ttibingen, Div. Experimental Ophthalmic Surgery, Germany 
University Medical Clinic Ttibingen, Orthopedic Surgery, Germany 
Photoablation with -the  free-electron  laser FELIX 
60 hours 
B. Jean  German  · University Eye Hospital Ttibing_en 
T. Bende  German  University Eye Hospital Ttibing_en  1 week 
\V.  Ktisswetter  German  Univ. Medical Clinic Til bingen  1 week University of Heidelberg, Germany 
Ablation of brain tissue  with  picsosecond  laser  pulses of a  tunable  free-electron  laser 
of high  repetition rate 
30 hours 
~1.H. Gotz  Gennan  University of Heidelberg  1 week 
J .F.  Bille  Gennan  University of Heidelberg  1 week 
University, of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK 
Cniv. of !\1ilan. ItaJy 
Cni'. O\' Abena:. Dundee. CK 
:Sonlinear studies of the  saturated short pulse  FEL 
60 hours 
D.A. Jaroszynski  British  Univ .of Strathclyde. Glasgow  2 weeks. 
B.W.J.  Mc~eil  British  Univ .of Strathclyde. Glasgow  1 week 
N. Piovella  Italian  Univ. of Milan  1 week 
\\  .. A. Gillespie  British  l"niv. ov Abenay, Dundee  2 weeks 
A.A.M. MacCleod  British  Univ. ov Abenay. Dundee  2 weeks 
Uni\·. of Amsterdam, Vander \Vaals-Zeeman lnstituut, Amsterdam, ~'L 
The  energy  back-transfer  mechanism  for  erbium-in-silicon  system 
60 hours 
T. Gregorkiewicz  Dutch  Univ. of Amsterdam  2 weeks 
C.A.J. Ammerlaan  Dutch  Univ. of Amsterdam.  1 week -- -.y  ' (' v  . '- "  .  j 
•  - -::;:.£ L  I><  o.."'"Dl  C L I o  ct re  11..u. c {  e..u.s 
o/  c(u~fer o/  e..o~pre.~Qkio.ry  ~ciL.:tt'e 
•  - T M  R  fc..vors 
o pe.ra.,t t  o""-a.{  -4  L,(i\. ~t  Yu. ~e~ta..il·~  &.\.  {_ s~~ 
ro..+ker  tl...a.t-\  d...e.:f::a  .. i.Ls  of  +k  ~ ir 
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p  a..rt.lc. u.  L  c.,.  s.. e.i  e.. ,._c_e..  .J i  e...Lc{  : HobiLity 
~  Jar  """-o~t (yov..vt:j)  lASers)  work  ct ffltX 
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New Synchrotron Radiation Sources 
·  and Improved Beam Lines 
-higher brilliance 
- higher energy 
higher photon rates nd 
accumulated rate Nd in a time  ~t 
relative precision due to the inherent photon statistics': 
ANd  1  1 
_  ~  = ~  =  .....-~  n-d  .-r-4  t:-- · 
(The higher rate nd can be used for improved precision &N1/Ne, 
i  or for reaching shorter exoosure time: Ai at the same precision. 
I)  Therefore new  detectors not  only have  to  be able to cope with higher rates  but also to pass 
on either higher precision or shorter exposure times or both to the experimenters. 
2) 
Spectroscopic application is noise limited: 
cin 
(ENC)rms  N  1 T  ,  m 
Cin input capacitance and T  m the integration time 
For  higher  x-;ay inteuity an  improved  signal  to  noise  ratio  and  a.n  improved  energy 
resolution is needed &t  tbe same time. 
5 Requirements for new detectors 
-precision of intensity measurement 
-time resolution 
-position resolution 
- efficiency  . 
- energy resolution 
Solutions 
-smaller detector cells 
-reduced read-out cap~tance 
-larger number of parallel read-out channels 
-:-use of integrated electronics 
- implementation,.of modem signal processing 
- new high Z material 
Direction of Pro~amme 
common effort of a number of institutes 
experienced in detector and electronic development 
experienced in synchrotron radiation application 
It should be  noted that institutes with a the high level of experience in different fields  are 
not found in one E.uropea.n couptry alone but are found only in different European countries 
such that a true international collaboration with exchange of expertise follows  automatical-
ly by the nature of the project. Furthermore the interconnections are such tha·t  continuous 
interaction and mobility of the researchers is necessary. 
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Abb. 2:  ZeitaufgelO&tes  R<>ntgenkleinwinkelexperiment  an einem  lamellar  ....  hexagonal  Phasen-
tibergang eines Ethanloaminphospholipides. Die einzelnen Streubilder wurden in Absta.nden von 250 
Millisekunden aufgenommen. 
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FUNCTION PR.:: ~CIPLE: 
•  primary elec:;·c::ts are collected 
and focussed  ~:.. !he l)oles  ~xis 
•  amplific!!tio~: 
outside he~~  like ~ISGC 
inside hal;.!  like PP.AC 
•  path separati~:: of incomming 
electrons :!nd  ~::tcomming +ions 
•  +ions dr;f! di:--.:.:tly to 
C.A.  T.-catho~~ 
=>  sho~~ jrift time· 
CA.  T. -cathode 
(slits possible instc:;J of  holes)  _ 
isolating spacer (  opti.Jnal) 
solid anode 
(position encoding s:r:Jcture possible) 
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y =  m1"MO ·exp (-m1*MO"m2) 
Value Error 
m1  12437 
m2  9.2868e-07 
Chisq 3.9703e.,.Q8, 
R 0,99881  NA 
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• 
- energy range:  5  ... 25 keV 
- local rate:  106 counts/sec  ( S · tc.? r-.s -) 
- position resolution:  200 JJ,m x  200 JJ,m 
- detector size:  400 mm x 400 mm 
-No. of pixel:  4 X 106 
-No. read out nodes:  26,000 
-global rate (max.):  =  3 x 109 counts/sec 
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TECHNICAL  REPORTS 
X-ray Holography with Atomic 
ResolutiC?n: Trying to Make It Work 
T.  GOG( 1'. R.-H.  MENK 12 ~.  F.  ARFELLI';) (Jl. p  M.  LEt~IJ). 
C.S.  FAOLEV(J).(S)  AND G.  MATERLI~ (6l 
010ak R1dge National Laboratory at the National 
Synchrotron Light Source. Brookhaven National 
Laboratory. Upton.  NY 11973.  USA: 
{2)Brookhaven National Laboratory. Upton.  NY 11973. 
USA: 
f3'Smcrotrone Trieste.  34012 Tneste.  ltatv: 
141Department of Phvsics.  UmversitV of Callfomta at 
Davis,  Davis. CA 9S616.  USA:  . 
f51Matenals Science Division. Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory. Berkeley. CA  94720. USA: 
f61Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB 
am Deutschen Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY. 22603 
Hamburg, Germany 
Introduction 
Smcc  it!'  inventton  tw  Dcnnts C.thor  111  1948 
111. hologr:-tphy has :lttr.1ctcd hoth sctcJlttsts Jnd 
t h  c g  c n  e  r  :-~I  r u b  I  i  c :1! i k  c f  o r n s J b  i I  i  t" to r  c  cord 
and disp!Jy objects in  J thrce-J1mcnswnal "life-
like" fashion. And while human \'ision is stimu-
Call (or rnmo~al.~  ~ESSV 
EU LarJt Scale Facility for Synchrotron Radiation 
Bertinu Elektronen.~pcichcrring 
~ell~ch:.n f'iir  Synchrotron~trahlun~ mbll lRF...SSY) 
lbe European Cornmrs.s10n  suppon~  :~ccc..~o:, of researcher; from EL' 
countrie.~ to tile \'UV and soft :r.·ra:- synchrNl'on rad1atton  fac11ity 
BESSY in Derhn.  Gcnn:~n~ · 
-to perform re~rch  in  phy!itc~. chcm1stry. and related  ftc:lds  usrng 
synchrotron rad1atron. 
·to develor and et:plo1t tcchntqucs rcl:lled to ttle use of synchrotron 
t'ad1a11on. 
• to train young sc1cnttsts in a still e:r.p:mdmg fteld 
BESSY operate!\ an ROO MeV !'torage nn{:. as light sC'urces some 45 
beamlines nnd different cxrcnmental chambers to use VUV and soft x-
ray synchrotron radiation for a w1de  v:meh· of scrent1fic and techno· 
logial rurposc~  Re~chcrs  Interested  .~ ustng synchrotron radr:1t1on 
at BESSY are kmdly requested to contact BESSY at the  addrc~s g1ven 
belo~  SCtcnlllic  pro~'(:ll~ :md :lprlic.1t1on(, for  ~mt1mc  dunn~ the 
fn~ hall of I  ·~~n (,hnuld reach BESSY hy September  I). 1996 
REIU.I,J.R f'l.f  ..... TRO'["c;rnnn·:RRI..,.G 
GF.St:I.LSl ILH"T H  ~M 'i\'"C'IIRilTRO"<~TRA  IILI'NC. ~t~hll 
~llrallt'f 1111 
[).  IAI'.I~ flrr1on 
X.:...rl.._ Dtrt'I<W  l'o.-1  [)r  \\  <ir ..  1.11.  1,·1  • • .t•l( Vl\11 :n 114  I  (}.1 
ftt-flft('(o""'""•''"  1'1<  \\'  lh.nrn.te1  •··I'I<VI~ 2nOJ.IIII 
Fu· •+4~\IIIS: :nnJ 1  J'~ll u:  r.·n1~1l  "'""'''"'rlf'IT'Iwrlc 
Ia ted by the S1111plc hologram of  !\1ariiyn J\1onroc 
from  the corner no\'elty store, a scientific desire 
cx1sts to extend thl) exc1tmg method to the realm 
of objects inaccessible to even  the  microscope-
aided eye,  where structures of atomic and sub· 
atomic dimensions lie waiting to be resolved and 
imaged in  a straightforward way. 
Originally designed for  that purpose, atomic 
resolution  in  holography  was  not achieved  in 
Gabor's time. During the last few years however, 
promising  developments  were  reported  from 
various  fronts.  Electron  emission  holography 
(EEH) techniques succeeded in  imaging selected 
surfaces  of solids  (.2-7).  although  the  strongly 
Jnteracttng  nJture of electrons greatly compli-
cates  the  data  analys1s  and  reconstruction  of 
real-space  holographic  1mages.  Concepts  were 
also  put  forth  to  use  X-ray  fluorescence  for 
holographic 1maging [8},  and an X-ray fluores-
cence hologram (XFH) of SrTi03 was presented 
[9]. 
At  the  same  time.  :t  different approach was 
attempted  to  image  the  immediate  vicinity of 
specif1c atoms in  hulk crystals, using a novel X-
ray  technique:  multiple-energy  X-ray  hologra· 
phy (  ]\,1 EX  H). One sample studied was a natura( 
hematite crystal. for ,  •. .-hich a holographic image 
of ~n iron Llyer c.:onc1ined  within a (100)-planc 
could be gener;Hcd II 0 j. In a second experiment, 
a perfect crysr~l of Cc w.ts used, yielding images 
for  atomic  byers  of  v.trious  orientations :tnd 
positions within the (rysLll's unjt cell. 
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;  . . --European Detector Facility 
at Svnchrotron Radiation Sources  .. 
1)  2D Detector for Diffraction 
Essential characteristics: 
-single photon counting 
- enrgy range 5  ... 25 ke\' 
-very bigb rate 10 GHz (total) 
-large size 400mm x 400mm 
-number of pixels  .. ca. 4 10
6 
Essential technical de,·elopment: 
-new gain structure: .\ISGC  ..  C.A.T. 
- 20 asynchronous read. out 
-\'LSI electronics 
-parallel data acquisition 
Possible Partners: 
institute  task 
HASYLAB, DESY. (0)  , small ancle scanennQ 
E1enra. Triest (1)  small ancle scanerinu 
0AdW. Graz <Aus)  small ancle scanerin£ 
ESRF (f)  ! small ancle scatterinc 
LURE CFR)  I r.n·stalloeraphy, C.A.T. 
Elettra, Triest (1)  crvstallographv 
Daresburv (UK)  . detector svstem 
ILL (fR)  MSGC 
LIP (P)  gas gain 
Universitv of Siegen,( D)  rate~ pressure, 20 read out 
NCSR Demokritos (Gr)  VLSI preamplifier 
development 
RAL, Didcot (UK)  VLSI electronics 
CTS,{IE)  data aquisition 
+others 
Total cost: 4.2 Mio ECU, 50'% of  total cost: 2.1  Mio ECU 
Time: 4 years 
21/26 2) Silicon drift detector array for high precision spertroscopy 
Essential characteristics: 
-good energ)· resolution< 200 e\" 
- short shaping time< 250 ns 
-energy range 0.5  ..• 12  ~e\" · 
( 
, 
- large number of  channels~ 1000  •  - ,·ery high  rate 300 \1Hz (total) 
- large solid angle't up to 27t 
Essential technical de\"elopment: 
"----
- drift diode with integrated FET  _.,  q  41C:..' .to ' (  c, 
- \'LSI preamplifier. shaper 
- multi channel FADC  J.---.  W~t'Of.S 
-parallel data acquisition (spectra) 
Possible Partners: 
institute  !task 
ESRF 1  Fn  I EXAFS. beam 
Dares bun· 1 UK 1 
. 
· diffraction (time res.) 
Has\ lab (D)  :fluorescence holo~raphv 
Elettra 1 I  l  ~  fluorescence holoL.rraphv./ 
Polnccmco 111  , tntel!rated FET. sJmul.effion 
Um\ersny of S1egen (  D l  ·:  svstem  mountmi!.  VLSI 
I  •  -
: preampllfier. FADC 
Univ. Heidelberg,\ 0). subcontr. 
I 
1 data acqutsltiOn 
MPI. Garchin2 i D  l. subcontr.  1 Si-dnft detector 
Total cost: 4.5 Mio ECU,  50~o of total cost.  2.25  Mio ECU 
Time: 3 vears 
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TMR - Access to Large-Scale Facilities 
The rationale of the Access to  Large-Scale Activity is  to 
open-~p large nationally-owned research facilities to 
European users. 
The proposals are divided between two sub-activities: 
Researchers access: 
monopartner proposals from large-scale facilities offering 
European-wide access to  their installations 
RTD projects: 
transnational proposals for the purpose of improving the 
quality and quantity of access (ex:  new instiumentation, 
peripheral equipment, key  technologies, etc.) coordinated by 
a large-scale facility already supported for access 2 
TMR Access to Large-Scale Facilities 
1995 Selection Round 
First Call for Proposals 
Publication:  17 January 1995 (closing date:  18 April) 
Nuntber of proposals received 
Researchers access:  170 
RTD projects:  23 
Budget available 
Researchers access:  63  Mia ECU 
RTD projects:  9 Mio ECU 
Peer review arrangements 
Dedicated panel of 31  independent experts 
2 meetings:  8 May and  12 June 3 
Researchers access 
75 proposals selected 
Funding amount t.o  63  Mio ECU (requested: 144 Mio ECU) 
for an average of 840,000 'ECU per facility, 
Continuity with HCM and LIP programmes 
52 facilities already supported under HCM and LIP 
23  facilities selected for the first time 
12 facilities financed by the earlier programmes had their 
proposals rejected 
RTD projects 
• 
9 proposals selected, involving 21  large-scale facilities 
supported under TMR/HCM/LIP plus a further 25 partners 
Funding amount  to  9 Mio ECU (requested:  10 Mio  ECU) 
for an average of 1 Mio ECU per project 
--
--
--~----:-
,.~-~-.~  ~-·· 
...  __  .__.~.  - . 
;  : ~>  .~:~~:;::~. ~~-:  F>:~.  -~ ::' ~-;~~,-~ 4 
TMR - Access to Large-Scale Facilities 
Researchers access 
. Conditions of c_ontract: 
\ 
- Actual Cost Basis I -Unit  Cost Basis (User Fees) 
..  Users must be both nationals of and conducting research 
in a Member State or Associated State (no more than 
15%  from countries where the owner(s)/operators(s) of 
the  fa~ility are located) 
Potential users throughout Member States and Associated 
States must be informed => publication of call for 
proposals in scientific journals (and Internet) 
Independent peer review  of all applications  ::::}  Users 
Selection Panel involving external experts (EC to  be 
informed of shortlist) 
- Users must publish their results in the open literature 
- Participation to R'ound Table meetings (once a year) 
bringing together facilities of similar ]lature with 
representatives of their users, to discuss annual reports 
and other matters of common interest 5, 
TMR - Access to Large-Scale Facilities 
RTD projects 
Conditions of contract 
- up  to  50%  of the tull costs of the project (lower if 
project is  near the market place) or up  to  100%  of 
additional  costs (for Universities, etc.) 
- not intended  to  supp~rt procurement of fixed  capital 
equipment;  other· durable equipment to  be supported 
proportionally to  the use of the equipll]ent within the 
project  · 
- minimum  total  manpov/er:  10 man years 
', !v.  - ... , 
- -
.~.  .  . -6 
TMR - Access to Large-Scale Facilities 
Concerted Actions 
Rationale 
to build upon and strengthen the Round-Tables and to 
complement the other actions of the LSF activity 
Objectives 
a)  to manage the Round-Table; 
b)  to maintain a watching brief on the scientific needs for 
· access to facilities in the field; 
c)  to promote joint scientific and technological activities 
among members of the Round-Table; 
d)  to undertake other studies that could strengthen the 
Round-Table goal. 
Proposals 
- must involve at least 4 HCM/TMR supported facilities in 
3 countries (coordinator must be a TMR supported 
facility); 
- should involve representatives of users and of other 
major European facilities (also from European Third 
Countries); 
- max funding:  10,000 ECU per year per participant 
(average) and  150,000 ECU per year (duration : 2-3 
years). 
...  ~  .. - .. ,... ---
-::··'~~s-- ::-~--.~~~;_-:.~~-~-~ 
- -.  ....,.,. 
~-.  .  :..  . 7 
TMR - ~ccess to Large-Scale Facilities 
Next Calls for Proposals 
17 September 1996 (closing date:  16 December 1996): 
"Concerted Actions"  (up to  2 Mia ECU) 
15 March 1997 (closing date  16 June 1997): 
"Researchers access"  and  "R  TD projects"  (remaining 
budget:  ca.  40 Mio ECU) 
(wpfilea\lmr\&alk_laf.at; 4 June 1'996) 
·-
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- SCIENCE 
RESE.A~RCH 
D  E\tELO Pf\1ENT 
EliROPE.-\N 
C0~1~1ISSION 
ACCESS TO 
LARGE-SCALE F  ACILI'I,IES 
CONCERTED ACI'IONS 
TRi\INING i\ND :viOBILIT): 
OF  RESE~t\RCHERS (Tl\1R) 
1994- 1998 
[}/FOR  \..J.4 TJOJ\r 
PACK4GE 
Editipn  1996 T4BLE OF COl\'TFJVTS 
I. 
.,  -· 
., 
,j, 
~. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Tll\1ETA.BLE 
1:\TRODl.CTIO:\  Access  w Largc:-SL:ak  F;~.:iliti~:-;:  0:::'-..,:ripuon 
of the  AL:tiviry 
CO:\CERTED ACTIO~S FOR  Rationale and  Oh_i~cti,·c, 
ACCESS TO L-illGE-SC.-\LE  Call  for  Proposab 
FACILITIES  .Budget 
\\  H 0  C.-\.'\  P.-\R Tl CIPA. T£?  \\'ho Can  A.:t as  C~knjlrw.:·_;r 
\\'bo Can Be  a  Parucir:t~: 
\\H.\  T ARE THE CRITERIA  Eligibility Criteria 
FOR PROPOS.-\l..S?  Financial  Guideline:~-
E"aluarion  Crir~ri.! 
HO\Y TO PREP.-\R£  _.\_  "\D  The  Proposal  F~~mJ 
\\RITE .-\ PROPOSAL 
HO\Y TO SL13:\llT .-\  Submission by  che  Coon.limtor 
PROPOSAL  DeliYcry 
Deadlm~ 
Acknov;ledgemem of Receipt 
EYALL  .  .\  110:\ .  .\_  "D SELECTIO~  Evaluation of Proposal:; 
OF PROPOS  .  .US  Selection of Proposals 
CO:\TR-\CfS- PROCTDlTRES  Negotiation of Contract' 
.~'\1) PRL\OPLES  Concened Acuon (dntracr..-;  ~1ain Pnn..:ipks 
.-\1'\~L'X 1:  LIST  OF  LARGE-SCALE  FAC.ILITIES  SUPPORTED  FOR  ACCESS 
uNDER THE T\1R PROGRAMME 
Al\~LX fL  LIST  OF  ROC:\D-TABLES 
A~NL'X Ill·  PROPOSAL  FORM 
'"'I  -
~ 
4 
.! 
~ 
5 
6 
6 
6 
~ 
;: 
~ 
9 
9 
9 
lO 
10 11MEJ'ABLE 
DA.TE 
17  September  1996 
16  December  1  996 
May  I99i 
June  1997 
August  1997 
ACinln· 
Call  for  Proposals  for  C  on.:crted  A..:iion.' 
Deadline  for  receipt  or· pr0p0sals 
Results of e\'aluation 
First contract negotiarinn_, 
Probable earliest start of conrracrs IJVTRODUCHON 
Th:- Cnn;,:ert~d Actions de::scriht!d  in  this  lnfunnarion  Pad~E.gt! fom1  part of the  Access  to  L1.rge-S~ale Fa..:ilitie:-; 
(  LSFl  Activity  of the  Training  and  Mobility  of  Researchers  (TMR)  Programme  ( 1994-98).  For  gen~ral 
.information concerning  the  TMR  Programme.  pkase refer  to the TMR \Vork Programme. 
Th:'  LS::  activity  of the  TMR  Progranm1e  is  a development  of a similar activity  under  the  prc\'ious  Human 
Capita! and  Mobility  l HCM)  Progranlille 1 1990-94) and  has also drawn on the experience acquired through the 
earlier  Large  Installations  Plan  (LIP)  (1 989-92).  For  more  information  on  the  LSF  activity  of the  TMR 
Programme.  please refer w the corresponding  Infonnation Package. 
ACCESS TO L.\.RG£.-SCA.LE FAOUTIES: DESCRIPTION OF THE ACfi\'TTI. 
The  es~=naal objective  of the  LSF  aconry  is  w provide  research  teams  throughou:  the  Member  States  of the 
Community and  the  Associated States:  with access to large-scale facilities  in  Europe that are imponant for high 
quality  research.  This activiry  is  rnrended  to  be  of panicular significance  to researchers working  in  regions of 
1.he  C  i'!1mmniry  where such facilities  do  nor exist. 
The  term  "large-scale faciliry"  refers  to  an  installation.  which  is  unique  or rare  in  Europe.  whose  invesanem 
and  operating  costs are  relatively high  in  relation  to  those  costs  in  its  particular field  of research.  and  whose 
imporu.nce  for  research justifies a substantial  effort at  the  Community level  in order to  widen  or improve  the 
access  of  researchers  to  the  facility.  Funhermore,  a  well-established  scientific,  technical  and  logistical 
in.frasrru::rure  should exist  ro  hosr and  support external  researchers. 
Following the  first Call for  Proposals for the LSF activity,  published in January 1995, the Commission selected 
for  suppon seventy-five large-scale  facilities,  the  list of which  is  g~ven in  Annex  I.  Together  \\·ith  contracts 
established  under HCM.  the  two  Programmes suppon access  to  ninety-seven different facilities. 
In  m2113.ging  the  LSF  acti\'iry.  the  Commission  has  been  organizing  meetings  that  bnng  together  large-scale 
facilities  of the  same  type  and  representatives  of their  users.  including  users  from  industry  where  relevant. 
TI1ese so-called Round-Tables take place at least once a year to discuss annual activity reports and other subjects 
of common interest.  Round-Tables  ha\'e already  ha'd  a signifi;::am  impact on  the  coordination of activities  in 
the  \'anol,ls  facilities  concerned.  Several  ·Round-Tables  have' also  attracted  the  participation  of  major 
international facilities  not supponed by  the  Programme. 
TI1e  T~fR \Vork  Programme states  that.  in  implementing  the  LSF activity,  the  Commission  li111  initiate,  in 
co1yw1Cnon  li'ith contractors under the  7lvfR Programme  (or under the  earlier HCJvf Programme and Large 
lnsta/larion Plan), a number of  supponing actions.  which could take the form of  concerted actions.  to encourage 
the exchange of  mfonnanon berv.-een large-scale facilzn·es  and European researchers on subjects of  common 
znreresr (for example.  through studzes. inciudmg conceptual srudzes for new large-scale facilities, seminars and 
uorkshops).  complemennng national and international efforts.  Such measures lilill include the support for the 
Rowul-Tables mentioned earlzer. as  -well as the support ofSru.dy Panels to explore the possible role of  the LSF 
acri\"iry in relation to specific research areaS. 
For the definition of an  A.;;.:~iated State. see chapter 2. 
So tar there  have  been 1\\elve  Study  Panels:  "Neutron  Beam  Sourc~s". "I .arge  Magnetic  Fields".  "l-l~'dnmlic..  .. t. 
"Comhll-:tion  T  eclmologie<.  "Earthquake  Engifl~Xring".  "0cc<u10graphy",  "High  Power  La~". "Growld 
A-:tronomy and  A.;;trophy~ics". "fTe~;:-Eiectmn UL~'"r.\". "Environmental Scicn(.;(.""S".  "/\nal~1ical facilitie;;;". "Social 
Sci.:nccs"_ 
2 Under  dte  previous  HCM  Programme.  Round-Table  meetings  were  organized  and  managed  dire..:rly  hy  the 
Commission Services responsible for the  Programme.  Recently,  on a limited  pilot hasis  in  prepanHton  for  the 
Fourth Framework Programme. some Round-Tables were supponed through Concened At.:tion cotltr:iCL' in order 
to experiment with a more decentralized management and a more flexible support f9r the activities ot  th~ Round: 
Tables involved.  Tite present Call for  Proposals for Concened Actions is meam w draw on  the:  su..:..:c:ss  of this 
pilot scheme. 
I.  CONCERTED ACTIONS  FOR ~.\CCESS TO L.\.RGE-SC~;\LE 
FACILITIES 
R~  TI ONALE AND OBJECfl\lES 
The  rationale  of the  present  Call  for  Proposais  for  Cor..:en.ed  ActiorL'l'  1~  tO  build  upon  :mJ  :'tren~ther,  the 
activities of the existing Round-Tables and. in so doing.  to complement the results of the other acuons supp9ned 
- by  the  LSF activity.  The objectives of each Concened Acrion  will  be: 
(as  a nininwn) 
(a')  to manage the Rotmd-Table in a particular field  for  the  purpose of monitoring the  implememation 
of access  contracts and  to  act as  a forum  for  the  regular  exchange  of information  between  iacilities 
covered  by  the  Round-Table  and  representatives  of their  users.  Beyond  this  simple  exchange  of 
infonnation.  members  of the  Round-Table  should  be  free  to  discuss  any  subject  of mutual  im=re:'r 
related  to  access,  e.g.  improving  access  through  the  common  development  of  key  ted.mologies. 
peripheral  equipment or instrumentation.  organization  of training  courses,  the  joint  exploitation  of 
specialized  teehnologies,  joint  publications.  Each  Round-Table  is  encouraged  to  be  open  ro  new 
members,  when suitable occasions arise. 
1 as additional options) 
(b)  to maintain a watchin.g brief on the scientific needs for access to facilities in the field covered by 
the  Round-Table.  The Round-Table should be  in a position to assess. on a continuous basis.  the main 
scientific  developments  that concern  access  in  the  area.s  of research  to  which  it  is  related.  and  to 
provide  the  Commission  periodically  with  a comparison  between  the  scientific  needs  for  access  of 
European researchers to such facilities over the coming say ten years against their present and planned 
availability.'  One  purpose of this  action  would  be  tp  follow  up  and  keep  up-to~te d1e  reporu of 
earlier Study Panels, where such exist.  (\\There perspective studies are organized by od1er bodies. e.g. 
d1e OECD Megascience Forum, work should not  be duplicated but made use of by the  Round-Table). 
(c)  to promote joint scientific and technological activities among the members of the Rotmd-Table 
dtat could lead  to an increase in  the  quality or q·uanticy  of access offered by  the  facilities  covered by 
the  Round-Table.  The Concerted  Action  may be  used  to  coordinate  the  research  activities  of the 
Round-Table members and to promote the diffusion and joint exploitation of technologies coming from 
such  activities,  in  particular  from  RTD  Projects  supported  under  the  LSF  activity  of  d1e  TMR 
Programme.  These actions could also assist in  the trdllSition from  laboratory to  large-scale realization 
or in  the  standardization at d1e  European level. 
(())  to undertake other studies that could strengthen the Round-Table goal of increasing  the quality or 
quantity  of access  to  facilities  in  the  field.  1l1e  Concened  Action  could  be  used.  for  instance.  to 
suppon conceptual studies of new  peripheral equipment or new  instrumentation.  Potential  proposals 
for  future  RTD  Projects could  be  .. tested"  duough workshops or small  feasibility  srudit:s  organized. 
on  ~n ad-hoc  basis,  by d1e  Concened Action  il'\df. acting as  an  "incubator". 
3 Successful proposals wiU always be required to implement point (a) ahove.  The:: Commission reserves the  right 
to supplement point (a)  with any  or all of the  further actions corresponding to  points lhl. (c) and (d). 
Presently.  t11ere  are  d1ineen  Round-Tables  covering  d1e  facilities  supported  umkr  the  TMR  and  HCM 
Progranuues.  l11e  list  of these  Round-Tables and of tlte  facilities  tlu~y indutk is given  m A1mex  II.  This hst 
is  indicative of d1e  Round-Tahles dtat might  he  considered  for  support in the  context of this call  ior Concerted 
Actions.  Applicants may  however find  it appropriate to propose revising  the::  scope of an existing  Round-Table 
or creaung new ones. 
C  .  .\LL FOR PROPOSi\L.S 
The  selc.:tion  round  for  Concened Acuons  wiil  be  initi~Hei.i  by  a Call  for  Proposals.  published  in  the  Official 
Jounul of the  European  Communities  on  17  Septemb~r 1996.  1l1e  deadline  for  the  receipt  of proposals  is 
16  December  1996.  ll1e  sekcnon  of those  proposals  to  bt  financed  will  be  conducted  accordinf  tO  the 
procedures set om in Chapter 6 a.nd following the timetable  sh~v.m at the beginning of this Information Package. 
BCDGET 
Up  w ECL7 2 million  will  be  committed  as  a result  of the  Call  for  Proposals  described  in  this  lnformanon 
Pa~kage. 
2.  JJHO CAJ\r PARJICIPAIE? 
In general.  each Concen.ed  Action selected \t.ill  cover in  full  the  work of one  Round-Table.  As  well  as  large-
scale  facilities  already supported for  access under TMR and  earlier programmes,  participants in  the  Concerted 
Action should include organizations representing  users of the  facilities.  Other major European facilities  active 
i.n  the  field  may also  take  pan. as  well  as  rele\'ant European  so~ieties. 
The  coordinator  of a Concerted  Action  must  be  a conrractor  for  a large-scale  fa.:iliry  already  suppo:1ed  for 
access under the  TMR Programme (see  List in Annex  1). 
~HOC~~BEAPARTI~.~~ 
From l\  1ember States of the Community 
Participation in the Concerted Actions  is open ro any  legal entity established in the  Community that is engaged 
in research activities in  the  exact.  narural.  economic  and management sciences,  as  well  as  in  those  social  and 
human sciences that contribute to  the objectives of d1e  Fourth Framework Programme.· 
From Associated States 
If a  non-~1emher State has signed an agreement with the Community for association to  the  implementation and 
financing of d1e TMR 'Progranune (referred to as a "State associated to the  Progranune· or "Associated State"). 
legal entitits from d1at country can participate in d1e Concened Actions under similar conditions as organiz.ations 
from  Community Member States. 
Nmc:  AI  rhe  nme  q( pre[XJring  this  il?fof11'rltion  Package.  the follo'Wing  States  ucre  a\·sociated  hith the 
4 Programme: Iceland.  lJechtcm-rein and Norway.  Furthermore. an association agreement  l-i-'ith Israel has been 
.•.;igncd.  hut has still to he  rar~ried by both fX1rties:  entities from /\·rae/ arc allowed to participate in proposals 
under this call on the understa1uimg that the agreement will have enrcrcd inrofhrce by rhe date f!(  !he decision 
r?f the C  omnussion C?f the financial support q(  an_v proposal concerned 
From European Third Countries 
Participation  is  also open to any  legal  enriry  established  in  a European Third Country on a project-hy-project 
basis.  though  without  financial  support  from  the  TMR  Programme.  Participation  must  be  in  the  interest of 
Community  policies. 
At  presem.  these  European  Third  Countries  are:  Alhan.ia.  Am1enia.  :\zerhaijan.  Belarus.  Bulgaria.  Czech 
Republic.  Cyprus.  Eswnia.  Georgia.  Hungary,  Latvia.  Lithuania.  Malta.  MoldoYa.  Poland.  Romania.  Russia. 
SJo,·akia.  SJn\·tEnia.  Switzerland. Turkey and  Ukraine. 
From International Research Organizations 
Any  international  research  organization may participate  without  f1nancial  support from  the  T~·~R ?rl1gramrue. 
However.  certain European intergovernmental research  organiz.atio.ns
3 are eligible  to  receive  firum.:ial  support 
from  the  T\1R Programme. 
Unsuccessful  Applicants 
It  $hould  l:~  noted  that  Round-Tables  will  cominu~ w  h~ organized  and  managed  by.  the  TMR  Programme 
management  for  those  facilities  with  TMR and  HCM  access  contract~ that  are  nor  in"olved  in  tl1e  Con:ened 
Actions  that  result from  this Call  for  Proposals. 
3.  JJJ-JAT  ARE 7HE CRITERIA FOR PROPOS4LS ? 
EUGIDIUTY CRITERL.\ 
Only proposals coordinated  by  the  contractor  for  a  large~scale facility  supponed for  access  under  the  TMR 
Programme will be eligible.  The proposal must contain, as participants, at least three other non-affiliated large-
scale  facilities  currently  supported  for  access  under  the  TMR  or  HCM  Programmes.  These  facilities 
participating in the proposal must be located in at least three different Member States or Associated States,  with 
at  least one  of the  facilities  being  located inside  the  Community. 
Note:  Two  organisations are  affiliated if  either one  directly or  irulirect~v controls  the  other or if  both are 
directly or.indirectly controlled by the same parent organisation.  Organisation A is conszdered as controlling 
B ~r 
A holds more than 50% of  the share capital of  B. 
European intergovernmental research organizations. eligible to he  ~upportcd a" participant<; in thi..'  activity, arc the 
Euro~  rv1ol~!eular Biology Organzation (EMBL). the Europccm Organization for Nuclear Rcsear.;h (CERN). the 
Euro~  Southcm Ob~"·atory (ESO), the Eurot)(!an Space Agency (ESA). the European Synchrotron Radiation 
fctcility  (ESRf), the  ln..;titut  Mt."\  Von Laue  - Paul  Lang~-vin (ILL)  and  the  l..nh.:mallonal  Centn::  for  Advanced 
M~-dit..:mm.:<m A~onomi.; Studic..;; (1\W). 
5 \ 
A hofd,· more than 50'Y, of  the sharehnld..:rs' \'otmg nghts n(IJ. 
A hold\· the decision malang J-lcn:ers r(  13. 
FINA'\iCI.~L GUlDELH\f.S 
The following  guidelines arc  provid~d hl assist apphcam.s  Ill  fomlUiaung  their  proposals  for  tin.:-tJL..Tii  suppon. 
Each  Concerted Action  should  have  a duration of 2 to  3  y~ars.  In  g~neral.  Lh~ Cummun1ry  cnnmhurinn  will 
nor exceed an  average of ECU  10.000  p::r-y~ar per pam..:ipam  nor a total  of ECU  150.000 per  year rer a..:tion. 
Proposals wili  be  sele~ted on  the  tollm\J:l;  hasi:-;: 
the  ability oi Ule  appli..:a.n:..::;  to pw\'id;:- an  die~ri·;:: managemem of Ulc  Round-Tahl:: anJ ..:,,nnJm.:ui,,n 
t"'f  ic.s  activities: 
the  pmemiai  benetiLS  in  rern15  of  the  n;-e;::reJ  increase  1!1  t.he  qualu:- \1!  qu.:wur:- Y  .:·L.:.::e:-:~  h'~ 
researchers w the  large-scale  facilities  in\'oh'ed in  the  Round-Table. 
It IS  nor  neceSS3r}'  for  all  tht prospecri\'e  members  of the  Round-Table  to  be  ii1\'0I\'eO  as  panicip  .. mLS  in  the 
proposal  itself.  Howe\'er.  proposals  involving.  as  panicipants.  a  high  numb~r of  Ule  facilii1e:-:  and  user 
representati\'eS  that  will  be  membe'rs  or· the  Round-Table  will  be  preferred  over proposals  with  a nh.)rc- iL'1lited 
pam:iparion 
. The Commission Services may  negoriate  with  coordinators ot successful proposals  th;::  fmal  list  of panicipauc.s 
w tbt Conctned Action  a~ wc:U  as  of r~m:i:ipanL"  t~.•  L~e correspondin;;  Rr,und-Tahk. 
4.  HOJJrTO PREP4RE ;4ND  JJ-RI7E A PROPOS.4L 
THE PROPOSAL FOR\1 
This Information Package contain.s a Proposal Form in Annex  III.  1l1e Fom1 is  divided into four paru: general 
proposal information.  individual panner information. proposal abstract and proposal description. 
(  1)  General Proposal  Description 
This first part of the  Proposal Fonn contains the  general infom1auon that will  he. em:::rc:J  into  the TMR 
Progranune's data base. notably:  the proposal title. a shon title or acronym that \J..'ill be used to identify 
the  proposal.  deUtils  of Ute  coordinator  including  name  and  postal and teleconununication addresses. 
a list of all the participants involved and their respective roles in the  Round Tables.  propn~ed Juration. 
and  the  financing  requt!Sted. 
(2)  Individual  Partner Information 
The  Individual  Parmer  lntonnation Sheet"  must  be'  c.:ompleted  separately  t(lr  ea<.:h  pam~.:ipam Ill  the: 
proposal. im:luding  the: t.:oon..linator.  Tite principal infom1ation  r~quested is  Ute  legal  uam~ anJ  aJJre~...: 
of Ute  panit.:ipant anJ the  name::  of Ute  tt:c.:hnical  co·nUtc.:t.  To ensurt: that proposal:\ ha\'t Ulc  tull  :-;upport 
of all  partic.:ipating  organizations.  ead1  Individual  Partner  lnfonnation  Sheet  must  he  lC'rtiticd  ;mJ 
signed  hy  an  autllori,c-J  s1gnawry.  Only  tonn..;  with  original  signatur~s  will  h:::  a;.:~..c:f'llc'J.  The' 
6 Conunission will.  however.  accept photocopies or faxed  copies of the  original  fomlS  containing  the 
appropriate signatures provided that they  are  coun~rsigned with an original signature of the  proposal 
coordinator. 
(3)  Proposal Summary 
111e  third  part of the completed  Form  provides a hrief sununary of the  proposed action describing  its 
main aspects as  indicated under points (a),  (b). (c) and (d) of section (4)  helow.  The summary should 
be  a maximum of 300 words of plain typed  text,  preferably  in  English. 
The sununary should not  take  the  fonn of an abstract of tl1e  proposal,  but  ratlu:r  of a self-contained 
description of tl1e  concerted action that  would  result if tl1e  proposal  were  to  be  funded.  It should  be 
informative  to  people  working  in  related  fields  and,  insofar  as  possible.  understandable'  to  a 
scientifi~ally literate  lay  reader. 
(4)  Proposal Description 
The  Proposal Description is  that pan of the  P:oposal  Form on which  the  scientific/technical e\'aluation 
will  be  based.  It  is  structured  to  correspond  to the  objectives  of the  Con~ened Actions  discussed  in 
Chapter  1 of this  Information  Package  and  to  take  imo  account  the  evaluation  criteria  discussed  in 
Chapter 3.  · 
Applicants should ensure that their Proposal Description addresses all  the points  rais~ by  this pan of 
the  Proposal  Forrn.  since  proposals  that  do  not  demonstrably  fulfil  th::  necessary  criteria  will  be 
rejected.  Close anenrion should be  given  tO  the  following  points: 
1a'l'  To  manage the Round-Table.  The  proposal must  indicate  who  will  be  tl1e  members  of the 
Round-Table.  how  it  will  be  managed  and  what  resources  will  be  devoted  to  the  exchange  of 
information  bet\veen  facilities  and  the  users  community.  Please  note  that  active  user 
representation is  considered  to  be  an  essential feature  oi a good  Round-Table.  The  proposal 
should  also  outline  a typical  agenda  for  a  Round-Table.  Applicants  should  bear  in  mind  the 
following: 
- general  meetings  must  occur  at  least  once  a  year  and  should  normally  be  hosted  by  the 
facilities  taking  pan on a rotating  basis; 
- the members of the Round-Table and of the TMR Programme management are to be informed 
of the  date and venue of each meeting at least four months  in advance; 
- the TMR Programme management \\ill normally  be  represented at each general meeting: 
- the agenda and working papers for each meeting  should be circulated to  the members at least 
two weeks in advance of the  meetings; 
- a summary record of the meetings will be taken under the responsibility of the coordinator and 
distributed to all Round-Table members and to the TMR Prograrrune management within one 
montl1. 
(b)  To maintain a watching brief concerning access in the field.  The  proposal should indicate 
what  measures are  envisaged  in  order to  assess  the  main  scientific  developments  for  access  in 
the  areas of research  to  which  the  Round-Table is  related.  Reports  of previous Study  Panels. 
of the  OECD  Mega-Science  Forum and of similar bodies should be  mentioned, where relevant. 
(c)  To promote joint scientific and technological activities.  The  proposal should  describe  tl1e 
objectives  and  workplan  for  such  joint  activities  which  may  involve  some  or  all  of  the 
participants in  ~1e Round Table. 
(d)  Other  relevant  studies.  1l1e  proposal  should  outline  the  ohje<.:tives  and  structure  of any 
additional jnim study  tl1at could lead  to  an  improvement of tltt:  a<.:<.:ess  to  facilities  in  the  field. 
7 5.  HOW TO SUBl'v/IT A PROPOSAL 
SUB:\fiSSIO~ BY Til£ COORD INA. TOR 
The coordinaror is  respon.sihk  for the:  inrerml mau.a:;emc:m  and admin.i'\£ratiot:  of l11e  rr(lrosal a11J  ilai:->on  with 
the  Commission. 
Proposals  may  be  suhmined  in  any  official  language of d1e  Community.  However.  ir  is  ;·H.hisahic  10  supply  ar 
least  the summary  in  English.  This  will  facilitate  the:  assessmenr  of proposal~. 
DELI\l:R\' 
For  applications  sen;  by  post.  lhc  origim!  of the  rroposal.  ro~ethtr  \\'HJJ  thr::c:  comp!::t;:'  rti\lt,·.,~_jrJ~:'  ,~:  U!~ 
proposal.  should  be deli\'ered  m a smgk pa;:.k.age  w: 
European Commission 
Directorate-General XII:  Scien::.:.  Rt:search  and  De\·elopmem 
TMR Programme - Unit  Xll-G-2 
Office:  ~1075 5:'30 
Rue  de  la  Loi.  200 
B-1049 BRUSSELS 
Belgium 
Alternati\'eiy.  the  pa::k.age  may  be  delivered  by  courier or  by  hand  to  the  following  address: 
European Commission 
Directorate-General XII:  Scien;:e.  Researcil  and  Oe\·elopmem 
TMR Programme- l'nit XII-G-: 
Office:  .\107 5 5.'30 
Square de  Meeils,  8 
B-1050 BRUSSELS 
Belgium 
In  exceptional circumstances.  the  package  may  also  be  delivered  before  the  deadline  to an  Information Office 
of the  Commission located in one of the  Members States of the Community or in an  Associated  Scare. 
All  parcels should be clearly marked  "ll\ffi.- LSF Concerted Action Proposal". 
1l1e Conunission will noc accept individual pages or additional documenl'i sem separately from  the main proposal 
package.  Applications sent by fax  will not be accepted.  Copies should be complete and of good qualicy, as they 
will  be  used  for  scientitic evaluation. 
Proposals must reach  the  Commission  by  12h00 local time on  16  December 1996.  Proposals arriving  up  to 
72 hours after this deadline will.  however.  ht: accepted if proof can be provided that they were posced or handed 
to  a t:ourier service hefort:  the  deadline.  No other ex<.:eptiort'i  to  this  rule  can  he  allowed . 
.\'me.  rnordmaron; are advneJ always{(} oh/0/11 prnol(!f'dl-'f.tllch and.  ahere possihle. pro<y u:  J~/n:ery. so 
thai !he:  Comnussion can reclli). proh/em,· caw·ed hy the /ale delivery C?f prOJXJ.mls sem in good llme 
8 .  .\C~""0\\'LEDGEl\1El\7 OF RECEI.PT 
The:  ofticial  acknowlc:dgc:ment-of-rc:ceipt  fonn.  which  is  pan of the  prorosal  lonn. has  w he  tilled  in  by  the 
coordinator  and  included  in  the  parcel  in  which  the  proposal  is  delivt:rl!J.  This  wiH  ensure  that  the 
acknowlc:Jgc:mc:m  is  n:tumed  LOTrc:ctly. audrcssc:J.  Bc:furc:  it  IS  rc:turn::J.  11\l(lll;illy  within  tlirc:c:  wc:c:k.'l  after 
proposal Jdivery. the:  Commission staff will  rc:conl  tht:  datt: of r~::cdpt anJ issw.:  a n::krc:ncc: ·numher  for  use  in 
all  suh:-c:quc:m  L:orn:spom.knce  rdating to  the:  pr1 lpnsal. 
6.  EJ/ALUA110JV A:\'D SELEC170.\r OF  PROPOS4LS 
The Commission will ensure a contidentiaL  iair and equitable eYaluation ot proposab. This e\ alu:-ni0n will  ha\·e 
du~ r~~arJ ro  th~ criteria set out  in  Cllapt::r  :  I  r will  h~ -:2-rri:::J  out  unJc:r  t.li::  r:::spl)Ibihilir~  anJ ..:c,\.lrJ:r>wriun 
of the  Commission.  ~sisted by  external  inJ:::p:::nJen[  exp~rt..s chosen  by  the  Comri1issioi1. . 
. The e\'aluation of proposals for  LSF Concened Actions will  pro~eed as  follows: 
\'eriticarion of the  eligibility of proposab by  th:::  T~1R P:-o~ramme man.agt:mem: 
E\'aluation of the proposals through a peer review system carried out by a dedicated LSF Concerted Actions 
P.md consisting  c~f independent exteffi3.i  exrens. 
Before the Panel meets. each proposal will be sem by post for assessment against scientific/technical criteria 
b: at  least {'\\:o  Panel Members acting  as  pnmary assessors,  who may  consult other independent exreru as 
they  \t.:ish: 
At  its  meeting  in Brussels.  the  Panel  w1]J.  exa...'Tiine  each  proposal on  the  basts  of the  primary assessments. 
The  Panel will also  take account of the  experience gained  in  the  implementation of the  TMR and earlier 
Progran1mes.  The  Panel  will  then  establish  a  shortlist  of the  proposals.  or  pans of proposals.  that  it 
recommends for  selection.  \vith  an indication of their  funding  le\'el.  \Vl1er~ the  reconm1ended arnoum of 
funding  is  less  than the original request.  or where  it is  felt  that two  or more sllortlisted proposals could be 
usefully  merged  together,  the  Panel  may  be  asked  to  give  guidelines  to  assist  the  subsequent  contract 
negotiation. 
SELECTION OF PROPOSALS 
Following  the  completion of the evaluation process.  the  selection of proposals  proceed~ a.s  follo\'-'S: 
Preparation by the  Programme management of the  Draft Shortlist of proposals io  be  funded: 
Opinion of dte  Programme Committee  tor the  Training and  Mobility of Researchers  for  proposals on  t.he 
Draft Shortlist of ECU  100.000 or more.  This Committee  is  composed of Memher  Srate  nominees  (and 
nominees  from  Associated  States).  IL-;  role  is  to  assist  the  Commission  in  the  implt!mentation  of the 
Programme: 
Decision' hy  the Commission after completion of internal  procedures: 
Communication of acc~ptanc.:e and  rej~c.:tion notices to  applicanL-;. 
9 7.  COl\TRACIS: PROCEDLlRES A '\D PRIJ\TCIPLES 
NEGOTI.\TIO~  OF CO:\TRACTS 
Coordinators. of successful  proposals  may  be  required  to  travel  to  Brussels  to  negotiate  the  cktails  of  the 
conrract.  They  will  also  be  asked  tO  provid:: 
more detailed  financial  infom1auon.  in  pani-:u!.H  on  tht justification of costs: 
an  appropriate project progra.cL'11e  for  inclusion in  the contract. 
ll1e Commission may require changes to a proposed action on the  basis of the evaluation  In  order to  facilitate 
the  n~gonarion prc•::es~.  the  coordinator should: 
be  familiar  with  the  allowable  costs  LI-Jat  can  be  supponed under these  contracts: 
provide rapidly  all  the  detailed  infonnarion requested. 
1llis  will  help  to  get  the  action  sr.aned  as  quickly  as  possible.  and  contribute  to  the  effecti\'eness  of its 
management. 
AOTE  Tt1e  negor:arZ<..'1i process  \:111 be  tenr.:r.:Jied u: 
the negotiation process cannot be  completed within the  spec~fzed time: 
rhe  apphcant seeks to  mod~~· substannally the proposal 
CONCERTED ACllO:\' COl\TRACIS: 1\'L\.J.N PRINCIPLES 
A rnoJel  contract  for  concened actions.  serring  our detailed terms  and  conditions,  is  av<tilable  on  r::quesc 
The  Role  of the Coordinator 
The coordinator will  be  the conrracmr with whom  the  Commission signs  the contract. 
1l1e  coordinator  IS  responsible  for  the  management  of the  action  and  should  therefore  have  the  appropriate 
management.  as  well  as  the  technical.  expertise  to  direct  the  action.  The  coordinate( s responsibilities  also 
include  administrative  responsibilities.  such  as  general  liaison  with  the  Commission,  submission of progress 
reporu; and  the distribution of the  financial  suppon paid  by the Commission. 
Associated Contractors 
The other participants in the concerted action  will be associated contractors.  They will each  ~ign an associated 
contract  with  the  contractor.  The  contractor  and  the  associated  contractors  will  assume  joim  and  several 
responsibiliry  for completing  the action envisaged. 
European E<::onomic  Interest Groupings 
Participants may wish  w establish a European  Economic  Interest Grouping (EEIG) as  a separate  legal emiry  to 
enter into  the  contract  with  the  Conunission and  perform  the  work.  In  ~orne cases.  an  EEIG  ~an be  a useful 
mechanism  for  panicipating in  EC  RTD  programmes and exploiting the  results. 
A guidt:  w  tht:  role  of EE!Gs  in  RTD  can  he  ohtained  from  the  DirectOrate-General  X  I!  and  mnrc  <.ktaib.l 
documentauon  is also available  from  Directorate-General  XV  (Financial  lrL'itirutiOit'i  and  Cornrany  Liw) 
10 Procedures 
Two  copies  of  d1e  contract  will  be  sent  to  dte  con•raccor  for  signature;  the  Commission  will  sign  thes:: 
documents on their rerum. 
The  operative  commencement  date  of d1e  action  will  nonnally  be  dte  first  day  of ~1e month  following  tJ1:: 
signature of the contract by  dte Commission. 
Payments 
All  payments will  be made  in  ECU.  An advance  payment  \a.· ill  he  made  after the  signarure of the  contract  hy 
the  Commission. 
Periodic payments,  normally at  12 monthly  intervals.  will depend on  the  submission and  approval of progre~:-: · 
rc::pons,  and  appropriate  cost  claims.  For  small  contracts.  the  Commission  may  decide  to  use.  with  the 
agreement of the  contractors, a flxed  contribution contract . 
.  ..:..  rcrzmion  1  normally  10 fc  of tbe  EC  contribution l  ii v.;ithlldJ  until  al:  th~  t1ml  dll:um~!l~' 1  t=:::llr::.:::! 
tinailcial'l  ha\·e  b~en received and approved  by  the  Conm1ission. 
Costs 
The  Corruuission will  not conttibute  to  any  costs  incurred hefore  the  formal  commencement date  specified  in 
the  conrracr. 
Coruruurury  funding  will cover up  to  100%  of the allowable costs of the  action.  Allowable costs  for  ConceneJ 
Actions  may  include: 
(A)  Personnel costs: actual employment costs (salaries. grants, social charges, pension costs) of professional 
·and post-graduate staff directly involved in the management and coordination of the action.  but excludmg 
the  personnel costs of such staff while  they  are  engaged  in  research activities. 
(  B  l  Eu:lzangc  and  Afobility  costs:  costs  of  holding  meenngs  for  some  or  all  parnc1panr.s:  mwe:  ar1d 
subsistence  relating  to  visits  to.  and  meetings  wtth,  other  participants  and  relatin,g  ro  shon-teffil 
exchanges  of personnel  between  the  participants  not  exceeding  three  months.  (Please  note  that  the 
panicipation to Round-Table meetings of  representatives ofT!v1R supponed  facilities is to be charged 
to their access contract and not to  the concened acrion) 
(C)  Support Sen.·ices: consumables. materials. computing. external assistance (if agreed by the Commission·!. 
publications,  to  the extent that  they  relate  to  the action. 
(D)  Overhead Costs:  a maximum  of 20%  of the  other allowable  costs  (A  +  B + C)  as a contribution  w 
indirect general costs including administrative,  non-professional and  secretarial staff.  telephone.  etc. 
Concerted action contracts are  not  intended  to  support the procurement of durable equipment. 
Project Programme 
Each  contract  v,:iU  contain  a  technical  armex  specifying  t11e  project  progranune  to  be  implemented  hy  the 
contractors  in  rerum for  the  EC  funding. 
The:  project programme will include a description of the ohjectives and  work plan of the  Con~.:encd Action.  t)f 
the  role  of t11e  participants and  of t11e  relevant deliverahles and  mikstones of the  action. 
II Reports 
1l1e coordinator will be expected w provide annual progress reports giving an overview of t11e  acuon.  in order 
to assisr the Conm1ission in monitorinl! work and  results.  At the end' of the action.  final  reclmical and  financial 
reports muse  be  provided covering all-tlte action.  ohjectives achieved and  conclusion.'. 
Auditing 
The  Commissi01i or  the  Court of Auditors  may  order  the  audiring  ot' auy  cnntral:t  while  ir  is  rumun~. and  up 
to rwo  years  after it5  completion. 
Concractors  are  not  required  to  senp  supporting  documentation  with  the  cost  sr.atemems.  They  ar::.  howe\'er. 
required  to keep appropriate docwnemacion  for  possihle  inspection  for  two  y:::ars  afre:- the  last  rep\lrt  has  heen 
submitted under the  contract 
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CEi'TRE pE RECHERaiES DU C\'CLOTROI'\ 
l;nh·crsitc Catlwliquc c..lc  l..ou\'ain 
BELGIUM 
GRA.r\ID ACCELER.\  TEUR NATIONAL D'IONS  LOURDS (GANIL) 
FRANCE 
ACCELER.\TOR L\BORATORY 
Cnivcrsit)· of J)·\'a..,k:' Ia 
Ff:\LAND 
GESELLSCHAIT FlTR SCH\\'ERIONE.l'\'FORSCHL~G (GSI) 
Gc~cllscha.ft fUr Sch"  crionenforschung ml>H 
GERf\1ANY 
EUROPEA:"\ VLBI 1\'IT\VOR.K 
Joint Institute for Very Long Baseline lntericrometry (JIVE) in  Europe 
:'\ETHERLA~DS 
EUROPE.-\.~ NORTiiiR~  OBSERVATORY- CA."'\..\RY  ISL~'\TIS 
lrutituto c..le  Astrofisica de  Canarias 
SPA!\' 
OCEA.  "\OGR.\PH\. 
RESEARCH VESSEL S0:\:"'\1: 
Forschungszcntrum Julicb GmbH (1J  A) 
GERMA!\Y 
GLORi.\ & TOBI. 
:\atural Em  ironment Research Council -Southampton  Oceanograph~ Centre  i SOC) 
U!'\ITED  KINGD0~1 
l\l~l'l:D SlJBl\tERSIBLES C1'A.1'\A AA'D K.\UITLE 
IFR£!\tER- lnstitut Francais de  Recherche pour !'Exploitation de  Ia  !\fer 
FRAt\CE 
El\'VIRO~'!\  1El\T  AL SCIENCES 
NY-ALF.Sl.J!\'D  IJ\'TER~ATION.AL ARcnC E!\'VIR0:\'1\tE~TAL Rf.SEARGI STATIO~ 
Norwcbrian Polar Institute of the Ministf")' of Emironmcnt 
NOR\VAY 
GRA.ro...'DE  PLATEF01t'1E TOUR.~  DE GRENOBLE "CORIOUS" 
Unh·crsite Joseph Fourier 
FRANCE 
1\tETEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH FUGIIT (MRF) 
Secretary of State for Defence - 1\finistr')' of Defence- l\1ctcorolo~rical Office 
UNITED  KINGD0~1 
A  VI ON  DE  REa-JERCH.E ATl\tOSPHERIQUE  ET  DE TELEDETECTION FOKKER  27  (AR-\ n. 
Centre National de Ia Recherche Scicntifique - lnstitut National  de.~ Scicncc.'i  de I'Univcrs 
FRANCE 
TMR Facililit:s:  I DLR RESEAROI AIRCRAFT FALCON 20 
Gcnnan Aerospace Research Establishment 
GERMANY  . 
DIGITAL AiRBORNE  11\lAGL~G  SPECTRO~·tETER  (DAIS) 
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fUr  Luft- und Rawnfahr1 c. V.  (DLR)- Institute of Optoelect-ronic DLR 
GER~1ANY 
ICE  A  ..  ?'\D  EJ\'VIRO:'\l\U:!'.TAL TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES  OF THE HA.MBURGISOiE SCH£FFBAl;-
YERSUCHSANST  ALT GmbH (ARCfElAB) 
GER.\1A~Y 
S\  -:"GIROTRO:'\S 
ELE'ITRA 
Sincrotronc Trieste SCpA 
ITALY 
BERll'\cR EL£hTRO:'\'L~SP£ICHERRL"'G-GES£il$0l.u:T FUR 
S\'l"QffiOTRO:"'STRAHLlJI\G (BESS\) 
GER..\1ANY 
SRS - DARESBURY  L-\BOR~TORY 
The Council for the Central  Laborato~· of the Research Councils 
L'NITED KINGDOM 
H..-\.;'ffiURGER  S\~GiROTRO:'\STRAHLlr:"GSl.ABOR  HAS\l.AB 
Stiftung Dcutsches  Elck"troncn-S~nchrotron (DES\) 
GER.\1A~Y 
LABOR.\TOIRE POUR L'UITilSATION DU  RAYO!'c'""'EME.l\T ELECTROMAGNETIQUE (LURE) 
Centre !"ational de  Ia  Recherche Scicntifiquc 
FR..~:.:CE 
FREE  ELECfRO:'\ L-\.SERS 
FREE  ELECfRO~  L.\SER FOR ll'WRARED EXPERDIENI'S (FELIX) 
Stichting ,·oor Fumlamcnteel Ondcrzoek der 1\lateric - Instituut Yoor Plasmaf)·sica Rijnhuizen 
~ETHERLA!"DS 
1HE L'\'FRARED FREE ELECfRON LASER FACILITY: CUO, LURE 
Centre National lie  Ia  Recherche Scientifique, Laboratoire pour ('Utilisation du Ra~·onnement Elcctromagnetique 
FRANCE 
i''EUfRO~ BEA.J\t SOURCES 
1HE ISIS PULSED  1\'EUTRO~ FACIUTI' 
Council for the Central Laboratory of the Research Councils - Rutherforo Appleton  Laboro~tory 
UNITED KINGDOM 
ISIS PULSED  J\IUON SOURCE 
Council for the Central  Lahorato~· of the Research Councils - Ruthcrforll Appleton Laboratory 
UNITED KINGDOM 
COLD NEUTRON. FAClLm· AT DR3 
Risa i\ational  Lahoratu~· 
- DE~\1ARK 
TMR Facilities:  2 STITDSVIK NEUfRON RESEARGI LABOR.\ TOR\' (:'\FLI 
Uppsal41  Unh·crsity 
SWEDEN 
ORPHEE- LABORATOIRE LEO\ BRILLOUIN 
Commissariat a  I'Encr,!ic Atomiqu~ Direction  de~ Scic:nce!l  clc:  Ia  '1aticrc 
FRA!\'CE 
BERll'\ :'\£LTRO:\. SCATIEJli'\G CL'\TIR \BE\"SC1 
Hahn-~lc:itner-lnstitut Berlin GmbH 
GER\  1.-\ \"Y 
HIGH PO\\  l:R L\SERS 
PHEBtTS - CEA/L-\'. L.\SER FACTIJTY 
Corrunis~ariat a  I'Encr~e Atomique.  um?ii-Yalcnton 
FRA\"CE 
CE:'\  TR.Q LASER F  ACILITI' (CLF) 
Council for the Central  I..aborato~ of the  Research  Councib - Rutherford Appleton  L1.lwrator:r 
UNITED  KINGD0~1  . 
L\.BOR-\TOIR.E POUR L'UfiUS.-\TIO:'\ DES  L-\SERS  L\TE:'\SES- ~·Lt1..l) 
Centre !\ational de  Ia  Recherche Scientifique 
FRA!\CE 
GRL'\OBLE HIGH !\1-\G:".'ETIC ITELD L\.BOR-\TORY (IDJFL) 
Centre :'\ationaJ de  Ia  Re-cherche Sdentifiquc 
FRA\CE 
HIGH ffiLD  ;\l-\G~TT L\BOR-\TORY (}J~lL! 
Katholieke Linh"crsiteit 1\ijmcgen 
KETHERLANDS 
L<\BOR\  TO  RIO ELTR.OPEO  DI SPITfROSCOPIE NO:'\-IDE-\RI rLEI"S) 
Labordtorio Europeo di  Spcnroscopie r\on-Lincari 
ITALY 
1\l-\..X  BOR'\ L\STITLTI (l\ffil) FOR r\0:'\1J:\l:AR OPTICS A  '\.D  SHORT PULSE SPECfROSCOPY 
Forschun~sn~rhund Berlin E. V.  - Gemcinsamc Ven\·ahung 
GERMANY 
LIF:  E.'\STA-ECOLE POLYfECif'lQUE - CNR5 
Association  pour Ia Re-cherche et  lc  Dc\'eloppcment de  l\Iethodc..~ ct  Procc..~~u~ lndustricls - AR\~TS 
FRA!\'CE 
LUND  L-\SER CE!\TRE (LLC) 
Lund  t:ni\ ersitct 
SWEDE~ 
ULTR-\\lOLET L\SER FACILn· (lJLF) 
Fnundation for Research and Tc<:hnnln~-Hdbtli, Institute of Elt'<"tronic Structure and Lt.11cr 
GREECE 
TMR  F<idliti~s:  ~ HIGH  A.t~D VERY HIGH TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR '1.\GNETIC RESONANCE (1\'1\11{)  SPECTR0~1ETERS 
Centre National de Ia  Recherche Scientifiquc- Centre tk RC'Chcrchc sur Ia  Ph~·si'fUl' (lcs  Haute~ Tcmpcraturc.'i 
FRA~CE 
liLTR.\.LO\V TEMPERATURE FACILffi' 
CniHrsit~· of Ba~·rcuth · 
GER\1ASY 
BIOTEQ{';OLOGY 
't-\Rf\T PElAGIC FOOD 0-I.Al"\ RESEARG-i 
tninrsit~ of Bergen 
\OR\\"A Y 
SO:'\ ;\"'IR FOR 8101\·IOl..ECl.JLAR R.ESEAROI  A.l\1> STRUCTURAL A.i"AL \'SIS OF  FU!\CTIO~AL 
BIO-'t-\CROMOLECULE (SO:"'-i\"ffi) 
Stichting SchciJ.amdi;:! Ondcrrock in :'\cdcrl.rnJ 
\ETHER!...A:--:DS 
L.\.RGE SCALE FACll..ITY FOR  REL.\..XO:\IETRY &  't-\G.'\"ETIC RESO:"'Ai'-'CE  0:'\ PAR.\..'\1AGNETIC 
BIO:'\IOLECULES (1\1\IR-PARABIO) 
Consonio Intcruni\'ersitario Risonanze l\l.agnetichc di  -'lctalloprotcinc  Parama~nctichc 
ITALY 
FR.\...'\l<FURT Ul\1VERSm' CEi\TRE FOR BI0,10LEC1JL-\R :'\"1R (810-~MR) 
Johann-\\.olfgang-Gocthc UniYCrsitat  Frankfun 
GER.\1A:'\Y 
G\"R- SER\1210 DI  SPETrRO:\IETRl.A Dl  :\t-\SS:\ (SES,t-\'• 
Consiglio i'azionaJe delle Riccrche 
ITA..L Y 
\\'AGE~"l"\GE~ AGRICULTURAL (\"ffi CL'\TIR 
La.ndlx:nn,universitcit \Vagcningen 
\ETHER.i.A~DS 
BIO-'IEDICI]\'£ 
n\·o- BI0:\1EDICAL PIIDl-\TE RESEARCH  CL'\TRE (BPRC) 
~ETHERLANDS 
1\IRC- Hl..J1\1A.N  l\10VE1\IE.r'.'T AATI  BAL~~CE  U!'.TI (1-L'tBU) 
;\leuical Research Council 
USITED KINGDOM 
PATERSON INSTITUfE FOR CANCER RESEARCH FREE RADICAL RESEARCH  FACIUTI' 
Christie Hospital (T\1-15)  Trust - Paterson Institute for Cancer Research 
U~ITED KINGDOM 
HYDR.\l'LICS, 
DELFT HYDRAUUCS 
Stichtin!! \Vatcri<Htph-undi,:!.  Lalw•ratorium - Delft  H~·ur.tulics 
:"-ETHERLANDS 
DHI  OfFSHORE \\'AVE BASI!'\  ~'\D 3D \\'AVE GENERATING SYSTEM 
Oanhh  H~draulic Institute 
TMR  Fal.iliti~s:  4 DENMARK 
Ck~AL  DE  L'\VESTIGACION Y E..XPERIJ\1E:".TACIO~ l\1ARITJJ\1A (CIEJ\f) 
Unh·crsidad Politccnica de  Catalun~·a.. Lahoratnrio de lngcnicria Maritima 
SPAll" 
L-\BOR-\  TO RIO  DE  D~A.I\11CA DEL BUQUE  (LOB) 
Canal  de  Expcriencias  Hidrudinamica.~ del  Pardo. Lahoratorio de Dinitmica del  Buquc 
SPAll" 
TANQUE  DE OLEAJE 1\fULTIDIRECCIO:"\AL DEL CE!'ITRO DE ESTUDIOS  DE PUERTOS \' COST .  .o\5  DEL 
CEDE.'\ (fO:'tfl 
Centro de  [studios  ~- Expcrimcntacion de  Ohras  Public~. Centro de  [studio~ de  Pucrtos  ~ Coslas 
SPA!~ 
HR \\'ALIJ:';GFORD LTD 
C;-\ITED  KINGD0\1 
E:'\"ERGY 
PL~TAFOR'\1.\ SOL-V{ DE ALI\1ERIA (PSA) 
Centro de  Investigaciones Encrgeticas. 1\ lcilioambientales  ~· T ecnologicas  (  CU:1\ 1-\  T) 
SPAll\ 
li\TER'\A  TIO:"l.A.L  FL-\..'\'1E  RESEARCH  FO L;\"DA  110~ (IFRF) 
NETHERLA~DS 
L'\l:L S.p.a - CE.'\TRO RICERCA TER.\tlCA 
ITALY 
CARDIFF L-V{GE  SCALE CO:\ffiUSTIO:'\ FACillTIES 
L'niversi~· of \Vales - College of Cardiff 
U~ITED  t'JNGD0~1 
FACllJTIES FOR  AIROTHER'\100\7\.-\:\DC A  ..  '\"D  PROPlTLSIO~ STllHES rFAPS_l  Centre :'\ation:J de  Ia 
Rechcrthe Scientifique Lilioratoirc d'Aerothcnniquc 
FRANCE 
EUROPE.o\N lABOR.\  TORY FOR STRUCTURAL ASSESSl\tE.l'.'T (ELSA) 
Joint Research Centre, lspra 
ITALY 
T  MtARIS lABO D'ETUDE  DE 1\tECA'\lQUE SISl\tiQUE 
Conunissariat a l'Energie Atomique 
FRANCE 
EARlliQUAKE ENGU\'EERING RESEARCH CEl\'TRE 
Unh·ersi~· of Bristol 
UNITED KINGDOM 
NATIONAL TECHl'liCAL l11'1VERSITY l.ABORA  TORY FOR EARTIIQUAKE  E..~Gil''EERL"'G 
National Technical  Universit~· of Athens 
GREECE 
lSi\tES 
StructuraJ l>)namics  Tcstin~ LalHtrato~· 
ITALY 
TMR  Facilities:  5 L\BOR-\TORIO NACIONAL DE  ENGEI\1-IARIA OVU.. (l..NEQ 
PORTCGAL 
TR-\..  '\;SPORT. l\tANUFACTURING AND 1\flCROTEO-INOLOGIES 
CRIS - CL'\TRO RICERCHE TRASPORTI  E SUPERCONDUlTIVITA 
A.  "\SALDO - Consorlio Riccrchc lnnovati,·c per il  Sud 
ITALY 
COPES- CL-\l'STHAL CENTRE OF PROCESS  E!"GL'\'EE~G DESIG!" A'\TI RESEARCH 
T('chnicaJ  rniYCrsity of Oausthal 
GEE~1.:..~Y 
~A  TIO:'\.-\.L  \JICROELEcrRO~lCS RESEARcH CE!\TRE C\"\IRC) 
Vninrsi~' College Cork 
IREL.-\:\0 
SCPERCO\ tPl  TER.S 
EDL'\Bl~GH  PARALLEL C01\1PFfl"'G CL'\TRE  u~1VERSffi'  OF EDL''BURGH (EPCC) 
Cni' enir: of E<.linhur~h 
U~ITED t:I~GDOM 
CO~SORZIO  L'TERU!'.1VERSITARIO  PERL-\ GESTI0~1: DEL CE!'.TRO DI  CALCOLO EUITR0~1CO 
DELL'IT.-\.UA. ~ORD  ORIL'\TA.LE (C[.\ECA) 
ITALY 
CESCA- CL'\TRE OE  SlJPERC0:\1PFTAOO DE  CATA.Ll~'YA. CL'\TRE EUROPEC DE PARA.LLEUS\fE 
DE  BARCELO:\.-\ 
lini,·ersidad Politccnica c.le  Catalunya 
SPA!\ 
DATAB.-\S£5 FOR SOCIAL SCIE:'\CES 
INSITn.  TE FOR THE SOOAL SCIL'\;CES (ISS) 
Uni,·ersi~· of Essex 
U:"ITED D~GD0\1 
CL'\TR-\.L AROffi'E FOR El\IPIR.ICA.L SOQ-\.L RESL-\ROi (ZA) 
Unh crsir: of K'oln 
GER.\1A~Y 
TMR Faliliric::\:  6 ANNEX  II 
LIST OF ROUND-T~4BLES Name of Round-Table 
S~nchrotron Radiation and Free-Electron Laser 
Facilities 
1'\eut ron Sources 
! High Performance Computing 
I 
I 
li 
I(  Oce.anograph)' and Hydraulics 
i 
I 
IJ 
HC\Vfl\fR supported Facilities 
BESSY.  Berlin (DE) 
LURE.  Or~ay (FR) 
SRS.  Dareshury (GB) 
HASYLAB.  Hamburg (DE) 
ELEITRA. Trieste (In 
EMBL.  Grenoble  fFR) 
FELIX.  Utrecht  (NL) 
CLIO/LURE. Orsay (FR) 
ORPHEE.  Saclay (FR) 
lSIS(Neutrons)tRAL.  D1dcot  (GB l 
ISIS(Muons)/RAL.  Didcot (GB) 
BER2(Bensc):  Berlin (DE) 
BER2(Neact),  Berlin <DE) 
DR3.  Riso  (OK) 
~FL. Stucsvi.k  (SE'! 
SILOE.  Grenoble  (FR) 
CINECA.  Bologna  (IT) 
CESCA.  Barcelona (ES, 
EPCC,  Edimburgh (GB) 
CNRM.  Toulouse (FR) 
HCCPR.  Braknell (GB) 
KRZ.  Ha!Tiburg  (DE) 
EMBL.  Heidelberg (DE) 
IFREMER.  Issy-les-Moulineaux  (FR I 
SOCi~ERC.  Soutt~ampton (GB) 
KFA.  Restock '(DE) 
GEOMAR.  Kiel  (DE) 
Delfr  Hydraul..  Delft (t\L) 
HR.  Wallingford (GB) 
DHI.  H  crshoL-n  (OK) 
G\\'K.  l'r.1.  Hano\'er (DE) 
'! 
I 
ClEM.  Barcelona  (ES) 
LOB.  Madrid (ES) 
TOM.  Madrid  (ES) 
~~--------------------------+---------------------------~1 
Structural  Engineeri.n~ 
Uf  e Sciences 
Un.iv.  Bnstol (GBI 
Tech.  Univ.  Athens  (GR) 
LNEC.  Lisbon <Pn 
ISMES.  Bergamo On 
TAMARIS.  Saclay (FR) 
ELSA.  lspra (JRC) 
SON-NMR.  Utrecht (NL) 
NMR-PARABIO.  Florence On 
BIO~NMR. Frankfurt (DE) 
Agro  NMR.  Wageningen (NL) 
SESMA.  Naples On 
Marine  Res ..  Bergen (NO) 
MRC-HMBU.  London (GB) 
BIRCH.  Helsinki (FI) 
Palerson lnst.. Manchester (GB) 
T\\'0-BPRC. Ri_iswijk  (NL) 
Round-Tahks:  I Name of Round-Tahlc  HCI\t'fi\1R surruneu Facilitic~ 
Laser F  acilitics  ULF.  Crcctc  CGR) 
LENS.  Florence (IT) 
LIF.  Palaiscau (FR) 
j  LLC.  Lund  <SE) 
MBI.  Berlin  <DE) 
CLF/RAL.  Dilkot  (GB) 
PHEBUS.  Limcil  CFR1  ' 
LULl.  P:.d:.iJ!)t:Ju  (FR i  i 
ASTERIX.  G.Jrchin~ 1 DEi  1 
Fr::ur.hoier-Ir.s: ..  A:1·:~~.:n (DE)  i 
1'\uclcar  Ph~·sics and Astrorh~·sics  GSl.  DannsLadt  (DE) 
I!  GANIL.  Cacn (FR) 
SATURNE. Saday (FR)  I! 
Uruv.  Louvam (BE)  I 
Uni,·.  Jyvaskyb <Fit  !  . 
I 
lAC.  CananJs lES 1  l 
VLBl  (JIVE).  Dwm~eloc (1\l) 
I 
j: 
High l\lagnctic Fielill. !\;\fR Low  Temperature.~  . HMFL.  Grenoble  <FR)  li 
and High Pressures  HFML.  N1_1megen  ( r\L)  ! 
High Temp.  NMR.  Orieam  (FR)  I 
Low Temp ..  Helsinki  CFI)  I  Low Temp  . Bayreuth  (DE) 
High  Press ..  Bayrcutr.  1 DE)  i 
I 
En,ironmentaJ Sciences  CORIOLIS.  Grenoble  <FR)  j 
MRF  C-130  Alrcrait (GBI 
AR..l\ T Alrcralt (FR) 
I 
FALCON 20 Aircraft (DE) 
DAIS/DLR Atrcraft (0E)  I 
Ny-Alesund  Arcuc  Swtlon (!\01  I 
ARCTELAB.  Hamburg  (DE) 
NI\'A. Oslo  (~0) 
! 
Ecosystem.  Gouingen  t DEr 
I 
Lichenol..  Hdsinki (FI) 
Natur.  Reserve.  Donana  (ES) 
j 
Dataha5cs for Social Sciences  ISS.  Essex  Univ  (GB 1  i 
I 
, ZA.  Koln (DE)  I 
! 
Enc~·  IFRF.  Ijmuden (NL) 
Uruv.  of Wales  (GB) 
ENEL.  Pisa (IT) 
PSA.  Almeria  (ES) 
CNRS.  Orleans (FR) 
Transport Systems. J\1anufacturing and  CRIS.  Naples  (IT)  I  1\ ficrotcc_hnolo6rics  CIM  Lab,  Chemrutz <DE) 
COPES. Clausthal (DE) 
NMRC.  Cork (IE) 
lMEC. Leuven (BE) 
IMM.  Mainz (DE) 
Round-Tables:  2 ANNE.\:  III 
PROPOSAL FORl\1 
Parts  Page 
I.  General  Proposal  I  nforrnation  1-::! 
2.  Proposal Summar;. 
4.  Proposal  Des.::ription  6-~ 
Nores  {ot  Completing  Forms  8-10 
AcknO\\ l::dgemem of Receipt  Form  ll 
Each  of tbe  fou; pans of t.h=  Pr~_::  l\l~::l  rt~;  :~~  must  h~,  c~._l!npkted ;.;n,:  1.:;·~m~d. 
Incomplete  p1 <.)pos,als  wl.ll  b·:  1  ::.1e.:~;:,·d. 
NOTES 
(1)  &fore .filling rn  the forms.  please read thoroughly the  re!e  .... ant pans of  the h/orrnurion Packng,_" 
(2)  771ese forms have been designed to be photocopied and then used with a  word-processor and lF 
printer. 
The forms have been set in nmes 9 point .....  .  .  . .  ....  EUROPEAN  COMMISSION  DG  XII  Science.  Research 
and  Development 
Proposal for a Concerted Action. in the Access to large-Scale 
Facilities of the Training and Mobility of Researchers Programme 
1. GENERAL PROPOSAL INFORMATION <n 
Proposal 1itlc (2)  ~ 
Proposal Short 1itlc (3)  ~ 
Gasses of l.arge-Scale Facility 
Covered  b~· the Round-Table 
(-')  ~ 
Name  and  Postal  Address of the  Proposal  Coordinator <5> 
1itl~  FamiJ~· !'arne  ~ 
I 
First Name  ~ 
Name of Organization  ~ 
Name of Department  ~ 
Street ~arne and !\;c  ~ 
I 
Town/Of)·  ~ 
Post Codeicedex  ~ 
Countr:· Code (6)  ~ 
Telephone l\
10  l7)  ~ 
Fax I\'¢  (T)  ~ 
E-mail  ~ 
Resen·~d for Commission Use - Proposal Number  Reserved for Commission Use - Commission Stamp 
Funn:  t 
~ 
II 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 1. (continued) GENERAL PROPOSAL INFORl\fA  TION 
I  Proposal Short ntle (3)  ----+  I  I 
Partnership Summary (8) 
Participant Number  Abbrc\'iatcd Name  T~'Jlc!Sizc of  Count~")' Code  Role  in the Round-
(CoordiJurting  of Organization  Organization  (6)  Tc&hlc 
partner as nuniJer 1)  (10)  (11)  (12) 
(9) 
1 
2 
l  3  I 
~- -, 
5 
I 
6 
i 
i  8 
9 
I 
10 
I  II  i  . 
I 
12 
i  13 
1-1  I 
1~  I 
I 
I  Project Duration  (13)  ----+ 
I 
J\fonths  I 
EC Funding Requested (14)  -7  k[Cl: 
I,  the proposal coordinator, certify that the infonnation contained herein Part I of the 
Proposal Form corresponds to  the infonnation contained in the Individual Participant 
Infonnarion Sheets 
Signature  __.,. 
Date  __.,. 
Furm: 2 2.  PROPOSAL SUMIVIARY' <n 
Proposal Short ntJe (3)  ~ 
Gh·e belen\' a brief swnmary of the objecth·cs and content of the proposed concerted action. The whole summary mwt 
be a maximum of 300 words of plain typed text, avoiding fonnulae and an~· s~ial  char~cters,  preftrah(~· in Engli"k 
I 
' 
. 
I 
I 
Fonn: 3 3. INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT INFORMATIOl\\ (t(,) 
Participant Number (9)  ~ 
Proposal Short Title (J)  ~ 
P·articipating Organization (legal entit)') 
I 
Full Legal Name and 
Statw (17)  ~ 
Abbre,iated Name (lO)  ~ 
T~-pe!Size (11)  ~ 
I  Registered Address (18):  ~ 
I 
l 
I 
Count~")· Code (6)  ~ 
I 
Department/Institute/Laboratory Taking Part in  the Round Table 
I 
Fulll\ame  I  ~ 
I  .  , 
I 
1  Postal Address ( 18)  ~ 
I 
i 
Country Code (6)  ~ 
Scientific Official  in 
Charge of the  \Vork: 
Title,  Famil~· Name  ~ 
First Name  ~ 
Telephone 'f'o.
10  (7)  ~ 
Fu '!\10  (7)  ~ 
E-mail  ~ 
Fonn: -4 3. (continued) INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPANT INFORl\1.A.TIOl\ 
Partner Number (9)  ~ 
Proposal Short Title (3)  --+ 
EC Funding Requested  ~  li.ECV  (to he  completed un the fnnn of the cuonJinatin!! 
I  (19)  partner nnl~·) 
! 
I 
Role of the participant in the 
I  Round Table (12)  --? 
I 
Is the organization affiliated to  ! 
I 
t 
an~· other participant in this  ! 
proposal? (20)  --? 
f 
! 
(Slate  ''JES'" or "l\fJ'j  1 
f 
I 
If  ~·es, indicate the participant  I 
oamc(s) ~d  oumbcr(s)  ~ 
i 
I 
i 
f 
I certify that the infonnation in this proposal about my organization is  accurate ~ 
that my organization has agreed to  participate (21)  ·  f 
I 
!< 
Authorised Signatory  --?  ~  (F  u11 IUlltr in capiu:zls) 
; 
Position in Organization  --?  I 
\ 
i 
Signature (22)  --?  i 
I· 
i; 
t 
' 
! 
Date  ~ 
: 
~ 
j I 
t 
I 
' 
4. PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION <23> 
AU  applicants must complete section 1 of this Proposal Description.  Sections 2,  3  e~nd 4 arc optional. 
1. 
1.1 
l\1ANAGING  THE  ROUND  TABLE  (maximum two A4  pages,  excluding  tahlcs.  charts and the typical 
agenda) 
Scope and Membership 
Specify the classes of l<1rge-scalc facility that arc to be covered by the proposed Round-Tahlc.  (Nnte: lftheapplictllftS 
intend to revise tlrF scope of  an existing Round-Table, tl1e reaso11.s for tlzi.s should he expUzined) 
State who will  he the members of the Round-Tahle, distinguishing between: 
large-scale facilities financed by  the TMR/HCM/LJP Programmes: 
large-scale facilities outside these Programmes (for such facilities. indicate hricfly their principal features 
and their relevance to the work of the Round-Table); 
organizations  representing  users  of the  facilities  (indicating  wh~·  you  consider  that  each  of  these 
organizations is suitable to act as a  representative of users in general): 
European scientific societies (indicating their possible contribution to  the work of the Round-Table); 
others (explaining their role in  the Round-Table). 
Indicate the level of the persons likely to attend the Round-Table meetings as representatives of its members. 
1.2  Organization 
Indicate how the Round-Table meetings \\ill be organised and managed (see Chapter 4 of this Information Package 
for minimum conditions) and pro,·idc a typical agenda for a  Round-Tahle meeting. 
The person likely to he in charge of the secretariat of the Round-Table should he named and his releT"ant experience 
explained.  · 
1.3  Financing 
Summarize how the O\'Crall financing requested for managing the Round-Table is distributed h.ctween the four main 
titles of expenditure, i.e. personnel costs, exchange and mobility costs. support senices. OT'erheads (see Chapter 7 
of this Information Package for definitions of allowable costs). 
2.  1\tlAPPING STUDIES (maximum two A4  pages, excluding tables and charts) 
2.1  Scope 
Spe<:ify the classes of large-scale facility for which you intend to maintain a watching brief on the scientific needs 
for access.  (Note: It i.s possible tlzat applicants~  wish to conduct dzese mapping studies Oil  Oll~l' a sub-set of  the 
classes of  facilitie.s taking part in tlze Round-Table). 
Explain, if relevant, how the reports of earlier Study Panels and perspective studies organised by other bodies will 
be integrated into this work. 
2.2  \Vork Plan 
Provide a  work plan,  with  relevant milestones and deliverables,  explaining how these mapping studies will be 
organised and how the members of the Round-Table will be involved.  In particular. indicate how you intend to 
assess both the scientific needs for access to such facilities over the coming ten years and the like!~· availability or 
facilities in that period. 
2.3  Financing 
Summarize how the overall financing requested for these mapping studies is distributed hctwccn the four main titles 
of  expenditure, i.e. personnel costs, exchange and mobility costs, support sen  ices, (sec Chapter 7 of this Information 
Package for definitions of allowable costs).  · 
Form: 6 (continued) PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION 
3.  JOI!\T SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES Cmaximum  three A4  pages,  excludinc 
tables and charts) 
1\'nte: lfyou are proposing to cnn(er1 Olf more than nne scientific/technological  octi~>•it)•, you should conJJlete a separate 
section 3 of  tllis Proposal Description for each. 
3.1  Ohjecth·cs an~ State-of-the-Art 
Re,·i~" the current international state-of-the--art and the main linrs of inn•stigation currentl)· hcing carried out ia 
Europe in  the areas of research where you  intend to concert. 
Descrihc the ohjccti,·es of the joint scientific/technological  activit~· heing proposed.  Explain the rele\'ance of the 
acth·it~· to the facilities taking part in the Round Table, particularl)' in terms of any increase that might result ira 
the quality or quantity of access offered  b~· them. 
3.2  Work Plan 
Pro,·id~ a work plan, containing a schedule and rele,·ant milestones and delh·erables. 
Descrihe  the  role  of each  of the  research  teams  participating in  the  activity,  explaining  their  e~:pertise and 
competence.  Indicate, in tabular form, the size of the professional effort (in  man-months) that each of the teams 
will contribute to the joint acti-rit)'. 
If any teams e:\1ernal to the Round Table \\ill collaborate in  the acti\'it)·. or if any task is to be suhcontracted. this 
should be mentioned. 
3.3  Organization 
Describe the organization of the proposed acti"rity and explain ho" the research teams participating"  ill collaborate 
and interact. 
3.4  Financing 
Summarize how  the overall financing  requested for  this  acth·ity  is  distributed  between  thC'  four  main  titles  of 
ex·penditure,  i.e. personnel costs, exchange and mohilit~· costs. support ser-rices,  O\'crheads (S<'<'  Chapter 7 of this 
Information Package for definitions of allowable costs). 
4.  OTHER STIJDIES (maximum two A4  pages,  excluding tables and charts) 
Note: /fJ'Ou are proposing to concert on more than one study, you should corrplete a separate section .f of  this Proposfl 
Description for each. 
4.1  Objectives 
Describe the objectives of the study and its relevance to the facilities taking part in the Round Table, particulariJ 
in  terms of any increase that might result in  the qualit~· or quantity of access offered by them. 
4.2  \Vork Plan and Organization 
Pro,·ide a work plan, with relevant milestones and delh·erahles,  exp~ining how the members of the Round Tahlr-
will  he involved. 
If an~· teams e~1ernal to the Round Tahle "ill collahorate in the study, or if any task is to he subcontracted. this· 
should he mentioned. 
4.3  Financin~ 
Summarize  how  the overall financing  ~equcsted for  this  ~tudy is  distrihuted  hetween  the four  main  titles <tf 
expenditure, i.e. per50nnel co~ts, exchange and mohility costs, support scnice.s. O\'erhcads (sec Chapter 7 of thk 
Information Packa,_;c for definitions of allowahlc costs).  · 
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NOTES FOR COMPLETING FORMS 
To be completed by the proposal coordinator. 
Use a clear, self explanatory title of not more than 20 words, providing guidance as to the contents of the concerted 
action. 
Provide an acronym or short title of not more than 30 characters, to be used to identif~· the concerted action.  The 
same acronym should appear on  each page of the propo·sal in order to pre,·cnt errors during its  handling. 
Enter the classes of large-scale  facility  covered  by the proposed Round·  Table.  using.  as far  as possible,  the 
classification of facilities gh·en  in  Annex  I of this Information Package. 
All correspondence concerning this proposal will  be between the Commission and the coordinator responsible for 
this proposal.  The name and postal address of the proposal coordinator should be entered here. 
Use the follo"ing ISO Country Codes: 
Austria  AT  Belgium  BE  Denmark  DK  FinLand  Fl 
France  FR  Germany  DE  Greece  GR  Ireland  IE 
Italy  IT  Luxembourg  LU  Netherlands  NL  Portugal  PT 
Spain  ES  Sweden  SE  United Kingdom  GB 
Iceland  IS  Israel  IL  Liechtenstein  Ll  Norwa~·  NO 
S\,itzerland  CH 
Albania  AL  Bulgaria  BG  Czech Republic  cs  Estonia  EE 
Hungary  HU  Latt"ia  LV  Lithuania  LT  Poland  PL 
Romania  RO  Slo'fakia  SK  Slovenia  SI 
Armenia  AM  Azerbaijan  AZ  Belarus  BY  Georgia  GE 
Moldot"a  MD  Russia  RU  Ukraine  UA 
Cyprus  CY  M.alt4  MT  Turkey  TR 
For other countries enter OT. 
\Vben filling in the phone and fax numbers, give the direct line, if  there is one, and type them in the following way: 
+Country Code • Town Code • Local Number 
For example +44-71·123 4567 for a number in central London,  +3~1-113 4567 for a number in  Madrid. 
8  ~is  table should summarise the information from the Individual Participant Information Sheets. 
9  The coordinating partner should appear as participant No  1.  Where a  proposal has more than 15  participants, 
please add a second copy of this page. but remember to continue numbering 16, 17, etc. and write "CONTINUED" 
in the TOTALS row.  Use the same participant numbering on the Individual Participant Information Sheets. 
10  \Vhere the organization's full  title is  commonly abbreviated or a logo  is  used,  this should be entered here.  For 
organizations which do not commonly use an abbreviated name. enter an appropriate abbreviation e.g. U. Santander 
(for Universidad de Santander); MPI/Zuchtung (for Max-Pl.anck·lnstitut fUr Zuchtung~forschung)  etc. Use the same 
abbreviated name throughout the application. 
11  Fill in one of the following to describe the participating organization: 
EDU  University,  Higher Education 
ROR  Research Organization (including hospitals) 
IND  Industrial or Commercial Enterprise 
INT  European Intergovernmental Research Organization (one of the scn!n listed in Chapter 2 of the 
Information Package as ~ing  eligible to recein financial support) 
OTH  Other 
Form: H (continued) NOTES FOR COMPLETING FORMS 
If you enter "OTH",  please explain  briefly on the Individual Participant 'Information Sheet the status of your 
organization. 
In addition. add one of the following size codes, if you are an industrial or commercial enterprise: 
1 
2 
3 
Less than SO  employees 
Sl-100 
101-250 
s 
6 
7 
SOI-1000 
1001-SOOO 
Over 5000 employees 
For. example,  for an industrial company with 2000 employees,  enter IND 6.  . 
12  Describe the role of each participant in  the Round Tat>le  usin~ one of the following codes: 
LSF • TMR 
LSF- HCM 
LSF- LIP 
LSF- OTH 
USER 
soc 
OTH 
a large-scale facility financed for access under the TMR Programme 
a large-scale facility financed under the HCM Programme, but not under the TMR Programme 
a  large-scale facility  financed  under the LIP  Programme,  but  not  under the  TMR  or HCM 
Programmes 
3  large-scale facility outside the TMR. HCM and LIP Programmes 
an organization representatil"e of users of the facilities covered by  the Round Table 
3  European scientific society 
other types of participant 
13  The duration should not exceed 36 months. 
14  Round off the amount requested to the nearest 1 kECU.  1 kECU =  1000 ECU (e.g.  140 kECU =  140 000 ECU) 
15  The summary should be a self-contained description of the concerted action that would result if the proposal were 
to  be funded. 
16  One set of Individual Participant Information Sheets is to be filled for each participant.  They should be identified 
by  the same participant numbers used in  the Partnership Summary.  See note 10. 
17  IndiC3te the legal status of the organization. such as SA.  Ltd., GmbH,  NV,  etc. 
18  Include street, city, country code, postal code and (if applicable) a cedex number.  An official stamp may be used 
if it  gives all this information and does not obscure other inform,ation on this page. 
19  See  Chapter 7 of this Information Package for defmitions of the funding basis.  Round off the amount requested 
to the nearest 1 kECU.  Further detail on the funding requested is required in Section 4 of the Proposal Description. 
20  An organization A is "affiliated" to an organization B if: 
- A controls B,  directly or indirectly, or 
- A and B are controlled by  the same (parent) organization, or 
- A is  controlled directly or indirectly hy  B. 
Company A is  considered as controlling company 8 if: 
- A holds directly or indirectly more than SO%  of the share capital of 8, or 
• A holds directly or indirectly more than SO% of the ,·oting rights of the shareholders or of the associate~ of n, 01' 
- A holds directly or indirectly the deci~ion-making powers within company B. 
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(continued) NOTES FOR COMPLETING FORMS 
By signing this form, the signatory certifies that his organization is prepared to participate in the proposed concerted 
action.  Note that only fonns \\ith original signatures \\ill be accepted  The Conunission will, however, accept 
photocopies or  faxed copies of the original fonns containing the signatures provided th~t  they arc countersigned with 
an original signature of the proposal coordinator. 
22  The signature should be accompanied by the official stamp of the organization,_ where such exists. 
2J  The Proposal Description should be submitted on single-sided A4 pages.  Please print the proposal short title as a 
header to each page.  All  pages should be  numbered in a single series to prevent errors during handling. 
Fonn: JO ....  If the Proposal coordinator wishes to rccei\'C  acknowlcd~emcnt of receipt  •  ..  .  . .  . .  he should complete (A) and (8) and return this form to the Commission with the proposal.  ... 
EUROPEA.V COM!tf/SSJOS 
T.MR  Programme (LSF ActiVity) 
DGXII  · G-:: 
Science.  Research  &.  Development 
rue de Ia  Loi  ~00 
B-1049 BRL'SSELS 
Dear Sir or  ~fadam. 
ACKNO\VLEDGEI\'IENT OF RECEIPT 
(A) Write  ~·our name and address in  the hox helcm: 
We  arc pleased to ackno\\ledge receipt  of your  propt,~al with  the  f~J!Jq\\in:..:  sh<1rt  title  (B): 
This proposa: has been gil"en  the follt"'"in:..:  reference number ((1: 
You are requested to quote this reference number in all  future cnrn:spundence rebting tr_,  ilL:,  f-''  ---~1-- ...  "'lcJ~l:  ~·· -urc 
that all  other participants in your  propos:.~! arc aJ,,,  made J\\Jrc r,f  thi.~:  reference  numh~.:r. 
After a  check for  eligibilit~·.  your proposal will  be c"aluatcd.  It is  expected that the final result of the e,·aluation will 
he communicated to  ~·ou in  May  1997. 
On  behalf of the Commission.  \\C ''ould like to th.:mk  ~ou for  ~·our pr"r(JSJl and your interest in  thl' T.\fR Prugrammr. 
Yours faithfully, 
Proposal registered on  (0) ------------- h~· ------------------
(A) Name and postal address of  the proposal coordintJ.tor - to  be completed by the applicam 
(8) Short tide of  the proposal- to be completed by the applicam 
(C)  Reference number of  the proposal - to  be completed bJ the Commi.fisioll 
(D)  Dale of  rcgi.~traJion of the proposal· /Q  be  completed by the Commission 
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COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Preliminary guidelines for the Fifth Framework Programme 
of Research and Technological Development Activities 
- I',  ... "INVENTING TOMORROW' 
Europe's research at the service of its people 
•  ...  apart from generatmg new knowtedge.  we  would like science 
to contnbute to general we/1-bemg  and soc,at balance  Vr'e  want 
to  see  scientific  progress  and  mnovation  makmg  a  major 
contributton to  EuroDe 's  future  ... • 
European Research Mintsters,  1995 
The purpose of this document is to open a debate with the participation of Parliament, 
Council and all those concerned by or interested ir. European research.  The aim is to 
decide together the guidelines which will serve as the basis for a detailed proposal for 
the Fifth Framework Programme ot research and te~hnological development, which will 
determine Union action in this area as  we move into the next millennium. 
SUMMARY 
INTRODUCTION 
I.  WHAT 00 WE NEED FROM EUROPEAN RESEARCH AT THE BEGINNING OF iHE 21st 
CENTURY? 
1.1  General parameters 
1.2  Challenges and opportunities 
1.3  Main objectives 
II.  MO\IlNG FROM THE FOURTH TO THE FIFTH FRAMEVIORK PROGRAMME 
11.1  Progress with the fourt:t.  frameworx programme 
11.2  Shifting the balance to improve tne impact on sociery and tt-,e  economy 
Supporting basic research 
Bringing research more into line With the reat market 
Doing more to exploit results 
Ill.  PRELIMINARY PROPOSAL FOR THE STRUCTURE OF THE FIFTH  FRAMEV,tORY 
PROGRAMME 
111.1  Content 
111.1.1  Priority topics (research at the service of the people) 
Unlocking the resources of the Jiving world and the ecosystem 
Creating •  user-friendly information society 
Promoting competitive and sustainable growth 
111.1.2  Horizontal activitie.s 
Improving human potential 
Innovation and participation of SMEs 
Confinning the international role of EuropNn rese~rch 
. 111.2  lmplemenmtion 
CONCLUSIONS 
lnerNsing flexibility in research worlc and the decision-making process 
Ensuring more efficient management 
Extending the range of instruments and means of C!'ordina tion 
Annex: facts. figures. trends 
-·  :.;.  ...  --.,;.  ...... INTRODUCTION 
The wor1d is changing ever more rapidly.  Never ,before has there been such a mix 
of trends, ideas and  aspirat1ons,  feedina  on  each other and  contradictina  each  - ~ 
other at the same time.  This  is  borne out by three  statistics,  all  of which were 
difficult to imagine only four years ago when the fourth framework programme was 
being  prepared.  In  1996  tnere  are  now  18 million  unemployed  in  Europe, 
1.3 million declared cases of AIDS throughout the worid  and 50  million  Internet 
users. 
Everything seems possible.  VJe  now have a global economy.  Ideas. like capital. 
travel around the earth as  fast as fibre  optics  and  satellites permit.  Every day. 
shares for an  equivalent  of  US$2 000 hillion  are  traded  throughout  the 'world. 
Increasingly,  the  value  of  products  lies  in  their  intangible  characteristics. 
Unemployment on  the other hand is  a very tangible problem. 
Meanwhile,  wori<  continues  on  the  institutional  framework  for  Europe  vw~ith  the 
opening of  the Jntergovemmental Conference which v1il! determine the future of the 
continent for many years to come.  Research will have to play its  part as a force 
for integrat;on and for shaping the future. 
On a day-to-day basis, in a European so:iety which is torn between moving ahead 
and marking time,  each individual is  at  the  same time a citizen,  a consumer of 
products and services and  a source of ideas and patterns of behaviour.  Locked 
into a society which depends ever more directly on  the acquisition of knowledge, 
I 
individuals sometimes wonder about the  impact of scientific progress  on  their 
lifestyle and values. 
There is no denying that the world has become increasingly complex and that in 
order to understand it  better and  to feel more at home in  it,  individuals require 
more knowledge.  However, the  answers to  many of the  major problems  now 
. facing society- growth and unemployment. and also health. the environment and 
mobility- have to be sought in  science and technology. 
This is the purpose behind  European research.  It  is  not  an  end  in  itself but a 
means of meeting common objectives.  It is now time to change direction slightly. 
in order to put it in its new co)1text.  Hitherto research has been based largely on 
technical achievement.  The aim  now is to make research  more  efficiency and .  _  'lt=-.__.:- ::;:: 
·..  ,c'.""  ;<~:_  ... ·-!!~~ increasingly  directed  to~ards  meetjng  basic  social  and  economic  needs  by 
bringing about the. changes which each individual desires. 
I.  WHAT  DO  WE  NEED  FROM  :EUROPEAN: RESEARCH: AT. 'THE·· 
BEGINNING OF THE 21ST CENTURY?  ~  : 
Europe needs research and research needs Europe. 
Wrth the globalization of economies and trade, the only way to solve many of our 
problems will be by bringing to bear the critical mass of  ·Europe's own ·-resources· 
and knowhow.  It is within a European framework that national or local research 
projects are envisaged ·and Europe is the level at which meetings of minds and 
cross-fertilization of ideas takes place. 
Article 130f of the Union Treaty establishes an original instrument. the framework 
programme and sets out some general. objectives for research in ·Europe: 
(i)  to strengthen the scientific and ·technological bases  of Community· 
industry; 
(ii)  to encourage it to become· more··internationally competitive; 
(iii)  to support other Community policies. 
Four types of activity are envisaged~ 
(i)  research, technological development and demonstration programmes: 
(ii)  international scientific cooperation; 
(iii)  dissemination and optimization of results: 
(tv)  training and mobility of researchers. 
These four activities are the basis around which the fourth framework programme _- ·_ .- -. 
was organized.  They correspond to areas where action at European level has ·  "'::.....  · 
proved fully justified.  ,  ._.;.:.·  ~~~~:;;t·-
.  '  ~.~_;iJf?:'~ 
Now that it has established its identity. European research has a value of its own: ···- -=-:.~.  ·. 
The sum is greater than the parts.  Joint projects, which are the principal  way...,_~r{~~;5"'~:.~­
which  it  operates,  are  an  investment with  a  strong  multiplying  effect  in  both~-~~ ··~£  ~ 
.  .  -.  . .  - ''";  "["  .  .. 
economic and social terms.  ·  ' 
~ ;  :..:~. ·.·  .  ;  ~~:  ~ 
- ·, •  .·  ·Xi~lf~k~.:;  ··  :~,:~~: ·  ·, -'} ·.  -· . 
••  4  -~~  -:::.'  - -~~! _-:·.:·,  .  - -~:  ~:_ . .. 
It  is  worth  noting  that  in  a  recent  opmton  poll  on  "Europeans.  science  and 
technology", the citizens of the Member States supported research at European 
level"  ... for reasons of efficiency ... " (64°/o  of those polled thought that"  ...  rt  is as 
efficient as or more effident than national research ... "),  and considered that"  ... it 
will  increase in  importance ... "  (79°/o  "  ...  to  the  same extent  or  greater than  at 
present ... ") and that"  ...  it corresponds with national interests ... " (69°/o). 
1.1  General parameters 
Before defining the objectives of the new framework programme. it is essential to 
consider three parameters which are all  connected in  different ways with added 
value, which is  the guiding principle of Community action. 
The  time-scale  set  for  achievement  of  results  makes  i:  necessary  to 
re-consider the time it takes for research to find 1ts way onto the market and 
into  daily  life.  It  is  worth  noting  that  78°/o  of  the  revenue  of  the 
data·processing  industry  comes from  products  which  have  been  on  the 
mari<et for two years or less.  The R&D activities undertaken by companies 
in the year 2000 will be aimed at the markets in  the years 2003 to 2007 or 
thereabouts.  Community research must at the same time prepare for the 
distant future and  take account of shorter marketing lead  times. 
Research should be undertaken at European level only if it is  better done 
at that level than  in  the  Member States or their regions.  The  framework 
programme  accounts  for only  a  fraction  of the  research  carried  out  in 
· Europe and is not designed to replace national research programmes.  On 
the contrary.  Research at European level has to rely on sound national and 
regional structures, which make it easier for effective cooperation to take 
place. 
The idea is to coordinate research in Europe more effectively by ensuring 
the compatibility, complementarity and general coherence of the activities 
undertaken by the  Union, the Member States and  in  other  European or 
international cooperation frameworks. 
•  As with  all  public  policies,  the  Union's  research  must  comply  with  the 
principle of budgetary efficiency. since this will be a permanent feature of  ... 
...  - .  .or~-·.  ..~-·._-
the  planned  move  towards  economic and  monetary  union.  There  ~ill  · ·  ;.ii·?  ..  _ 
-- .  '  .  -- :·~-=  ·  .. ,~-.~~":·~':-'-... ·· .. 
therefore have to be a precise estimate of the critical masses of res.?u~~~~.~  -;;.:i-;.;'j; 
~ -.  ~ '  ~'  -- ·po·:'t.-~~~  ~- t  ::;;..  ~:-:.  ·~ ·~~~-"~:f  ···q 
which will have to be deployed and the results expected in  each area of . 
activity, where as a logical consequence topics will have to be chosen more~ 
selectively.  More than ever before, European research will have to make 
a point of being as cost-effective as  possible. 
The  total  budgetary  allocation  will  have  to  be decided  by  negotiation  1 
between government ministers and members  of·Par1iament.  As a guide,.-
European  research  investment  in  1995  amounted  to  1.9o/o  of  GOP.' 
compared with 2.45o/o  in the USA and 2.95°/o  in  Japan:where research 
spending has been increasing by  3o/o  a year over the last seven years. 
Comparison with the major competrtors of the Union indicates that private: 
investment in  research in  Europe needs to  rise. 
The level of research  is  a  sure  guide  to  the  confidence  of a  country  or 
region in its own future.  Europe must "invent tomorrow". 
1.2  Challenges and opportunities (cf.  annex) 
Various studies and forecasts have been prepared .(the Commission's "Scientific 
Indicators", the UK's "Technology Foresight, France's "Key Technologies". OECD 
studies,  etc.) which identify the challenges· and  opportunities which  Europe will-· 
encounter as we move into the next millennium, and also the key scientific and· 
technical areas. As examples can be cited: 
The problems facing society in the Union and the challenge of sustainable 
development  e.g.  the  problems  connected  with  the  need  for  mobility  (the  ~ 
negative costs of  traffic jams, accidents. environmental damage and human health 
are estimated at ECU 250 billie~ a year). the ageing population :and the increasing 
cost of heatth  care  (the  percentage  of the  population  over  75· is expected  to 
increase by about 40% between now and the year 201 0). 
The concept  of "eco-efficiency" - producing  more  and  better with  less,  whilst 
respecting  the  environment - points  the  way  towards  reducing  the  burdens  of 
waste  and  pollution,  while  at  the  same  time  providing  the  opportunity  for 
businesses to make considerable savings: 
Market opportunities and  job creation in Europe.  Many areas of technology 
are  expected  to  show  rapid  growth:  examples  are  the  goods  and  services 
connected  with  environmental  protection  technologies.  an  area  where  certain 
..  European countries are a long way ahead (the European water market will gr<?w  .  ·. 
·  ... :/2!f::T ...  -~~:  . - .... /~.  ·,~ .:.  'C';z7l:?j~U;~~ ..  :·>·;\,  c·~~~~~~~ 
.  '"'"~' :.···.  - .  .  .·..  .  .  .·:-,...,.......  -A.--·  :11~..-.-~: .. ~---~~-::.-i.~- -~"""!"  .. 
~  _  ...  _··  .  ...  ;.  -,- --:--~:~~,j  ....... ~- ·;....  ·-.---·~  .. ~·  __  '.  _....-~-:.""-::  ....  _1~  .,~.·:.q.~--;.~ 
·:  ..........  '  5  .: ...  :"  •;.  ~--:"'- ··- :~·""  ..  ~ 
-- •  •  4  ~:  ~  -:_:  ;._ ~- :,  .1'  "~~- ·:~ 
~  f to ECU 30 billion in the year 2000):  the biotechnologies market. whic': in  199S is 
estimated  to  be  worth  less  than  ECU  10 billion  bi.It  is  expected  tc  grow  to 
ECU 80  billion by the year 2000. 
At wor1d level. there is 'a  disturbing correlation between the loss of market shares 
in  advanced technology areas  by  European industry',  the  nse  rn  unemployment 
and the declining competitiveness of Europe's Member States_ 
These trends  are  not irreversible.  Various studies show that,  for example,  the 
rapid and 'Nidespread introduction of advanced communications throughout the 
Union will add 3.So/o  to GOP growth between now and  2010. leading directly and 
indire:tly to  the  creation of six millior1  new jobs_  More generally. conditior:s need 
to be created which at the  same time encourage the oevelop;nent  o~ higr-; value-
added actJvities.  and suppor1  employment-intensive growth . 
. The challenge of the globalization of knowledge and Europe's place in the 
world.  Two  thirds  of  worid  advances  m  science  a1d  tech;'loiogy  take  p!ace 
outside  the  Union.  Europe  currentiy  has  4.7  scientists  and  engineers  per 
1000 il"lhabitants  compared  with  7.4  rn  the  USA  and  8  in  Japar..  A  new 
development is  that  together  the  total  number of scientists  and  researchers  in 
China. India and  lndoiles1a  is  now the  same  as  in  the  Union 
Three needs arise from  tr~ese ccnsiderat1ons: 
(i)  on issues of global importance (like c!rmatic chaitge anc the emergence of 
new infectious diseases). knowiedge.  investme:~t costs and  rrs~ should be 
shared; 
(ii)  in areas where Europe does not have expertise. it shouid be  able to draw 
on skills available elsewhere or have access to different environments: 
(iii)  Europe should  bring  i1s  influence to  bear as  widely  as  possible  (e.g.  by 
defining wor1d  standards} in  order ultimately to  capture markets. 
The  European  innovation  "paradox--.  The  Green  Paper  on  innovation 
highlights a mismatch between Europe's scientific and technological potential and 
its record on innovation.  For example, the total number of patents registered by 
Japan under the Europear:t patents system is higher than' the number applied for 
by any  single  European  country.  In  addition,  it  costs  US$  120 000  to  file  and 
maintain a patent in 8 Member States compared with US$ 13  000 in  the  USA. 
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. -..... -· SMEs are a very important source of innovat•on.  In add  itt on to a .small number of 
high-tech SMEs:(e.g. in the areas of software and:biotechnology) there is a much 
la~ger number of conventional SMEs which st. auld ·be: allowed access to research 
work and resutts. 
1.3  Main objectives 
Scientific· and technical progress shouJd pave the way for the opening· up of new  . 
areas, whether they relate to knowledge, ideas, products, processes or servicesl· --
in order to improve the quality of life for individuals and to help bring about the 
harmonious development of employment, the economy and  social cohesion in 
Europe.  It should also contribute to· sustainable development and .growth. 
ff this new political will is to be incorporated into the framework programmes of the 
future, within the guidelines 4aid  down by the Treaty. while supporting the aims of 
Community policies; various  requirement~ will have to be  .met. 
•  I~ is  essential to satisfy the expectations of our·  citizens for improved 
quality -of ltfe; work and environment,  by making systems,  products and 
services easy and safe to use within a perspective of sustainable gro'Nth." 
If science and technology are to be accepted and adopted by our citizens, 
research must be more comprehensible, more visible.-- and more accessible 
even though modem science is  becoming increasingly complex. 
Research  must  have  a  positive  impact . on  employment  and 
_competitiveness, by being based on"  ... non-material investment in human 
capital and  R&D,  innovation  ... ",  as  was  emphasized ·at the  Florence 
European Summit in June 1996. 
Some  economists  consider  that  technological ·change  and  educational 
standards account for 80°/o of gro'Nth.  The generation of ne~  ideas, which 
is a virtually unlimited resource, is an increasingly important ·factor h~re_  ~~ 
makes tt possible to transcend physical limitations.  Recent studies, have 
'  '  .ao! •• 
shown  that  in  the  G7  · countries  an  increase  in  research  spending  of 
US $100 will  increase  GOP  by an  average  of US  $123.  The  way-~~ 
encourage the emergence of an innovatory tertiary sector. which will create 
International R&D spillovers.  European Economic  Rev_~cw. vol.  39.  r-.;~  5.  Ma_y  1995. 
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jobs. is to have high pertonnance industries and services based  on highly 
intensive research. 
The frontiers of know1edge must be pushed b3ck in  a number of key 
areas.  This  will  require  more  than  ever  respecting  the  principle  of 
excellence.  Working  together the  best research teams  in  Europe have 
recently  succeeded,  by  nenvorking  and  by pooling ·fheir  equipment.  in 
sequencing the yeast genome, which is a wor1d first and prepares the way 
for many medical and industrial applications.  Europe must be a reference 
and focal point for world  science. 
•  A more determined effort must be made to create a favourable climate for 
research and innovation in Europe.  The framework programme must 
help the Member States to adapt their research and innovation systems and 
ntake them more coherent. 
Efforts  must  continue  at  strengthening  partnership  links  throughout 
Europe between scientists. industry,  universrties and  consumers so  as  to 
share out the risks,  investment costs and  benefits of research and to  help, 
create a real European' scientific area and single market.  In this respect it 
is encouraging to· note that in some industrial programm,e two thirds of the 
partnerships  established  for  a  given  project  carry  on  after  it  has  been 
completed. 
List of criteria 
On the basis of these objectives it is possible to draw up a list of criteria.  Now 
that a measure of maturity has been  achieved, the frfth  framework programme 
should  provide  the  opportunity  for  choosing  topics  more  selectively,  by 
concentrating on those areas where Community research can play a decisive role . 
. ' 
Each  topic should  be  selected  according  to  an  optimal  combination  of criteria 
under the following three headings. 
· (i)  "Basic principles". in parucular: 
the  value  added  at  European  level,  with  reference  to  the  principle  of 
-........  - -~subsidiarity and  the resources available:  ..._., 
- --·  '-....  research is  meaningful to  European citizens 
·, -~,.:.}}~,_' :-:-- '  .:..:  - -
!he  concepts  of  public  and  social  acceptability.  which  ensure  that  -· -···;jf_":::.::,. 
,·~·~.~  '~~-~~~  .  ;  - . ~- .. zs  "~  '·'•,-..  -e.-;; 
... ·~- .,;; . ·,  ·":"<.:  ..... -~  ..  -..-~·  ..  _.  .  .. "'  ..  -(ii)  "Major concerns". like those repeatedly proposed at European summtt meetings, 
in particular: 
tackling unemployment, through the possibilities of creattng new jobs, or 
through the high level of employment in  the areas selected for research; 
competitiveness. by concentrating on Europe's real assets (for example ;  · 
its knowhow, and its production and exploitation capacity), on the basis of 
the priorities identified by industry an~:  mari<et development prospects: 
helping to establish the infonnation society; 
promoting  a  model  for  sustainable  development by  Improving  living 
condrtions and reducing env1ron_mental  damage: 
preparing for the accession of new Member States from  Central and 
Eastern Europe and .the Mediterranean. 
(iii)  Support for. Community po1icies. in particular through: 
helping to develop policies for agriculture and fisheries: 
defining the tools and systems needed for transport; 
knock-on effects on the European regions (cohesion pol1cy); 
expanding  knowledge  and  developing  new  techniques  . for  health 
protection; 
developing and refining new energy technologies: 
involving SMEs more in research and innovation. 
.:  -~_  ... ;..;.;- .... 
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,  ..  .. II.  MOVING  FROM  THE  FOURTH  TO  THE  FIFTH  FRAMEWORK 
PROGRAMME 
The vast input already received for the next frameworK programme makes it clear 
that merely continuing the fourth framework programme would not be appropriate. 
The priority would  seem to be to consolidate  our research  efforts.  Seeondly, 
atthough rt is worth persevering wrth certain projects and tried and tested principles 
and procedures,
2 it is essential to incorporate new topics and change the way in 
which research is organized.  Attempts to shift the balance must be viewed in the 
light of  the initial findings arising from analysis of the f:  urth framework programme. 
11.1  Progress with the fourth framework programme 
The fourth framework programme has been running for 18  months and is proving 
extremely  attractive.  In  1995 20 000 proposals  were  received  resulting  in 
3 000 projects involving more than 1  0 000 pa rticipan:s. 
The  changes  observed  are  that  the  size  of  proje::s  is  tending  to  increase. 
including on average more participants from a larger number of Member States, 
the rate of renewal of participants is increasing (37°/o  c:-.  average of which 40o/o are 
SMEs).  One  area of concern is the continual increase 1n the number of proposals 
not accepted. since on  average only 1 in  6 has recetved  funding. 
These preliminary figures clearly indicate a need for  oetter targeting  of calls for 
proposals and for more concentrated efforts as a way of reducing the dispersal of 
resources and the administrative burden.  A  detailed  evaluatron of projects will 
accompany the formal proposal for a fifth framework programme. 
Most contributions emphasize the  positive aspects of the framework  programmes, panicularly in 
the fields of industrial research, establishing networks of  res~a:chers and encouraging researcher 
mobility. 
.. -··;,· 
Over time,  apart  from  various  "success  stories"  (eg  sequenc!.:g. of ~e yeast  g~nome, parallel  ·-~~~~~~J~>· 
computers, telecoms standards. fU"St  demonstrations of nudea: ;:us1on)  It can  be sa1d  that  IOO.~q~- ;- .::  ·~-~ 
parUJership  links  have  been  established  across  Europe.  .,. hich  o~e~  ·-~~~- t~  _co~T~.rciat  ....,  ·  -· 
relationships.  - ~:i-~  :>:~- - ~:~ :  ·  -. ·  ',:i\..~:"- ~' 11.2  Shifting  the  balance  to  improve  the  impact  G'n  society  and  the 
economy 
The new general policy guidelines to put research at the service of  the people· can·  -~ · ·· 
best be,-achieved by improving the bases of European competitiveness~within··a· 
perspective of sustai~able development. This can be done· by at 1he same time 
providing better support for the production of new ideas, taking more account  ·of 
the realities of demand and reinforcing links with organizations which can help to 
exploit the resutts. 
Supporting basic research 
Reducing the period of  time which elapses between the discovery in the laboratory 
and the marketing stage and providing a wider range of the inputs required for1he 
development of complex systems will help to eliminate the old .distinction between 
basic research and industrial and applied research. 
It is now difficult to catalogue the discovery an a  new· computer atgorithm or a 
breakthrough in the sequencing of genomes. since the time bet:ween the discovery 
of new knowledge_ and its application may be extremely short. 
ponsequently i~ is essential to maintain a  researc~ context which ·is open to new 
ideas, for work on basic questions which  may possibty generate  new ·11elds  of 
activity. 
Bringing research more into line v1ifh  the real market 
Discussions of the framework programme have alway~ touched on the distance· 
between research and the market and the difference between "academic". arid 
"industrial" research.  This is  how the  idea  of "precornpetitive" -research  came 
about,  although its boundaries have become rather. vague and  in  practice it is 
largely ignored by the major competitors in Europe. 
Competition, whether intellectual, industrial or economic, is one of the basic driving 
forces behind research. However, three observations should be taken into account 
when preparing the framework programme:  .~;{.!..~~- ·.'  .. · 
(i)  research should now be viewed within its world context: 
--)~.-... 
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(ii)  the  spiralling  costs  of research  and  development  are  now  beyond  the 
means of individual operators or even individual states, which means that 
risks and investment costs have to be systematically shared out 
(iii)  it is important to  consider how results cari be exploited. 
Experience shows  that  we  should  be  moving  from  research  aimed  purely  at 
technological achievement to research aimed at satisfying consumers by providing 
high quality goods and services which are produced in an acceptable manner at 
low cost and which are at the same time highly diversified and personalized and 
rapidly available. 
The need to involve users  much  more  in  project design,  which  is  beneficial  in 
terms of meeting real needs. presupposes· that much greater attention should be 
given to demonstration and prestandardization activities. This will require changing 
the level of  support given, while complying vr'ith international rules on research aid. 
Doing more to  exploit results 
In previous framework programmes. not enough has always been done to exploit 
results. Additional efforts are required in order to extend the relationships between 
partners and networks so that results  are better exploited and to ensure that risks 
are funded by calling on  financial and risk capital crg'anizations. 
The rules on intellectual property are closely linked with the question of partnership 
and exploitation.  They will have to be changed to take account of technological 
progress, to provide more incentive for the exploitation of results and to ensure 
that European interests are pursued at world level. 
·!-"  ·-. ,  .  ..  ·--.,., .  Ill.  PREUMINARY 'PROPOSAL  FOR  THE  STRUCTURE. OF THE  FIFTH 
FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME
3 
Given the framewori<  and list of criteria  set out above.  an initial outline can  be· 
draw~ of the  structure ·and  content. of the  future framework programme: and of 
ways of implementing it . 
.  111.1  Content 
Wrthout  prejudice  to  the  final  structure,  the  number  of  subjects  has  been 
deliberatety limited and the following three priorities can be identffied. along with 
three horizontal activities. 
111.1.1  Priority topics (research at the service of the people) 
The focus is on the targeting of activities and the impact the research will have on 
people's lives. 
•  Unlocking the resources· of the ·living world and  the ecosystem:·  The  life 
sciences  and  the  environment  are  literally  vital  to  ~opJe's lives  and· have  an 
especially critical impact on  health.  Europe: must realize: the :full  potentia!  of :its 
scientific and technical assets in these areas, which are  also promising in terms. 
of the growth of markets and the creation of  jobs  .. 
This topic will in particular  .cover the acquisition and utilization of knowledge about 
fundamental mechanisms affecting human life,  especially in  the  fields -of  health 
and food.  Emphasis will be placed in particular on the acquisition -of fundamental 
knowledge,  the  prevention  of  disease.  (research  on  the  brain  and  newly 
developing infectious diseases} and the quality,  safene~s and renewable nature 
of bioproduction, whne  complying with ethical rules. 
For the environment. the development of environmental regulations. tax incentives 
and wider adherence to the  principle of responsible behaviour call for a greater 
understanding of the interplay between environmental factors and the introduction 
of advanced forms of technology in order to safeguard natural resources. reduce 
.  . 
the  use made of them and·tackJe the problems of pollution and waste. 
.  .. 
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~  .• This highly interdisciplinary research will in  particu~a~ 1r::luce an  1n-dep!:--.  s:JJ)' of 
matters relating to global environmental change, the basic cycles. natural hazards 
and European ecosystems. 
Creating .a  user-friendly information society:  Europe  has  made  a name  for 
itself  by  developing  the  concept  of  an  .. infonnat1on  society",  linking  together 
technical, economic and industrial considerations and the social dimension.  The 
very numerous applications to which it  l~nds itsetf in virtually all areas of activity 
under1ine its enormous potential for increasing the competitiveness of industry and 
satisfying the demands of the individual. 
The  anticipated  technological  and  industrial  convergence  between  co:nputers. 
telecommunications and the media is now rapidly coming about through the  use 
of  digital  systems  and  the  muttimedia.  The  non-materia!  aspects  o~  this 
development, in particular the ''contents  .. of software. are especially important. The 
aim now is  to identify the  research needed for an information society. 
This  research  should  aim  at  the  development  of  technology,  infrastructure, 
services and applications that are  interoperable  a~ worid  level.  It will  provide the 
foundations for very many jobs in tomorrow's world and will contribute toward the 
decentralization  and  personalization  of  activities  1n  a  more  competitive  and 
innovative framework. 
The identification of and experimentation with these new concepts  and  tools will 
give people easier access to information and education throughout their lives. help 
people to  share the  cultural heritage and preserve linguistfc diversity. 
•  Promoting competitive and sustainable gro'Nth:  This topic covers a range of 
priorities which are the result in  particular of various  Community policies.  They 
have  a  major  impact  on  the  competitiveness  of  the·  Union  in  view  of  the 
considerable number of jobs involved and their common feature is the need for a 
reorganization of production systems aimed at achieving sustainable growth. 
Not only conventional forms of industrial manufacturing bu1  also the design  and 
production- of  new  produds  and  materials  will,  for  example,  have  to  be 
reconsidered in terms of-the  ·~life cycle" of a, product. lower costs. the drafting of 
standards, the way in which regulations are likely to change and, more generally: 
the "external factors" concerning the product,  all  of which  have  too  often  bee~ 
disregarded  in  the  .past.  Furthermo~e.  services  and  non-material  activities .. -
techniqt,.tes for the design, production and management of complex systems  an~..  .  .  ~· :_  _ 
.  ---~~  -..:  -
ergonomic ~r:tsiderations, all of  wh.i~  a~~~-~~ing  inc-~~:a:ingly importan..' ~ ••  t~e  .  .  :~~Jft~ 
. e~nomy,  -.y~lc~ave to be developed._,:""~-~ ;  ~.~~  .. ~·  =·  ...  -~·~~.  .• 
~--:~~~  .·  .··.~~~-..  ~- .- ~  ~~i.;~~;.:-_·_?·; ·--~,·  .  ~~  .. , - ·- ..  ~~~~~···.  · ...  -'a::~~; In the  en~rgy domain,  priority will  have  to  be given  to  the  development and 
demonstration of safe, acceptable energy systems which comply with  standards  ; 
· and environmental  constraints and are competitive ;n terms of production  ~costs 
and the global economy.  Research might also cover the rational management of 
energy in everyday life,( e:g. the ''town and .home of the Mure"), as well as the 
various options as regards the production and storage of energy  with a··view to  ~ 
the medium-term and long-term. 
As regards the mobility of 'passengers and freight, ·research will be  directed in 
particular  at  optimi%ing  efficiency,·  safety,  environmental  impaCt  and 
competitiveness as these are all necessary to promote the quality of products and  ·· 
services, to ensure their .integration at the European level and to capture wortd : 
markets.  Particular  attention  will  be  paid  to  the  question  of  intermodality, 
combining different transport modes.-
In the agricultural sector. :tt is necessary  1o flesh out the concept 'Of an "integrated 
ruraf development policy"  ..  All adivities in rural areas. including forests, need:.to be 
subject to an integrated approach, based on:the need for competitiveness and  .-. 
sustainabiUty and ensuring optimum land use in these areas. New instruments and 
systems to optimize and diversify production need to  be  developed~  :focusing·on 
con1plete  cycles  and  sequences,  multifunctional  management  (production  and 
ecological and social aspects) and links between activities, incorporating ~quality, 
health. environmental and socio-economic considerations at all levels.·. 
Lastly, in the fisheries s.ector, a multidisclipinary approach will be needed to shape 
the Mure of this industry and help to restore fish stocks to  their normal ievels .. 
111.1.2  Horizontal activities  · 
.  These activities wiH incJude tvlo components: one·.general component designed to 
meet common n.eeds and provide general coordination, and the other compo~ent 
related to the list of priority topics above. 
•  Improving human potential: Greater effort is needed to improve  .the training and 
mobility of scientists. including those in industry, and to encourage them to seek 
scientific  research  posts_  in  Europe.  This  would  require  the  provisi~n- ~f 
compatible  training  courses  and  equitable  treatment  of  visiting  scientists 
throughout Europe, extending the communication and exchange networks between 
laboratories and companies and granting access to major facilities, the duplication 
of which  should  be  avoided,  while  ensuring  that  new  projects  are  better 
coordinated. 
·.:·~·.·. 
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The promotion of a European identity by introducing a European science prize (as 
recently  suggested  by  the  European  Par1iament)  and  the  qualification  of 
"European scientist" will  be pursued.  Better links  should  also  be  sought  with 
education and training policy mechanisms. 
In a soci~conomic  context. action will be needed to  identify soc.al needs more 
clear1y  and to improve understanding of the social impact of research work..  the 
changes taking place in European sociezy and the diverse nature of its component 
parts and foundatibns by increasing capacity for the planning and study o.f various 
scenarios  resutting  from  the  introduction  of  technology  at  work.  and  in  the 
economy, education and culture.  New organisational and developmental models 
which may help to  achieve a breakthrough in  the  creation  of new jobs might be 
analyzed together with the most prom_ising  experiments carried out in  thrs  area. 
•  Innovation  and  participation  of  SMEs:  More  "conventional"  SMEs  and 
mid-sized firms will  be able to have easier access to  all  research  and  research 
results  following  the  introduction  of  a  smgle.  Simplified  framework  and  the 
development of technology transfer mechanisms. 
Following the guidelines laid down in  the  innovation action  plan.  more  attention 
may also be given to the ways in which results are analyzed and used to the best 
possible  effect and  to  the  establishment  of links  with  risk  capital  and  financial 
engineering  mechanisms.  as  seen  in  the  success  of  the  NASDAQ  Ways  of 
promoting research will also be analyzed. 
Confirming  the  international  role  of  European  research:  The  following 
guidelines  will·  be  implemented  in  line  with  the  Union's  poHtical  objectives 
{particular1y its foreign policy objectives) and the principle of mutual interest and 
on  the  basis  of  bilateral  or  regional  agreements.  and  decisions  to  stan 
programmes and specific projects: 
the direct, improved involvement of  certain outside participants in research 
programme projects.  Particular attention should be given to the Central 
and East European countries in order to help with their rapid accession the 
Union.  They should be encouraged to become fully involved in  research, 
together with the industrialized countries.  the  emerging  economies  and 
possibly the  countries ·of the Mediterranean for the  mutual benefit of all 
concerned; 
the introduction of schemes to improve cooperation at European level and  _  ---~·~  .: .  ...... -.~  . 
to  make the European research  area  more attract1ve  to  scientists  from  .  :<~-~:  ... 
~-i-~uniries wit:,;mich the  ~~ion has_ b~~~ficiall~~~:: .  :f_ ::·>.  '~~-
;:~  •. the definition of  specific international SCientific cooperat1on pro.1ects.  along 
with  the  appropriate  resources.  either on  specific  toptcs  or  relating  to 
specific countnes or regions such as the Mediterranean. the CIS and the 
developing  countries  to · support  external  policy  objectives.  invofving 
industry and European centres of exce.llence.· 
111.2  Implementation 
Wrth  each .  framework  programme,  the  question  arises  of the  "dispersion"  of 
projects and resources.  There is also the problem of incorporating novel ideas 
that arise while a project is in  progress and the difficutty of winding up activities, 
since each by their very nature meets the interests of a particular group of people. 
The time has come to  be  more selective about .topics and to ensure a greater 
concentration  of  resources.·  For  it  to  succeed,  :this  approach  must  be 
accompanied by greater effectiveness.of  project implementation while complying  · 
strictly with the principle of transparency·, especially in  the selection  process.  · 
The Commission will  also work to  ensure the avoidance of fragmentation ·in 
Community research. 
Increasing flexibility in research work and the decision-making proc~ss · 
The procedures set up· over the years for the framework programme need to be 
slimmed down, while retaining the defining principles of. equality of.treatment and 
access and of transparency. 
There is much room for improvement in the institutional support arrangements.  At 
the Intergovernmental Conference, the Commission will, for example, advocate a 
simplified decision-making procedure for implementation of  research policy  and 
specific programmes and for their adoption by a qualffied majority.  Matters could 
also be simplified by reducing considerably the number of  programmes and the 
number of committees. 
It needs to be  possible to supplement and  adjust work  programmes at regular 
intervals  in  line  with  scientffic · and  technical  changes.  In  the  event  of  an 
emergency, as recently with the problem of"mad cow disease", there needs to be. 
an arrangement for the rapid regrouping of several projects around a single target,  ·.  -. · · 
for bringing together the resources needed and, where appropriateJor redirecting  ··  -=- .-:. 
the work.  ~;-.~:;~:.;.~_ 
..  ··  .~·  -·~  ... :  -
........ Ensuring more efficient management 
A' slight improvement would seem to be possible where management techniques 
. are concemed.·--The Commission has called  for ideas about possible ways  of 
simplifying  internal  management  procedures  and  the  procedures  gov~ming 
external contractual relations.  A stated  aim  is  to  shorten the deadlines and 
reduce  administrative  costs,  e.g.  when  selecting  proposals  and  concJuding 
contracts, and when making payments, a matter of particular importance for small 
firms and researchers in  receipt of grants. 
The calls for proposals must be published on a regular basis. be compatible with 
the working patterns of industry, research centres and universities, and meet the 
requirements  of sound  management.  V'Jhere  the  procedures  governing  the 
selection of proposals are concerned. it would seem to be necessary to explain 
the selection criteria more clear1y. 
Lastly,  the  need  is  being  felt  for  some  kind  of monitoring tool  with  which  to 
measure, in real time and on the basis of a set of indicators, the state of progress 
and performance of the framework programme. and a forum (e.g. on the Internet) 
for ongoing dialogue with participants in  the  Fifth Framework Programme and 
other interested parties. 
Extending the range of instruments and means of coordination 
The approach  so far,  which  has  very  largely  consisted  of juxtaposing  a  large 
number of projects (50/50 partnership for a project generally of a modest size), 
should be replaced by a wider range of modalities and financial instruments more 
appropriate to the various objectives. whereby it is possible to establish closer links 
between Community activities and national activities or between national activities 
on certain topics. 
In  order to be able  to  respond  rapidly  to  the  considerable  pressure  to  allow 
.  -
spontaneous proposals, to include emerging interdisciplinary research topics (e.g. 
neurosciences) and to allow for the unexpected, there needs to be some leeway, 
albeit strictly controlled in  terms of decision-making: 
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.. ,.L The following instruments in particular are envisaged; 
• 
• 
-a  small  number of  ho~qntal programmes with  a  strong  focus  on· generic 
technologies applicable to many  are~s. capable of giving rise to· and sustaining 
more targeted research topics not necessarily always specified initially. 
•tak  torc:es•.  This approach is that of targeted research, open to all comers, on  · 
unifying  topics.  Task  force  activities  are a  new  concept  introduced  by  the 
Commission on an experimental basis with the fourth.framework programme  .. 
This type of research is based on the idea of placing advances in knowledge:  and 
technologies  at the  service  of primary  societal  and industrial  objectives. -thus  . 
meeting the three objectives of transparency, selectiveness and concentration.  In 
practice, the task forces are primarily Coordination instruments for formulating and 
monitoring the implementation of a limited number of new short-term activities. for 
which priorities must be ident;t;ed in close consultation with industry. consumers 
and governments; 
•  Instruments for encouraging· cooperation between Member States.  To be 
truly significant.  European  research  must not confine itself 1o  work carried out 
together solely within the specific programmes.  Depending on the genuine desires 
of the Member States.  the Commission is willing to: promote ·this approach  on 
specific  topics,  making  use  of  the  possibilities  afforded  by  ·Articles  1  30k 
(supplementary programmes), 1301 (participation in projects undertaken by certain 
Member States) or .130n  (participation in joint undertakings) :of the Treaty. 
'Nhere these first three instruments are concerned, COST could be used, as it was 
to begin with, as a breeding ground for ideas, while links with EUREKA could be. 
improved in order to direct the results of Communrty research towards the market. 
This would necessitate closer interaction between the framework program  me and 
these two forum~ for cooperation whose strategy is currently under review. 
In  addition,  there  is  a  need  for  more  exchange  of information  and  better  .  .':.  . 
coordination  between  Community  and  national  research  policies  and· ;----..: ~- ~-::~  .. 
.  -"""'*  1'";. '-.. 
.investments.~  Greater consistency would entail a competitive advantage and  ~  ·  .- -~~ 
financial  saving,  enabling  the· Union  and  the  Member  States  to  focus  more  ·  .:·:-~-~· 
effectively on their respective objectives.  ~:,:  %:;:':-~: 
;~l',t;~~  -~~ 
.  .  .•.  ·---~ 
See Article 130h of the Union Treaty:  "The CommWlity and the Member States shall coordinate  ! :· .: 
their research and tecbnological development acti-vities so as to ensure that  national  policies and  -....!!! • : 
·  Community policy are mutually consistenL"  :  .?- ·  · ·.  · -::  .  · ',  --~  ;:·:_;~.~ · 
. :_~f.:~~·''~-•.  :  ~~~- :<~: -~~~-~f-~-~1::~?~:, ~·~t:1~ ;, . to ensure that the framework programme. is  better eouippec to  D"ov,de  effective 
support for other Community policjes, there is a need for a Significant Improvement 
in the mechanisms for liaising and interlacing with the instruments of the 
other policies so as to make these instruments interoperaole
5 wrth  research and 
to make the Community activities more effective. 
International cooperation
6  and the Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund are 
chiefly concerned.  In the latter case, the aim is to encourage the Member States 
to devote a larger proportion of structura·l resources to research in order to foster 
the rapid development of their potential for scientmc excellence and confirm the 
catching-up process that has begun 
7
• 
the Joint Research Centre:  the  rol_e  _and  tasks of public laboratories are being 
carefully exammed in alf  the major industrialized countries  The laboratories that 
go to make up the JRC should, similatiy, be used for clear and ambitious ta~ks, 
striving for excellence  and  focusing  on  a  few ·aspects  in  line  with  new needs 
emanating from industry and the market.  It is necessary 1n  particular: 
to make available independent anc  impart;a~ exoen1se  to meet the needs 
of Community policies and contribute towarc:s the scre;;trfr: basis for Union 
policy decisions, 
to  ensure  closer  links  betweer.  the  instrtutes  ar,d  the  national  and 
international laboratories. 
The JRC needs to be given the organizational flexibility i1  reou1res to be in a better 
position  to  cooperate  with  industry  and  users  within  a  proper1y  adapted  tegal 
framework.  The emphasis will be on utilizing the know-how and expertise of the 
institutes' researchers and facilities, which in  many areas  are  unique in  Europe, 
transfers of technologies. and industrial joint ventures. 
Experience  with  the  task  force  approach  has  shown  how  difficult  it  is  to  involve  different 
programmes (e.g. research and education programmes) in  a joint call  for  proposals  exercise. 
Where international scientific cooperation  is  concerned. improvements  a:e  already  in  sight  wit~ 
programmes such as TACIS. PHARE and ~DA  being opened up more widely in order to all?w  --~~ ,..u.:_._ 
the participation in Community research projectS of entities from  the  countries concerned.  :at~~·~;~r 
A communication on the  relatio~~ips b_etween research and  th~  .. s~cru~!_:~nts is ;urr;:~~:·-
prepared by the Cornmassion.  - ·  :·  · ·  · ·  -..  ·  ·~·--:[:.;.... •  ,  ·:.~:  .  ·-:~  ...  ~~~~,.o.:.i.;.4:£ 
-::  .  .  ..  -.,  ..  '.  .  .  .  .  - - ,.  ;  ·---i:~.··  :  ~---- :.·J;U:~::.~  .... CONCLUSIONS 
The preparations for the fifth framework progr.amme are taking place :in a .period: : 
of  rapid and far-reaching change. =The vital problem of  employment; the increasing  ·-
.globalization of the economy. and the movements in progress in the building of 
Europe  (Intergovernmental  Conference,  economic  and  monetary  union, 
enlargement) all have to be taken into account in this exercise. 
We  therefore  need  to  examine  under a  new light  the  rationale  for  European 
research.  If it  is  to  continue to exist.  its  tasks  must be more transparent  and 
visible, it must be carried out more simply, :and its results must be more effective.  , 
·A first set of guidelines are emerging.  While maintaining the continuity of certain 
recognized achievements. new·balances must be established and the content of 
research topics renewed  in  the light· of the  challenges and opportunities ·.of the 
horizon 2000+. 
Basically,  it  is  a  question  of  moving  on  from  re~earch  focusing  solety  on 
technological  performance  towards  research  focusing  on  the  citizen  and  the 
response to  economic and social needs. 
In order to succeed, a strong political will based on consensus is  needed.  The 
Commission  invites  discussions  and  reactions  to  these  first  ·guidelines. 
Subsequently,  it  will  be  submitting  detailed  proposals  to  the ·.Parliament  and 
Council. 
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..,~·,.,:-:.. . 1.  L~Europe  dans Ia  recherche mondiale 
)ans I'Union Europeenne. Ia pan du PIS consacree a Ia recherche. les depenses de recherche de  l'industri~ les depen-
;es de recherche par habitant, le nombre total de chercheurs et de chercheurs dans les entreprises par rappon a  Ia pop-
Jlation active. sont inferieurs a  ce qu'ils sont aux Etats-Unis et au Japon. 
UE  15  USA  JAPON 
Depenses totales oe  R&D (MECUS) 1994  121  882  142 047  104 069 
Depenses totates oe  R&D en% du PIS 1995  1.91  2.45  2.95 
Oepenses  totates  oe  R&D  pa:  rtab1tan:  (ECUS)  I  329  545  833 
1994  I 
%  des oeoenses  :otales  oe  R&D  lmancees  par  I 
39.6  I 
39.2  I 
19.7 
l'etat  1993 
•1.  des Clepenses  totaJes  de  R&D  hnancees  par 
l'industne 1993  I 
53.5  I 
58.7  1  73,4 
Nombre de chercheurs  1993  I 
774 071  1962 700  526 501 
Nombre ae chercneurs  par mtllier d'act1fs  1993  4.7  7.4  8.0 
Nom  ore  de chercheurs dans les entrepnses 1993  376 000  765 000  367 000 
Nomore oe cnercneurs  cans  les  entreprtses  par  I 
2  I 
6  I 
6 
millier d'actifs 1993  ' 
Soure~: Commission  Europe~nne. DG XJJ a  pantr tie donnees de rOCD£ 
L'observation des grands _indicateurs (depenses de recherche, nombre de chercheurs) pour d'autres regions du mond~ 
montre que les pays de Ia Triade ne sont plus seuls sur la scene scientifique et technologique internationale.  De nou-
velles puissances apparaissent, qui se hissent progressivement au  niveau des pays les plus  ava~ces. 
2. 
Main Indicators for Some Areas of the World 
Gross Domestic  GERD/Gross 
Expenditure on R&D  Domestic Product 
f S biflionsJ  % 
Central & 
Eastern 
European 
Countries  2.89  1.5 
Israel  1.24  1.9 
Latin  America  3.93  0.4 
NICs  10.73  1.3 
China  22.24  0.7 
India  7.1  0.8 
Sourn·:  £um~u11 Comnu.H·tun  DG XII (1994}  [urut~cttl RL'JHirt 
m1 S& T lmllmturs: UNESCO.  OST  L'SIImlllc:.\· ut1Citrt.·utmc-rrt.I'IV5 
""..  =r.·:  ~  ~- ..  ... 
r'.¥  ..........  ,··  .  ,...  ~-:  _........  ' .... .:..:.. ' .,· ..  . 
~~-~~~f_:.· .  -~~. ·~?~-::c  -· 
.·-.  ';.:~  ~··  ~. 
-,  -- ..  ..  ~~;. 
·  ..  l~ •• 
R&D scientists &  R&D scientists pel" 
engineers (OOOs)  thousand  population 
285.5  2.2 
20.1  3.8 
158.5  0.3 
... 
136.7  1.5 
391.1  0.3 
•·· 
106.0  0., 
UNESCO.  Wor/J Stwncr- Rt:po11 
• ·, . 
2- Le  paradoxe europeen 
Part mondiale dans les  publications en  °/o  L'Europe demeure une grande puissance scientifioue: 
I  , 9 8 1  !  1993 
·ue  15  29  I  32 
I'Union  europeenne est a l'origine d'environ  1/3 des 
publications scientifiques  mon~iales; sa  part dans  Ie 
total  a  meme  augmente  au  cours  des  demieres  . 
annees.  Cependant.  !'analyse  des  brevets  deposes 
aux  Etats-Unis  et  en  Europe  montre  que  Ia  perfor-
mance  technologique  europeenne  est  globalement 
plus faible que celle de ses concurrents: c'est le "pzra-
doxe europeen". 
ETATS-UNIS 
IJAPON 
I  AUTRES  PAYS 
LE  MONDE • Total 
37  I 
7  I 
27  I 
100  I 
UE  15 
ETATS-UNIS 
JAPON 
AUTRES PAYS 
36 
8 
24 
100 
Part mondiale en  °/o 
dans les  brevets deposes 
aux  Etats-Unis  en 
1990  1993  1990 
23  1 8  46 
45  50  26 
25  24  21 
7  I  8  7 
LE  MONDE -Total  100  I  100  100 
Source: European  CommlS.SIOr. DC XJJ.  OCD£.  E~"ROSTAT 
Euro_pe 
1993 
I  46 
29 
, 6 
7 
I  100 
a decomposition par domaines des parts mondiales des brevets europeens et americains. met en evidence Ia forte p:si-
uon du Japon dans les technologies avancees, le poids des secteurs traditionnels en Europe et  Ia prcsen:e imponante<fes 
industries americaines dans !'ensemble des secteurs.  I 
The positions of the Triad by technological area, measured in  patents, 1993 
European patents wor1d  share (%) 
EUROPE 
Electronets.l etectrJCtty 
tnstruments/optacs 
Chem•stry/pharmaceut•cats 
Industrial processes 
Mechanical 
engineenngttranspon 
Consumer goods 
European  Un,on 
34.2 
37.8 
40.3 
50.1 
58.5 
64.0 
USA 
30.0 
32.4 
33 7 
25 6 
19 2 
16.9 
Su11rn·  USf'TO Jutu: OST  urul CIII·Rt·u"·mc;, '''<"u'"""''"  JVV$. 
p-•1'  ~  -
":.:_,;..•j;.  :.· •. 
·~--:..r::.t_..:..­
·  ....  _-..  ~ .,  :.4·r;·;.._ 
-·  _:-.... 
-~  ~  . 
~.t:  ... 
Japon 
31.8 
23.4 
20.0 
16.6 
15.5 
8.0 
US patents wortd share (%) 
European  Un1on  USA  Japon 
11.5  46.7  35.4 
14.9  50.8  28.0 
28.2  51.0  19.7 
22.3  50.5  19.3 
23.6  45.4  22.5 
-- .ai_.-
19.1  50.1  t2.S 4 
.  ·~ 
3. La  recherche europeenne sur Ia scene technologique 
internationale 
La degradation du solde des echanges de l'Union avec le reste du monde pour les biens a  haute intensite en R&D 
est un indicateur de I' erosion de la competitivite technologique europeenne: en une dizaine d'annees. le deficit s'est 
muhiplie par  10. 
Solde des echanges en milliards de dollars 
198:  ''"  S.Cr•uts  Un_,  !  I  UIUott  I 
jnf:USITI~lS  I  fUIS·IJfiiS  Jlpofl  EIIIS-4JfltJ  I'  Jlt>Ofl 
e~Jropeoenn•  I  I 
•uro~nne  (  dol'ft: 
tQ"'e en1ens.ne  I 
l  l  l  en R&D  ·2 21  13 •e  1! 9!  ·23~  12 •e  !  S2  36 
MoyeMe 
I  I  I 
l  I 
~~eft  I  RIO  69 93  6 23  s• 92  ern  ·23U  133 J• 
FaCile  ll'llef\SII.  I  I  I  I  I  en R&O  :!S  7S  ·18 01  2• C7  s  ·s•  ·•3 OS  ·S  21 
Source: Chelem C£PI/; trauement OST  OST. Science et Technologte /ndtcatcurs /996 
US Technology Position Relative to Japan &  Europe 
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La  comparaisoz;  des  positions  amen-
caine,  europeenne  et  japonaise  dans 
une  serie  de  "technologies  critiques'' 
met en evidence 2 que! point les Etats-
Unis,  malgre !'erosion de leur position 
dans  cenains  secteurs.  continuent  a 
dominer Ia  scene technologique  inter-
nationale. 
US T  eehtiOIOfl PoslttOfl  I 
lltetaU¥e IO  I  I 
I  lft\pto..ecs  O.C66MCI  IIIMMa&l\4  .,.,."  I  •)  •  0 
Eutope  I  - +  • 
i  ' 
1  t90·9«  l ten  a •• 
4.  Les:effort~de  recherche~americairretjaponais· 
Etats-Unis 
De 1990 a 1996, bien qu'augmentant en termes nominaux, le  budge~ federa:  americai:. de  reche:-che a iegerement decru 
en termes reels.  Cene baisse provient de  Ia  reduction des credits de  R&D  ri.!lltaires 
Les depenses de recherche civile ont, elles, augmente en  termes  reels  de  ; .~ millia:-:s  de  dollars au  cours de ces cine; 
annees.  Les pans relatives, dans le budget federal, des secteurs de  Ia sante.  d~ l'espa:!. de  l'energie et de  Ia recherche  ' 
fondarnentale ont augmente. Pour 1997. ma1gre les resnictions budgetaires.  le Gouvemement Clinton-Gore a propose 
un budget en augmentation de  1,6 o/o. 
Evolution des priorites du financement federal americain en  matiere de R&D 
(credits budgetaires de R&D \par o~jectif  socio-economique) 
1990  I  11SS  I  1916 
T-.1 en .,....,. (~  M OOIUrs'  63 781  70 3C9  I  10 503 
06fense  62.6  54.8  I  53 3 
Sante  13.0  I  1£2  1E7 
Flechercne spar•ate  & 1ecnno100•e  9.0  ,  1 2  ,. -
'"  Sciences  3.8  ':  '3 
Entrvte  ~.3  ".  4  .. 
Ressourees nature"'s l.  EnVIronnement  2.2  I  ;'::  I  3 , 
Transoons  1 E  .:  i  - c 
l  - I 
.I.O~~:JI!,J'£  !  ~  ~  !  . - I  . - I 
.r..~,a:es  I  ~  C·  I  ..  I 
I  I 
Tota•  en oourcentiQt  I  100 c  I  ,  ....  .. -- . :: c 
Sourc~: National Sci~nct Foundauon 
De  1991 a 1995, les budgets des programmes de recherche americains bases sur le  panenariat avec  le secteur prive sc 
sont considerablement accrus. 
\ 
5 
·  Selected Federal Paternship vdth Industry 
•  SEMATECH- ConloOI'tu•n on scn-c:~I.ICIOiltchl"ttO~)' 
2$00  •  TRP-T~  Roowtwnvnen~  Pro,t<.~ 
2000 
1 CICIO 
0 
.  WEP - Manvfec:1UI1nQ bt..-.on Program 
•  ATl'-MY~  1'.-ct•ac»oot ~ 
D  $81ft - ~  &"""""'  lftvoot.tmonl .,  RMo&.lt'Ctl 
'"" 
1990  1991  tt92  199J 
' .. 
t99~ Japon· 
, .  ...... 
Bien place au niveau des applications technologiques. mats e:1 retard en recherche de base sur  les Etats·Unis e't rEurope. 
le Japon investit desormats massivemcnt dans  la sctence et les ressources humames en  matiere de  recherch~. Dans le 
meme temps, son effon de recherche industrielle demeure eieve. 
Augmentatio~s dans le  budget de recherche publique japonais 1996: 
Budget public total de recherche : +  6,9 o/o 
Orpnjsmes: 
Oomaines lexemplesl :  .~,~~:~~~;:;~~~t~~:: 
.,  • •.  ~i" ,_ .,.;.·· • ~ 
....... 
6 
•.  ~'.1-:·_ 
·-·~~~?;;j!~ 
- •:·=~~  ... _·· 5~.  PMES, recherche.etemploi 
Les PMEs represement Ia  plus grande source d'emploi dans I'Union europeenne.  Par ailleurs, les petites et tres petites 
:ntreprises sont celles qui  produisent le  plus d'innovations.  L'analyse montre  que  les secteurs ou  l'investissement en 
echerche croit le plus sont aussi ceux ou la creation d'emplois est la plus fone. 
7 
Part des  P~1Es dans  l'empl~t.?ta~~~  _l'U~ 
e 1'¥1  (431-C  •••u•••• 
I  •  C.••• ..  •  ••  ,, ••  , ...  ,  C•  JSO 
Source·  CommusJor. Europtenne Eurosrar  .. b(Jse de  donne~s du  Pro_1er  PAfE.  1995 
Repartition en pourcentage des innovations en fonction 
des categories d'effectifs salaries (lrlande~ Italie, 
Pays  .. Bas., Royaume-Uni) 
Gategone de taille  Jr1ancle  Ita  he  Pays-Bas  Royaume-Uni 
1·19  .,1- #  61.0  14.4  35.0  22.4  ~ 
20-49 
-'·!~  .... -. 
....... __ ;. 
21.0  21.3  18.4  1<.7 
50-99  9.0  27.2  10.9  26.7 
100-499  8.0  14.,  21.,  15.6 
500-999  .  .:  1.0  5.5  14.6  7.6  ' 
1000 et plus  :.. .  ~  17.5  13.0 ...  w. 
Tolal  .  ·  ·  100.0  100.0  1Dtul  100.0 
Source· Observaro1re europeen des  PM£.  1995 
Depenses de R&D et croissance de  l'emploi~ 1973-1990 
Taux de croissance moyens en  pourcentage par industrie par rapport 3 Ia  croissance industrielle 
totale pour 13  pays de  l'OCDE 
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ST.~~· 6~  Visions prospectives=et priorites. 
Des  ''Foresight exercises" (etudes de  prospective scientifique et technologique) sont menes regulierement au Japon 
et aux Etats-Unis de;Juis trente ans.  Des operations de ce type ont ete recemment  la:~cees en  Europe 1  !lotamment en · 
Grande-Bretagne, en France, en Allemagne, au  Danemark. aux Pays-Bas et en  Espagr.e). 
La comparaison de  leurs conclusions monrre  une  grande convergence des  listes de  pnorites retem:es  aux  niveaux 
eleve et moyen d'agregation des themes (opro-electronique et intelligence artificielle: nanotechnologies er materiaw: 
nouveaux er inte/Jigenrs; biotechnologies. bio/ogie moleculaire er neurosciences; technologies environnementales et 
technologies de production propre d'energie.  etc). 
En termes d'objectifs economiques et sociaux. deux themes majeurs emergent : 
Ia  societe de  !'information~ 
le developpement durable. 
Ces conclusions sont  egalement convergentes avec  celles  du  "Projet  2025'' entrepris a  Ia  demande  de  18  grandes 
organisations et societes americaines, britanniques et allemandes.  Base sur l'analyse critique de  1500 exercices de · 
prevision entrepris depuis  1970, ce projet a debouche sur l'etablissement d'une liste de 83  hypotheses "a forte prob-
abilite"  pour  l'annee  2025.  Parmi  les  grands  themes  : la  gestion  integree  de  l'en .. ·ironnemellt  er  des  ressources 
narurelles:  fa  gestion  integree de  Ia  sante humaine:  l'cvenement du  "Village  global electronique '':  /a  production 
intefligente. 
Source: O(CD Science Technology Industry  Review. N°  17. Spec1al issue on Government Technology Fores1ght Exercises;  Tlrt> compctith·c- posi· 
tion of  European science.  t~chnology and industry· an  ESTA opanion  in relation with the .5th  Framework  Procrammc. L'm·rmr hautenrcm prob· 
ahlc.  SJ hJpoth~ses sur limnce 2015. Joseph Coates. Futuribles. :1vril  1996. 
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.. : .. :_  BesoinssociE~taux  etperspectivesde.marches: exemples.. 
II  Developpement  durable et  environnement 
tJ  ne peut yavoir de developpement durable sans effort de recherche.  Parmi d'autres. deux grands problernes a  resoudre 
~ont ceux des  ressources en eau et l'impacr des transpons sur l'environnement  Au r.1veau  europeen comme au  niveau 
ondial. l'environnement represente un  imponant marche potentiel. 
Une ressource rare : l'eau 
l.c:n  Europe er  dans  ie  monde,  l'eau devient une ressource rare.  65% de  i'eau  pr_eievee  des  ri,·ieres, des lacs et des 
·aquiferes dans  le monde est  uti Iisee par l'agnculrure.  1000 tonnes d'eau  sor.~ necessa1res  po:..1:- produire une tonne de 
>I.e.  Pour nourrir les 90 millions de  personnes s'ajoutant a  _la  population mond1ale  ch2que annee.  27  millions de  m
3 
J'eau supplementaires sont necessaires. 
1.  ~n Europe, 20% des eaux de surface sent menacees.  60% des surfaces agricoles pr.esentent  ~ne concentration d'en-
llgais et de pesticides dangereuse pour la qualite de l'eau dans le voisinage.  De  15 a  30% de l'eau collectee en Europe 
rest perdue dans les circuits de distribution. 
I  urce: Document de trawJi  I des services de Ia  Camnussion sur les Task Forces RecheTrhe-lndust  rie (sec (96) 568)1 L 'Ctat de Ia plan<te /996. 
· es  couts du transport 
~
~n 50  ans ..  Ia  population mondiale a  double~ le  nombre de voirures paniculieres. lui. a decuple  : il  est aujourd'hui 
'environ 500 millions.  Vers' 2025  ou  2030,  il  devrait y avoir  1 milliard de  voitures  da~s le  monde.  En Europe.  le 
arc automobile devrait croitre de  25°/o entre  1992 et 2005.  ,  . 
~es  transpo~s consomment 30% d:!  l3  derr.ande finale d'energie et soryt rcsponsabies de  25% de  Ia  totalite des emis-
~ions de  co·.  Le  transport  ro:.;tle:- 2 lul  seu!  re;xesente 80°/o  d'..!  co·  p:-oc~:: pa:- les  tra:lSpJ:-":S.  Le  total  des  COUts 
1:xternes des  prob!ernes de sante attnbues  au~ emtssi~ns dues aux  transpons est  esume entre  CJ.3  et 0,4o/o du  PNB. 
·11rcc:  Document de rravatl d,·  ill Comnu:.-su;ll  sur Jes  Task  Forcc..t  Recherche-lnd_usrric fUC (96)  568J  I  The  £,onomw. 22 Jwre  1996 •Living 
tlr  tht>  ~ar· · a survey 
Le  marche mondial de l'environnement 
Estimations en  milUards de$ 
Environmental 
OCDE  ECOTEC  ETDC  Business 
International 
An  nee  2000  2000  2000  1998 
Amerioue du  Nord  125  147  217  199 
Amerioue  latine  - 5  - 10 
Eurooe  occidentale  78  89  188  I  132 
Eurooe de I'EsVNIS  21  g·  25  I  27 
Asie  Pacif1aue  I  42  63  138  49 
Total  mondial  I  300  320  I  580  I  426 
.\inun·  ()('/)/.' (I'N.'J.  f.(:"07J.<  tiVYJJ.  [7  DC (IYY.J).  OT.~ (JYY.JJ  .  ·.-
==: ...  ~-.-='  ~~-.-
~~?:~-::..· ~ ~.>. :.  ·~ .  ~ .  ~~L::-;;.:.  -- ... ·.- ... 
.-·.~~~~·~:..-~ ~·  ... 
__ ,.-::--.;. 
II  Biotechnologies:  · 
U  marche des produits bases sur les biotechnologies est un de ceux qui croissent Je plus rapidement a  l'echeJJe mondi-
ale.  En  tennes de  nombre de  societes. d'emploi. de  chifTres d'affaires ou  de  depenses de  recherche.  l'efTon americain 
est aujourd'hui tres superieur a l'efTon europeen. 
Global Sales for Biotechnology-Based products 
10 year Projection (1996-2006)- in 1996 S Billions 
Source· Cotrsulflng Rl!Sourccs Corp. 
EU vs  US  BIOTECH SECTORS 
(Ecu Millions) 
Eurooe  us 
Financial 
Turnover  1 158  9.663 
R&D  Expenditure  605  5.859 
Industry 
Number of Companies  584  1.308 
Number or  emoloyees  17  200  108.000 
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1 II.  Santa 
1..a population europeenne \'Jeillit.  En .2020. les plus de 60 ans representero:1t plus d'un quar1 des personnes. et les moins 
de 20 ans. un peu plus d'un cmqu1eme seulemen:.  Les consequences de cette tendance en tennes medicaux et de sante 
Jblique, sent imponantes. 
Population de I'UE par groupe d 'age (
0/o) 
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Sourr:~· Eurosrar.  L  'Europe en chiffres 
ans le monee. les malad1es infectieuses irappent des centaines de millions de personnes: elles en tuent des dizaines de 
llions. 
Populations Affected by \'arious Infectious Diseases, 1993 
Disease  Deaths  Incidence 
Acute  Respiratory  Infections  4.1  million  248  million 
Diarrheal  Diseases  3.0  million  1.8  billion 
Tuberculosis  2.7  million  8.8  million 
Malaria 
I  2.0  million  300-500  million  (prevalence) 
Measles  ·1.2  million  45  million  ..... 
Hepatitis  B  1.0  million  2.2  million 
-~. 
HIV/AIOS  700000  2-3  million 
,J~-
Cholera  6800  380000 
I Polio  5500  110000 
:to  .........  ~  ' ... ''  •••  ~  . ., 
11·  Societe de /'information- ·  :~  r···. 
, L'Europe est entree dans  Ia societe de  l'infonnation. Le  nombre de  connections des particuliers et  des entreprises au 
reseau Internet et le marche des lecteurs de CO-Rom croissent a  un rythme soutenu. Les societes americaines  produisent 
aujourd'hui l'essentiel des titres de CD-Rom. 
12 
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The Internet l\1arket in Europe, I 994-2000 
Number of Households with Internet Access (Millions) 
•l••·•·· 
a .....  . 
a.,  .... ,. 
······-··\111'11  .......  ,..._. 
•  •••••  ••  t lw•••• 
Source: European lnforn:c:lot:  Technoiogy Obsrrwno,..y £/TO 1996 
Eq uipement des foyers en  lecteurs 
CD-R  om 
Swtn-t·  llltt•c·u 1'194 
;~~;.  ~:;-;4~.~ 
.... :  ~~i::  ...  ~  ~~- ·-~· 
··!:.; ~i{~·;.-_  .. 
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•USA 
Production mondiale de titres 
CD-ROI\1 en 1995 
· Asie 
5% 
Europe 
38% 
Aut  res 
:  ~%  __  ·~- -~- ~f' 
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.rf~-.-- .  ..,_ LIST OF l\1EMBERS 
OF THE PROGRAMME COI\1MITTEE 
TRAINING AND MOBILITY OF 
RESEARCHERS 
PROGRAMME 
1994  ~ 1998 
23/07/96 ..... rMOttr 
AT 
AT 
BE 
BE 
DE 
DE 
MANFRED  HORVAT 
BUREAU  FOR  INTERNATIONAL  RESEARCH  AND 
TECHNOLOGY  COOPERATION  (BIT) 
WIEDNER  ~AUPTSTRASSE 76 
A-1040  VIENNA 
AUSTRIA 
MARTHA  SEBOEK 
ABTEILUNG  I/B/10A 
BUNDESMINISTERIUM  FUER  WISSENSCHAFT, 
FORSCHUNG  UNO  KUNST 
MINORITENPLATZ  5 
A-1014  VIENNA 
AUSTRIA 
NOEL  VERCRUYSSE 
DEPARTMENT  ONDERWIJS 
UNIV.ONDERWIJS  EN  WETTENSCHAPPELIJK 
ONDERZOEK 
KONINGSSTRAAT  136 
1000  BRUSSEL 
BELGIUM 
MARIE-CHRISTINE  LENAIN 
COMMUNAUTE  FRANCAISE  DE  BELGIQUE 
D.G.  ENSEIGNEMENT  SUPERIEUR  ET 
RECHERCHE  SCIENTIFIQUE 
C.A.E.- BLOC  0-ARCADES-BUR  6546 
204,  RUE  ROYALE 
1010  BRUXELLES 
BELGIQUE 
PAUL  KOENIGS 
DEUTSCHE  FORSCHUNGSGEMEINSCHAFT 
REFERAT  I I- C 4 
KENNEDYALLEE  40 
53175  BONN 
GERMANY 
LOTHAR  SCHULTE 
BUNDESMINISTERIUM  FUER  BILDUNG, 
WISSENSCHAFT  FORSCHUNG  UNO  TECHNOLOGIE 
REFERAT  334  B 
53170  BONN 
GERMANY 
Te I.  43/158116160 
Fax.  43/1581161616 
Tel.  43/153120  5857 
Fax.  43/1531205755 
Tel.  2114234 
Fax.  2114252 
Tel.  2105814 
Fax.  2105992 
Tel.  49/22888512327 
Fax.  49/2288852777 
Tel.  49/228572700 
Fax.  49/228572096 ............... ____  ..__ .  ...-......,.~--- ... -- ....... 
OK  OLE  FEJERSKOV  Te I.  45/86144899 
DANISH  RESEARCH  ACADEMY  Fax.  45/86144871 
OBSERVATORIEVEJEN  3 
8000  AARHUS  C 
DENMARK 
OK  PETER  MEIER  Tel.  45/33929706 
MINISTRY  OF  RESEARCH  Fax.  45/33150205 
INTERNATIONAL  RESEARCH  DIVISION 
BREDGADE  43 
1260  COPENHAGEN  K 
DENMARK. 
ES  PILAR  GOYA  LAZA  Te I.  34/15855106 
CONSEJO  SUPERIOR  DE  INVESTIGACIONES  ClENTIFICAS,  Fax.  34/14113077 
t.CADRID 
Cl  SERRANO,  1 17 
28006  MADRID 
SPAIN 
ES  ANGELES-MARIA  HERAS  CABALLERO  Te I.  34/15617199 
DIRECCION  GENERAL  DE  INVESTIGACION  Fax.  34/15640940 
CIENTIFICA  Y TECNICA 
C/  SERRANO,  150 
28071  MADRID 
ESPANA 
Fl  PATRIK  FLOREEN  Te I.  358/077488215 
THE  ACADEMY  OF  FINLAND  Fax.  358/077488393 
RESEARCH  COUNCIL  FOR  NATURAL  SCIENCES 
AND  ENGINEERING 
PO  BOX  57 
00551  HELSINKI 
FINLANDE 
F I  PAAVO  URONEN  Tel.  358/04512001 
HELSINKI  UNIVERSITY  OF  TECHNOLOGY  Fax.  358/04512063 
OTAKAARI  1 
SF-02150  ESPOO 
FINLAND 
~-
) .......... - .......... --.------·· ---- •• 
FR  FRANCIS  CAMBOU  Te I.  33/61556660 
MINISTERE  DE  L'ENSEIGNE~ENT SUPERIEUR  ET  DE  LA  Fax.  33/61556701 
RECHERCHE 
CNRS-UPS 
AVENUE  DU  COLONEL  ROCHE,  9 
B.P.  4346 
34400  TOULOUSE 
FRANCE 
FR  MICHEL-LOUIS  GAILLARD  Tel.  33/169417626 
MINISTERE  DE  L'ENSEIGNEMENT  SUPERIEUR  ET  DE  LA  Fax.  33/169416777 
RECHERCHE 
LAB.  DE  PHOTOPHYSIQUE  MOLECULAIRE 
BATIMENT  213 
CAMPUS  D'ORSAY 
91405  ORSAY  CEDEX 
FRANCE 
GB  KATE  ALLAN  Te I.  44/17127~2078 
CABINET  OFFICE  Fax.  44/1712712023 
OFFICE  OF  SCIENCE  AND  TECHNOLOGY 
INTERNATIONAL  DIVISION 
ALBANY  HOUSE  . 
84-86  PETTY  FRANCE 
SW1H  9ST  LONDON 
UNITED  KINGDO~ 
GB  PETER  FLETCHER  Te I.  44/1793442034 
THE  PARTICLE  PHYSICS  AND  ASTRONO~Y  RESEARCH  Fax.  44/1.793442003 
COUNCIL 
POLARIS  HOUSE 
NORTH  STAR  AVENUE 
SN2  1SZ  SWINDON 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
GR  JOHN  N.  AVARITSIOTIS  Tel.  30/13691111 
NATIONAL  TECHNICAL  UNIVERSITY  OF  ATHENS  Fax.  30/13233846 
DEPARTMENT  OF  ELECTRICAL  AND  COMPUTER  -
ENGINEERING  .. 
9  HEROON  POLYTECHNIOU  STR. 
15773  ATHENS  --
GREECE  :. i:" 
GR  DOROS  THEODOROU  Tel.  30/61997398 
DEPARTMENT  OF  CHEMICAL  ENGINEERING  Fax.  30/61993255 
UNIVERSITY  OF  PATRAS 
26500  PATRAS 
GREECE --------- _____ .. ________ _ 
IE  JOHN  HAYDEN 
SECRETARY 
HIGHER  EDUCATION  AUTHORITY 
FITZWILLIAM  SQUARE,  21 
DUBLIN  2 
IRELAND 
IE  _MARTIN  LYES 
FORBAIRT 
GLASNEVIN 
IE  DUBLIN'  9 
IRELAND 
IS  THORSTEINN  GUNNARSSON 
UNIVERSITY  OF  AKUREYRI 
THINGVALLASTRAETI 
600  AKUREYRI 
ICELAND 
IS  THORSTEINN  l  SIGFUSSON 
UNIVERSITY  OF  ICELAND 
SCIENCE  INSTITUTE 
RAUNVISINDASTOFNUN  HASKOLANS 
DUNHAGA  3 
IT 
IT 
107  REYKJAV I,K 
ICELAND  -
GIOACCHINO  FONTI 
MINISTERO  UNIVERSITA'E  RICERCA  SCIENTIFICA  E 
TECNOLOGICA 
OIPARTIMENTA  RELAZIONI  INTERNATIONALI 
PIAZZA  J.F.  KENNEDY  20 
00144  ROMA 
ITALY 
GIUSEPPE  BIORCI 
CONSIGLIO  NAZIONALE  DELLE  RICERCHE 
PIAZZA  ALDO  MORO,  7 
00185  ROMA 
ITALY 
Tel.  353/16612748 
Fax.  353/16610492 
Tel.  353/18370101 
Fax.  353/18370845 
Tel.  354/5694690 
Fax.  354/4630999 
Tei.  354/5/569400 
Fax.  354/5/528911 
Te I  •  39/659911 
Fax.  39/659912722 
Tel.  39/64463440 
Fax.  39/64461954 ___  ...,. __  ..,_-.-.._. -- •- -.  . -
Ll 
LU 
LU 
NL 
GERHARD  BECK 
AMT  FUER  VOLKSWIRTSCHAFT 
KIRCHSTRASSE  7 
9490  VADUZ 
LIECHTENSTEIN 
PAUL  LENERT 
MINISTER£  DES  AFFAIRE$  CULTURELLES 
SERVICE  R & D 
RUE  ALDRINGEN,  29 
2944  LUXEMBOURG 
LUXEMBOURG 
PIERRE  DECKER 
MINISTERE  DE  L'EDUCATION  NATIONALE 
SERVICE  R & D 
RUE  ALDRINGEN,  29 
2926  LUXEMBOURG 
GRAND  ·DUCHE  DE  LUXEMBOURG 
ERIK  SCHENK 
NWO- NETHERLANDS  ORGANIZATION  FOR  SCIENTIFIC 
RESEARCH 
POSTBUS  93138 
NL-2509  AC  DEN  HAAG 
NEDERLAND 
NL  GERARD  M.  WEEL 
DIRECTOR  RESEARCH  & SCIENCE  POLICY 
MINISTRY  SCIENCE  EDUCATION  AND  CULTURE 
KAMER  G 374,  DIRECTIE  OWB/1 
POSTBUS  25000 
2700  LZ  ZOETERMEER 
NETHERLANDS 
NO  ·BIRGIT  BENTERUD 
THE  RESEARCH  COUNCIL  OF  NORWAY 
STENSBERGGATA  26 
PO-BOX  2700  ST.  HANSAHAUGEN 
N-0131  OSLO 
NORWAY 
Tel.  4175/2366880 
Fax.  417512366889 
Tel.  352/46802 
Fax.  352/460927 
Tel.  352/4785216 
Fax.  352/460927 
Tel.  31/703440707 
Fax.  31/703850971 
Tel.  31/79533635 
Fax.  31/79531953 
Tel.  47/22037353 
Fax.  47/22037362 ....  ~,···  ....  --------- ---- -------
NO 
PT 
PT 
SE 
SE 
UNNI  SANDSDALEN 
MINISTRY  OF  EDUCATION,  RESEARCH  AND  CHURCH 
AFFAIRS 
KIRKE-,  UTDANNINGS,  OG-FORKNINGS 
DEPARTAMENTET 
MOLLERGATA,  6TH  FLOOR 
0032  OSLO 
NORWAY 
TERESA  CORREIA  DE  BARROS 
INSTITUTO  SUPERIOR  TECNICO 
AV.  ROVISCO  PAIS 
1069  LISBOA 
PORTUGAL 
LUIS  MELO 
JUNTA  NACIONAL  DE  INVESTIGACAO  CIENTIFICA  E 
TECNOLOGIA 
AV.  0.  CARLOS  I,  NO  126  - 2 
1200  LISBOA 
PORTUGAL 
ANJA  BORG 
NATURVETENSKAPLIGA  FORSKNINGSRAOET 
BOX  7142 
103  87  STOCKOLM 
SWEDEN 
ANNE-MARIE  PILOTTl 
TEKN·I KVETENSKAPL I  GA  FORSKN·I NGSRADET 
BOX  7136 
103  87  STOCKHOLM 
SWEDEN 
Tel.  47/22347439 
Fax.  47/22349540 
Tel.  351118417421 
Fax.  351/18499242 
Te I .  351 I i 3971  ~ 80 
Fax .  351 I 1607 481 
Tel.  46184544200 
Fax.  46/84544250 
I 
Tel.  46184544170 
Fax.  46/84544180 J 
A Hopkirk (11  October) 
MARCJ7-7.doc  2J Survey of European SR facilities 
A Hopkirk 
CLRC Daresbury Laboratory, UK 
October 1996 
In order that there be an informed debate about the current and future levels of support for SR 
facilities and the opportunities for an international dimension to this activity, it is necessary to have 
up to date information about the current and presently planned levels of activity. To this end we 
have surveyed the European SR facilities known to us, sending each a copy of a simple 
questionnaire. 
The list of facilities surveyed and the questionnaire are given in Appendix 1. 
The questionnaire \-vas sent to 20 facilities in western Europe and 12 replies ha\·e been received as of 
i October.  Eight Russian facilities were also surveyed but none have replied. Copies of the replies 
can be found in  Appendix~. 
The set of returns is not complete at the time of this Round Table meeting so only a \'ery preliminary 
digest can be given. However the significant magnitude of the activity is already apparent and some 
useful points of information can be. made at this early stage. 
Appendix 3 contains summary tables of selected data taken from the information in the 
questionnaire replies. 
For example, from the twelve facility returns made to date: 
•  The typical facility operates for 250 days per annum. 
•  The typical facility provides 200 days per annum for user experiments. 
In 1996: 
•  These facilities  .. ,·ill provide some 37000 station dJys of access  to users. 
•  Just over half of these will work on x-ray experiments. 
•  The rest will be split 60:40 betvveen soft x-rays and the lower photon energy ranges. 
•  The total number of user groups reported (assum.lng no duplication between facilities and 
measuring over the lifetime of the facilities) is over 2500, representing more that 19000 individual 
scientists. 
•  The user community at the typical facility is >957r academic.in origin, however this figure may be 
biased by old data as in recent years most facilities have made positive efforts to increase their 
non-academic activities. in h\·o cases the S"r  commercial users is said to be > 1  07c. 
•  The cost of a facility varies widely because large multinational institutions cost considerably more· 
than the small national facilities. For example, an ESRF comes in at the order of £200 rrtillion 
while MAX2 and BESSY2 come in at  £20-30 million. 
Detailed analysis and World Wide Web presentation of the information awaits completion of the set 
of replies. Appendix 1 
List of. facilities surveyed and status of reply 
Survey Questionnaire 
3 LIST OF FACILITIES SURVEYED AND REPLY STATUS 
FACILITY  REPLY RECEIVED (as of 7 October) 
ANKA  YES 
BESSY1  YES 
BESSY2  YES 
OORIS3 & PETRA2  YES 
ELETTRA  YES 
ELSA  YES 
ESRF  YES 
MAX1  YES 
MAX2  YES 
SLS  YES 
SRS  YES 
SL'PER-ACO & DCI  YES 
ADO:\£  no 
AmPSMEA  no 
ASTRID  no 
80~;\2  no 
DELTA.  no 
EUTERPE  no 
SOLEIL  no 
Russian sources 
SIBERIA 1  no 
SJBERJA2  no 
SIBERIA-AS  no 
s·iBERlA-S~  no 
T!"K  no 
VEPPi~  no 
VEPP3  no 
VEEP4  no European ~acility Questionnaire 
Full  Facility  Name 
Address & Country 
WWW Site' Address 
Email & Fax address 
What is the present status of the facility? 
RESOURCES 
•  Ownership  100°'o publicly owned 
100~0 private I commercially owned 
mixed ownership -
•  ~1ai.n source(s) of funding or organisation type 
central government. 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financial information 
Annual total budget 
Total cost/value of facility (at 1996 prices) 
•  Facilit\·  history 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operational for users 
Year when facility was (or will be) first available for user experiments? 
A "kev dates'' histon· of the facilitv.  - .  . 
0 
0 
() 
0 
0 
0 
a 
C) 
0 
0 What is the storage ring energy? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
operated last vear? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or d.ay equivalents) available for 
experiments?· 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
(parasitic)  first 
second 
third 
fourth 
(dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
(please define below if selected) 
USER EXPERIMENTAL FACILID' DFTAILS 
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations a\'ailable for users 
in JanuarY 1996 
Total number expected in January 2000 
Total number expected in January 2005 
Total number expected in January 2010 
.. 
Spectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
IR/vi~ible/VLTV up to 150 eV 
general soft X-rav 150 - 2500 e  V 
soft X-rav lithogr~a_phv dedicated 
x-rav (photon energy above Be \\'indow limit) 
test 
other 
Total number of stations = 
COMPOSffiON OF THE USER COMMUNITY 
Total number (integrated) of user groups who have used the facility up to 
January 1996. 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
0/o Academic users 
'}o Commercial/industrial users 
0/o International users (i.e. not from the countrv of the facilitv) 
MECHANISMS FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
o  erational SR beamline &  stations? 
'· 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. Appendix 2 
Copies of questionnaire replies to date European Facility Questionnaire 
Full  Facility Name  ANKA 
Address & Country 
Dr H 0 Moser, Forschungzentrum Karsruhe, Projekt ANKA/ 
Bau 687, Postfach 36 40, D-76021  Kar!suhe, Germany 
WWW Site Address 
Email & 
http:/  /hbksun17.fzk.de:8080/  ANKA/ 
Fax address 
moser@anka.fzk.de 
(+49) 7247 82 6172 
What is the present status of the facility? 
RESOURCES 
•  Ownership  100.% publicly owned 
100% private/commercially owned 
mixed o~'llership 
•  Main source(s) of funding or organisation type 
central government 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financial information 
Annual total budget 
Total cost/value of facility (at 1996 prices) 
•  Facilit}'  history 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operational for users 
estimated 
10Mio DM 
70MioDM 
' 
Year when fadlity was (or will be) first  available for user experiments?  _2_000_  .... ----
A "key dates" history of the facility. 
Early 80s 
1985' -
1990 
1994 
1995 
12.03.1996 
Work on KlGA  technology starting in FZK 
Design Report KSSQ:  Superconducting compact synchrotron radiation source 
ofr LIGA and Analysis (Report Kfk3976 (1985)) 
General purpose compact synchrotron radiation sources {NIMB61 {1991) 565) 
German ministry of Education, Science, Research and Technology asks for 
industrial use of source 
ANKA proposal 
Official announcement of approval by federal and state government SIQry\Gf.  RL~  ~  DEI'A!LS 
- ..  ._....~._...  ...  _-.... 
What is the storage ring energy?  2.5GeV 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
operated last year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for 
experiments? 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
secro:l 
third 
fourth 
(parasitic) 
(dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
(please define ~elow if selected) 
USER EXPERIMENTAL FACILID' DETAILS 
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations available for users 
in January 1996 
Total number expected in January 200J 
Total number expected in January 2005 
Total number expected in  January 2010 
13 
no planning 
yet 
no planning 
yet 
Spectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
IR/visible/VUV up to 150 eV  1 
general soft X-rav 150 - 2500 eV  I 
soft X-rav lithography dedicated  I 
x-ray (photon energv above Be window limit)  12 
test  PETRA ll (Hard X-rav)  I 
other  I 
Total number of stations=  13 
COMPOSIDON OF DiE  USER COMMUNJD' 
Total number (integrated) of user groups who have used the facility up to 
Januarv 1996. 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to january 
1996. 
0/o Academic users 
0/o Commercial/industrial users 
~'0 International users (i.e. not from the coun_try of the facilitv) 
MffiC~~SMSFORAC~S 
see footnote 1 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
o  erational SR beamline &  stations? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.; 
see footnote 2 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. 
1.  Priority on customer buying full service or various forms of partial service.  Remaining part to research user upon 
s~cial  a~ment  or~  review 
2.  Estimated average 550 OM per hm!Lof full service. European Facility Questionnaire 
Full Facility Name  BESSY t  Berlin-\'Vilmersdorf 
Address &  Country  Lentzeallee 100, D-14195  Berlin 
WWW  Site Address 
Emajl  & 
Fax address 
buero@exp.bessy.de 
82004-103 
What is  the present status of the facility? 
RESOURCES 
•  Ownership  100% publicly owned 
100% private/commercially owned 
mixed OY..Tlership 
•  Main source(s) of funding or Organisation type 
central government. 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financial information 
Annual total budget 
Total cost/value of facility (at  1996  prices) 
•  Facility  bistor)' 
Proposed· 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operational for users 
8MECU 
63 r-..1ECLJ 
Year when facility was (or will be) first available for user experiments?  1982  ------
A "key dates" history of the facility. 
1979  Official foundation of the BESSY company 
1981  December, first stored beam 
1982  February, first user experiments 
start operation of X-ray lithography laboratory 
1983  First beamline for circularly VUV  radiation 
1984  Two shift operation 
1985  Routine operation of small emittance 
European radiometry standard 
1986  First undulator operation 
1990  Spectral resolution in excess of 10 000 in the XUV 
1991  Operation of crossed undulator for circularly poladzed light 
1994  Operation of wave length shifter for LIGA technology STORAGE RING DEIAR.S 
What is the storage ring energy?  800MeV 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
. operated last year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for 
experiments? 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
(parasitic) 
(dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
(please define below if selected) 
USER EXPERIMENIAt FAOLID' DETAILS 
205 
205 
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations available for users 
in January 1996 
Total number expected in January 2(X)() 
Total number expected in January 2005 
Total number expected in January 2010 
35 
35 
-
-
Spectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
IR/visible/VUV u_p  to 150 eV  15 
general soft X-ray 150 - 2500 e V  11 
soft X-rav lithography dedicated  4 
x-rav (photon energv above Be windo\\' limit)  1 
test  1 
other  3 
Total number of stations =  35 
CO:MPQSWON OF DiE USER COl\fMW>..TD' 
Total number (integrated) of user groups who have used the facility up to 
January 1996. 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
"lo Academic users 
0/o Commercial/industrial users 
0/o International users (i.e. not from the countrv of the facilitv) 
MECHANISMS FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
o  erational SR beamline & stations? 
1300 
3900 
69 
22 
9 
1300ECU 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter . 
..  Two main users, the Physikalisch Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) and the X-ray Lithography 
consortium have their own laboratory.  They host their own guest groups. European Facility Questionnaire 
Full Facility Name  BESSY  II,  Berlin-Aldershof 
Address & Country  Rudower Chaussee 5, D-12489 Berlin 
WWW  Site Address 
Email & 
Fax address 
mallwitz@port.exp.bessy.d~ 
+49+30  6392~2 
\t\'hat is the present status of the facility? 
RESOURCES 
•  Ownership  lOO~o publicly owned 
100~~ private/commercially O\\'T\ed 
mixed ownership 
•  Main source(s) of funding or organisation type 
central government 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financial information 
Annual total budget 
Total cost/value of facility (at 1996 prices) 
•  Facility  history 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operatio~l for users 
\ 
lOOMECC 
Year when facility was (or will be) first available for user experiments?  1999  ------
A "key dates" history of the facility. 
Mid 1984 
December 1986 
March 1991 
7 July 1992 
4 July 1994 
8 February 1995 
13 December 1995 
August 1996 
Feasibility studies for the construction of the high brilliance 
synchrotron light source BESSY II 
Preparation of the scientifc case study 
Decision for the site at Aldershof 
Project approval 
Ground breaking ceremony 
Laying of the foundation stone 
Topping-out ceremony 
Synchrotron installed STORAGE RIISG PETMLS 
What is the storage ring energy?  1.7 GeV 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
operated last year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for 
experiments? 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
(parasitic) 
(dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
{please define below if  sel~cted) 
USER EXPERIMENTAL FAQUD'  DEIAIT.S 
-
-
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations available for users 
in Januarv 1996 
Total number expected in January 2(X)() 
Total number expected in  January 2005 
Total number expected in January 2010 
17 
32 
47 
Spectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
IR/visible/VUV up to 150 eV 
general soft X-ray 150 - 2500 e V 
soft X-rav lithography dedicated 
x-rav (p]loton energy above Be \-vindow limit) 
test 
other 
Total number of stations = 
COMPQSIDON OF TIIE USER COMMUNTI)' 
Total number (integrated) of user groups who have used the fadlity up to 
January 1996. 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
~·c, Academic users 
~o Commercial/industrial users 
~~ International users (i.e. not from the country of the facility) 
MECHMUSMS FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If, you sell beam  time, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
o  erational SR beamline & stations? 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. European Facility Questionnai~e 
Full  Facility  Name  Hamburg-er Synchrotronstrahlungslabor HASYLAB 
Address & Country  Notkestr. 85, D-22603 Hamburg, Germany 
WWW Site Address 
Email·& 
Fax address 
http:/ /WWW.DESY.de 
HASYLAB@DESY .de 
+49 40 8998 4475 
What is the present status of the facility? 
RESOURCES 
•  Ownership  100% publicly owned 
100% private  I commercially ov-.7led 
mixed ownership 
•  Main source<s) of funding or orgpnjsation type 
central government 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financia  I information 
Annual total budget 
Total cost/value of facility (at 1996 prices) 
•  Facility  history 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operational for users 
Part of DESY 
budget (2~ Mill. 
OM) 
-
Year when facility was (or will be) first available for user experiments?  1974  ------
A "key dates" history of the facility. 
1969-1974 
1972 
1978-1980 
1981-1982 
1987 
1990-1991 
1993 
1995 
Construction of double storage ring OORIS at DESY 
Establishment of the Hamburg Outstation of the European Laboratory for 
Molecular Biology (EMBL)  · 
Building of of HASYLAB at the DORIS storage ring 
DORIS is adapted a single storage ring, DORIS II 
Establishment of three permanent MPG working groups at HASYLAB 
DORIS 11 is improved with the addition of 7 wigglers/undulators for 
synchrotron radiation experiments into DORIS III 
DORIS Ill starts operation as a dedicated radiation source for HASYLAB 
March, commissioning of the undulator test beam for synchrotron radiation 
PETRA n  . 
·-STORAGE PJlSG DETAIL$ 
What is the ;toi-~e ring en~rgy? - -- 4.5GeV 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring  253 days• 
operated last year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for  214  days .. 
ex~riments? 
.. 49 days for machine studtes and mamtenance  •• m 1995 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
(parasitic) 
(dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources)  10 Wigglers/Undulators  ..J 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
(please define below if selected) 
USER EXPERIMENTAL FAcn.ID DETAILS 
Total number of simultaneously available expe~ment stations available for users  42 
in January 1996 
Total number expected in January 2000  42 
Total number expected in  January 2005 
Total number expected in January 2010 
Spectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
IR/visible/VUV up to 150 eV  5 
general soft X-ray 150 - 2500 eV  5 
soft X-ray lithography dedicated  -
x-rav (photon energy above Be window limit)  32 
test  PETRA ll (Hard X-rav)  (1) 
other 
Total number of stations =  42 
COMfOSffiON OF 1liE USER COM:MtJNID' 
Total number (integrated) of user ~oups  who have used the facility up to 
Januarv 1996.  , 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
0/o Academic users 
~b Commercial/  industrial users 
0/o International users (i.e. not from the country of the facility) 
MECHA..~1SMS  FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
operational SR beamline & stations? 
-
18051 .. 
98°/o 
a_pprox  2~b 
30% 
100-750DM for 
industrial 
users per hr 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. 
I 
~ 
l 
j 
' European Facility Questionnaire 
Full Facility  Name  SINCROTRONE TRIFSTE S.C.p.A. 
Address & Country  Padriciano 99, 34012 Trieste, Italy 
WWV\
7  Site Address 
Email  & 
http: I /www  .elettra.trieste.it 
Fax address 
useroffice(at)elettra  .trieste.it 
+ 39 40 3758565 
What is the present status of the facility? 
RESOURCES 
•  Qyynersbj p  1  OO~o publicly owned 
lOO'}o  private/commercially owned 
mixed ownership 
•  Main sources) of funding or organisation type 
c~tral  gov~mment 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financial information 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Opera  tiona  I for users 
\ 
Annual total budget  30 billion It.  Liras 
Total cost/\'alue of facility (at 1996 prices)  160 billion It. 
Liras 
•  Facility  history 
Year when facility was (or will be) first aYailable for  user experiments?  1995  ------
A "key dates" history of the facility. 
198b: 
1991: 
4 Oct 1993: 
Nov 1993: 
July 1995: 
The Sincrotrone Trieste company starts operating.  First funding is made 
available. 
Groundbreaking. 
First beam injected and stored 
First experiment 
The facility is officially opened to users. 
,Q STOJiAGERING DE"'"~ 
__,...,_-
What is  the storage ring energy? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
operated last year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for 
experiments? 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
(parasitic) 
(dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
(please define below if selected) 
USER EXPEJUME.'JIAL FACDJD' DETAILS 
1.5 or 2 GeV 
6.100 
177 
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations available for users  4 
in Januarv 1996 
Total number expected in January 200)  7 
\ 
Total number expected in  January 2005  approx 25 
Total number expected in January 2010  appro:x 30 
· Spectral ranges exploited nm£  Number user eXI!_eriment stations 
IR/visible/VUV up to 150 eV 
_general soft X-rav 150 - 2500 e  V  3 
soft X-rav lithography dedicated 
x-rav (photon energy above Be windo~' limit)  1 
test 
other 
Total number of stations=  4 
COMPOSWON OF THE USER COMMUND)' 
Total number (integrated) of user ~oups  who have used the facility up to 
Januarv 1996. 
Total number of individual u.sers who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
0/o Academic users 
~o Commercial I industrial users 
~o International users (i.e. not from the countrv of the facilitv) 
MECHA.'f\1SMS FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
o  erational SR beamline & stations? 
78 
242 
88.5~~ 
11.5°/o 
45~o 
5500-9120 
ECU 
Thank  you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. European Facility Questionnaire 
Full Facility Name  Electron Stretcher & Accelerator (ELSA), Bonn Universitv 
Address & Country  Physikalisches Institut, Nussallee 12, D-53115 Bonn, Germany 
WWW  Site Address 
Email & 
http:/  /elsarl.physik.uni-borm.de/ · 
Fax address 
husmann physik.uni-bonn.de 
+228.73.3620 
What is the present status of the facility? 
RESOURCES 
•  Ownership  JOO% publicly owned 
100% private  I commercially ovvned 
mixed O\\Tiership 
•  Main source(s) of funding or organisation type 
central government 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financial information 
Annual total budget 
Total cost /val,ue of facility (at 1996 prices) 
•  Facility  bjstory 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operational for users · 
Year when facility was (or wiJI  be) first available for user experiments? 
A llkey dates" history of the facility. 
1964- 1967:  Construction of 2.5 GeV electron synchrotron 
1967:  Start of experimental research work at SY 
1983- 1986:  Construction of 3.5 GeV storage ring (Stretcher) 
: Stretcher uses SY as the booster 
1988 - 1988:  Construction of SR - Lab 
1988:  Start of SR experiments at Stretcher 
ELSA is mainly used for particle physics (MEP):  75% 
3.8MDM 
~v.n-
facilities  built 
from 1964-1 %7 
and 1982-1986 
1967 
1987 ~1EP 
1988 SR 
ELSA is partly used as a dedicated source for experiments with synchrotron radiation (SR): 
20% STORAGE EIIJG PEl'AILS 
What is the storage ring energy? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
operated last year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for 
experiments? 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
·fourth 
(parasitic) 
(dedicated&. mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated &.  mainly insertion device sources) 
(please define below if selected) 
USER EXPERIMENTAL FACIIJD' DETAILS 
3.5 GeV 
210 d .. ) 
199 d .. ) 
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations available for users  9 
in January 1996 
Total number expected in January 2000  13 
Total number expected in January 2005  ? 
Total number expected in January 2010  ? 
Spectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
IR/visible/VUV up to 150 eV  3 
general soft X-ray 150 -.2500 eV  2 
soft X-rav lithography dedicated  3 
x-rav (photon energy above Be 'Yindow limit)  6 
test  1 
other 
Total number of stations= 15 
COMPQSffiON OF THE USER COMMUNJD' 
Total number (integrated) of user groups who have used the facility up to 
}anuarv 1996. 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
~~ Academic users 
0/o Commercial/industrial users 
0/o International users (i.e. not from the countrv of the facilitv) 
MECHANISMS FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
operational SR beamline &.  stations? 
23 
70 
81 
7 
11 
Users are 
always 
collaborators 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. European Facility Questionnaire 
Full Facility  Name 
Address & Country 
WWW Site Address 
Email & 
European Svnchrotron Radiation Facility 
BP 220, F38043 Grenoble Cedex, France 
http:/  /www.esrf.fr 
surname@esrf.fr 
Fax address  (+33) 76882020  (from 18.10.96)  (+33)(0) 4 7688 2020 
What is the present status of the facility? 
RESOJJRCES 
•  Qwnership  100~o publicly owned 
100% private/  commercially owned 
mixed ownership 
•  Main source{s) of funding or organisation type 
central government 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financia I information 
Annual total budget 
Total cost/value of facility (at 1996 prices) 
•  Facility  history 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operational "for users 
1966:  416.6 MFF 
1980 MFF 
Year when facility was (or will  be) first  available for  user experiments?  1994  ------
A "key· dates" history of the facility. 
1975-1985 
1986-1987 
Jan 1988 
Dec 1988 
Dec1991 
1991 
1992 
1993-1994 
Sept 1994 
June 1996 
Conception 
· Foundation phase based on Memorandum of Understanding (F, D, I, UK, E) 
Start of construction based on Protocol (F, D, I, UK, E, CH, DK/N  /5/SF) 
Convention statutes signed (F, D, I, UK, E, CH, B, DK1N/S/SF) 
Accession of the Netherlands (in Consortium with B) 
Commissioning of injector 
Commissioning of storage ring 
Construction and commissioning of first beamlines 
Start of regular user service with 9 beamlines 
Inauguration of the ESRF 
19 beamlines (out of 30) in user operation, Brilliance of source increased by 
factor  with respect to target specification ;;,roKACE RIN4 i)UAfl.S 
What is the storage ring energy? 
.. _  - -
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
operated last year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for 
e~riments? 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
(parasitic) 
(dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
(please define below if selected) 
USER EXPERIMENTAL FACIIJD' DETAILS 
6GeV 
258 
198 
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations available for users  -16+4 CRGt 
in Januarv 1996 
Total number expected in January 2000  371t+9 CRG1 
Total number expected in January 2005  ?· 
Total number expected in  January 2010  ?· 
r •  - ..  . .  . CRG - Collaborating Research Group - subJect to availabthty of appropnate budget 
Spectral ranges exploited~  Number user experiment stations 
IR/visible/VUV u_p  to 150 eV  -
general soft X-ray 150-2500 eV  1 
soft X-ray lithography dedicated  -
x-ray (photon energv above Be wind0\4.' limit)  19 + 4 CRG 
test 
other 
Total number of stations =  20 + 4 
COMPOSIDON OF TilE USER COMMUNID' 
Total number (integrated) of user groups who have used the facility up to 
January 1996. 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
0/o Academic users 
0/o Commercial/  industrial users 
0/o International users (i.e. not from the country of the facility) 
MECHANISMS FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
operational SR beam  line & stations? 
427. 
1398 
98°/o 
2°/o 
not appro-
~riate for  -
uropean lab 
84000 FF 
(28000 FF per 
8 hour shift) 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. European Facility Questionnaire 
The Swedish National El&:h Jn Accc!2rator Labora~o:y for Nuclear 
Full  Facility  Name  Physics and Synchrotron Radiation Research, MAX I 
·Address & Country  MAX-Lab, Lund University, Box 118, S-221 00 Sweden 
http:/ /www.maxlab.lu.se  WWW  Site Address 
Email  & 
Fax address 
firstname.lastname@maxlab.lu.se 
46-46 2224710 
What is  the present status of the facility? 
RESOUR.US 
•  Ownershj p  100% publicly owned 
100~o private/commercially ovvned 
mixed ownership 
•  \1ain c:.ource(s) of funding or organisation type 
central government 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financial information 
Annual total budget 
Total cost/value of facility (at 1996 prices) 
•  Facil it:·  history 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operational for users 
30  MSEK* 
80 MSEK 
Year when facility was (or will be) first available for user experiments?  1986  ------
A  "key dates" history of the facility. 
19:-''1:  Decision to build MAX I 
1986:  MSX I in operation with two beamlines 
1987:  First undulator installed 
1996:  Nine beamlines (max capabilities) in operation 
Serving 260 users (60% from abroad) 
More than 120 referred papers published in 1993 
15 Ph.b. Thesis based on work at MAX I in 1995 
• incl operation of MAX II ~IOJW.iE  RING !EIAllS 
~-·- What is the storage ring energy?  500MeV 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
operated last year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for 
experiments? 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
(parasitic) 
(dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
(please define below if selected) 
USER EXPERIMENTAL FACILin DETAILS 
280 
240 
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations available for users 
in januarv 1996 
Total number expected in January 200J 
Total number expected in January 2005 
Total number expected in January 2010 
\ 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Spectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
· IR/visible/VUV up to 150 eV  5 
general soft X-rav 150 - 2500 eV  4 
soft X-rav lithographv dedicated  0 
x-rav (photon energy above Be window limit)  0 
test  0 
other  0 
Total nwnber of stations =  9 
COMPOSITION OF THE USER CO:MMJJbTii' 
Total nwnber (integrated) of user groups who have used the facility up to 
januarv 1996. 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
0/o Academic users 
~o Commercial I industrial users 
~o International users (i.e. not from the countrv of the facilitv) 
MECHAI\"lSMS FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
o  erational SR beam.line & stations? 
65 
300 
95 
5 
60 
18000 SEK 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. 
I European Facility Questionnaire 
The Swedish Nationa! Electron Accelerator  Labcr~tory for  1\ uclear 
Full  Facility  Name  Physics and Synchrotron Radiation Research, MAX II 
Address & Country  MAX-Lab, Lund University, Box 118, 5-221 00 Sweden 
WWVJ  Site Address 
Email  & 
http:/  /www.maxlab.lu.se  · 
firstname.lastname@maxlab.lu.se 
Fax address 
What is the present status of the facility? 
RESOURCES 
•  Ownership  100% publicly owned 
100% private/commercially owned 
mixed ovvnership 
•  Main 50urce{s) of funding or organisation type 
central government 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financial  information 
Ann  uaJ total budget 
Total cost/value of facility (at 1996 prices) 
•  Facility  histot)' 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operational for users 
30 MSEK• 
200 MSEK 
\ 
Year when facility was (or will  be) first available for  user experiments?  1996  ------
A "key dates" history of the facility. 
1990:  MAX  II was approved 
1994:  MAX n is fully assembled 
1995:  April, first beam stored in MAX  II 
1996:  Fall, MAX n reached or superseded design goals 
1996:  Four beamlines under construction 
1996:  Fall, first user operation 
• incl operation of .MAX I 
,. STOKAGE 1UNG D&IA!LS  __  ,_ 
What is the storage ring energy?  1.5 MeV 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
operated last _year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for 
experiments? 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
(parasitic) 
(dedicated & ·mainly bending magnet sources)· 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
(please define below if selected) 
USER EXPERI~T-f  AL FACilJJY DETAILS 
280 
240 
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations available for users 
in januarv 1996 
Total number expected .in january 2()(X) 
Total number expected in January 2005 
Total number expected in January 2010 
1 
10 
13 
15 
S_pectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
IR/visible/VUV up to 150 eV  1 
general soft X-rav 150- 2500 eV  8· 
soft X-rav lithography dedicated  1 
x-rav (photon energy above Be window limit)  3 
, test  1 
I other  1 
Total number of stations=  15 
COMPOSITION OF DiE USEB COMMUI\1D' 
Total number (integrated) of user ~oups  who have used the facility up to 
Januar\' 1996. 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
~o Academic users 
~o Commercial/industrial users 
~o International users (i.e. not from the countrv of the facility) 
MECHA..1\;ISMS FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
o  erational SR  beamline & stations?  · 
2 
10 
95 
5 
50 
18000 SEK 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. European Facility Questionnaire 
Full Facility Name  Swiss Light Source Sl.S 
Address &  Country  PSI, CH5232 Villgen, Switzerland 
WWW  Site Address 
Email  & 
http:/ /wwwl/PSI.CH/www SLS hb/SCS 
Fax address 
Geissberger@psi.ch 
++41/56-31031 51 
What is  the present status of the facility? 
RESOURCES 
•  O·wnersbip  100% publicly O\·Vned 
100% private/commercially owned 
mixed o-vvnership 
•  Main source(s) of funding or organisation type 
central government 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financial information 
Annual total budget 
Total cost/value of facility (at  1996 prices) 
•  Facility  hi c;tory 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operational for users 
Year when facility was (or will be) first available for user experiments? 
A "key dates" history of the facility. 
Proposal 1993 
Decision expected mid 1997 
165 Mio CI-IT STOKAGE RING DEIA.iLS 
What is the storage ring energy? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) 'for storage ring 
o~rated last year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for 
experiments? 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
(parasitic) 
{dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
(please define below if selected) 
USER EXPERIMENTAL FACIIJD' DETAILS 
2.1 GeV 
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations available for users 
in January 1996 
Total number expected in January 2000 
Total number expected in January 2005 
Total number e~pected in January 2010 
Spectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
IR/visible/VUV up to 150 eV 
general soft X-ray 150 - 2500 e V 
soft X-rav lithographv dedicated 
x-rav (photon energy above Be window limit) 
test 
other 
Total number of stations= 
COMPQSIDON OF THE USER COMMUI\11)' 
Total number (integrated) of user groups who have used the facility up to 
Januarv 1996. 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
% Academic users 
0/o Commercial/  industrial users 
~~International users (i.e. not from the countrv of the facilitv) 
MECHANISMS FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
o  erational SR beamline & stations? 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. European Facility Questionnaire 
Full Facility Name  _S-=R-.-5-=-=~--=--~~-----------------
CLRC, Dares.bury Laboratory, \'\'arrington, V\' A4 4AD, UK. 
Address & Country 
WWW Site Address 
Email & 
http:/ /\\'\·vw.dJ.CJc.uk/SRS/ 
Fax address 
i.h.munro@dl.ac.uk 
(+44) 1925 603174 
What is the present status of the facility? 
•  Ownership  1007r publicly owned 
1007r private/comn1ercially owned 
mixed ownership 
•  Majo c:ource( c:) of funding or organisJtion type 
central government 
academic institution or consortium 
private or public company 
•  Financial information 
I Annual total budget 
1  Total cost/value of facility <at 1996 prices) 
•  Facility history 
Proposed 
Under construction 
· Approved 
Operational for users 
· £20 million 
1  £200 million 
.\ 
Year \\·hen facility was (or will be) first J\'ailable for user experiments:  19SO  ------
A "key dates" history of the tJcility. 
1975  SRS appro\ed by SERC 
i  198Q  vvorld  first x-ray user fJcility is opcrJtiDnJl 
~  1983  tirst superconducting \vigglcr installed 
· 1987  high brightness lattice up-grade 
1995  second supcrconducting wiggler instal1cd 
1997  two new multi pole wigglers planned for instJilation 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 STORAGE RING DETAILS 
--------------------------~--------------·--------------.-.------- Wha& is the storage rirag Pnergv?  1  2.0 Gc\' 
I 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
operated last vee1r? 
What is the number of 24 hr dCJys (or day equivalents) available for 
ex  erin1ents? 
What generation would you describe your facility  CJS  belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
<parasitic) 
(dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated &  mainly insertion device sources) 
(please .define below if selected) 
USER EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY DETAILS 
I 250 
! 
180 
1  Total number of sin1ultaneously a\·ailablc experiment stations a\·ailable for user5 
1  in januarv 1996  . 
! Total number expected in january 2000 
:\ 
' .p 
' Total number expected in january 2003  l  119  piJilllll\~ 
; vet 
I Total number expected in january 2010 
! 
I 
; no p!Jnning 
:  yet 
Spectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
IR/visible/VUV up to 150 eV  9 
general soft X-rav 150 - 2500 e V 
soft X-rav lithographv dedicated  0 
x-rav (photon energv above Be ,,·indo"· lin1it)  24 
test  1 
other  2 
TotJl nun1ber of ~tations =  ~9 
COMPOSITION OF THE USER COf\1l\1UNITY 
. Total number (integrated) of user groups who hJ\'e used the facility up to 
I Januarv 1996. 
j  Total number of individual users \\'ho have used the facility up to January 
i  1996.  . 
· ?r Academic users 
; 7r. Comn1ercial/industrial users 
i  ?r International users (i.e. not from the countrv of the facilit\') 
f\1ECHANISl\1S FOR ACCESS 
Jcademic peer review of proposals 
purchJse of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, whJt is the normJI charge per Jay for access to Jn 
· operJtional SR beamline & stations: 
450 
I 3500 
I 
! 
I 98 
:  "" 
i  10 
£5400 
ThJnk you-for completing this questionnaire. Please rehirn it to the Jddress on the covering letter. European Facility Questionnaire 
Full Facility Name  LURE 
Address &  Country  Centre Universitaire, Bat 2090, 91405 Orsav, France 
www .lure.u  psud.fr.  WWW Site Address 
Email  & 
Fax address 
LUREMAIL@LURE. U-PSUD.fR 
64.64.41.48 
What is the present status of the facility? 
RESOURCES 
•  Ownership  100% publicly O\\'lled 
100% private/commercial1y owned 
mixed O'v\'llership 
•  Main source(s) of funding or organisation type 
central government 
academic institution or consortium 
private o~ public company 
•  Financial information 
Annual total budget 
Total cost/value of facility (at 1996 prices) 
•  Facility  history 
Proposed 
Under construction 
Approved 
Operational for users 
Year when facility was (or will be) first available for user experiments? 
A "key dates" history of the facility. 
1972  First use of ACO for SR, part time with high energy 
1975  Building of DCi 
1980  Use of OCi for SR, part time with high energy 
1985  DCi fully used for Dei  · 
1982  Start building of S.ACo 
1987  Operation start of S.ACo 
1992  Operation of FEL IR CUO 
150 MFF 
Unknown, most 
parts too old 1956 
1972  in part 
time STORAGE RING PETAILS 
What is the storage ring energy? 
What is the nunlber of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) for storage ring 
operated last year? 
What is the number of 24 hr days (or day equivalents) available for 
experiments? 
What generation would you describe your facility as belonging to? 
first 
second 
third 
fourth 
(parasitic) 
(dedicated & mainly bending magnet sources) 
(dedicated & mainly insertion device sources) 
(please deftne below if selected) 
USER EXP£RIMENIAL FACJUD' DETAILS 
800meV 
1850 meV 
150 on each ring 
120 on each ring 
Total number of simultaneously available experiment stations available for' users  43 
in Januarv 1996 
Total number expected in January 2000  Some or zete'  · 
if SOLEIL 
Total number expected in January 2005 
Total number expected in January 2010 
S_pectral ranges exploited now  Number user experiment stations 
IR/visible/VUV up_ to 150 eV  ) 
general soft X-ray 150- 2500 eV  )  20 
soft X-rav litho_gra_r_hv dedicated  1 
x-rav (photon energy above Be windo\v limit)  21 
test  1 
other 
Total number of stations = 
COMPQSffiON OF 1HE USER CO~TI)' 
Total number (integrated) of user groups who have used the facility up to 
January 1996. 
Total number of individual users who have used the facility up to January 
1996. 
~o Academic users 
0/o Commercial/  industrial users 
0/o International users (i.e. not from the country of the facility) 
MECHANISMS FOR ACCESS 
academic peer review of proposals 
purchase of time 
granted solely by facility management 
If you sell beamtime, what is the normal charge per day for access to an 
o  erational SR beamline & stations? 
several 
hundred 
1600/year 
7o~c,  sot  /0 
25~o 
20 to 40.000 
FFS 
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please return it to the address on the covering letter. 
! 
1 Appendix 3 
Summary tables of data extracted from the replies to date -
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 ·  G Margaritondo (Italy, ELETTRA) (11 October) 
MAR97·7.doc  28 ~LETTRA- KEY PARAMETERS: 
• 
• 
• 
Energy; 
Maximum current: 
Lifetime (relaxed 
optics): 
at 250mA: 
at 100 rnA: 
1.5 or 2.0 Ge  V 
530mA 
30 .hrs 
>40 hrs 
•  Emittance: 
•  Maximum brightness:  ~8 x 1019 
(conventional units) 
•  . Reliability Factor:  92-94% 
•  Beamlines: 
Operating: 
SuperESCA* 
ESCA Microscopy* 
X-ray Diffraction* 
VUV Photoemission* 
Small-angle X-ray Scattering 
Mammography (SYRMEP) 
Under development: 
Spectromicroscopy  · 
Surface Diffraction (ALOISA) 
Gas-phase Photoemission 
LIGA 
Materials Science 
Circular Polarization 
BOSS 
*  open to external users /r-
ELETTRA use -- 14-month summary (hours of 
. beamtime}:  · 
•  Internal groups:  1104 
•  Italian partner groups:  992 
•  Other Italian groups:  3048 
•  Groups supported by EC contract:  3992 
•  Other European groups:  768 
•  Non-European groups:  416 
TOTAL:  10320 ~LETTRA- MECHANISM OF BEAMTIME 
-i.LLOCA TION: 
•  Every semester, a call fo~ proposals is issued 
•  Proposals are first screened for technical 
feasibility 
•  Then, they are analyzed and rated by an 
independent international committee. (present 
Chair: Professor D. W. Lynch of lo"\\ra State) 
/b 
•  Beamtime. is allocated based on this merit rating 
•  Confidential research can bypass this selection 
procedure but must pay the full cost of the  · 
beaJDtime 
23/3 ·If 
ELETTRA- OPERATION SCHEDULE: 
•  A minimu1n of 5000 hours of beam  time per year 
for users 
•  Operating on a 24-hour cycle 
•  The schedule is developed 3-8 months in advance 
•  The partition of beam  time between cooperative 
research group and the general users is still 
being negotiated. Informal solutions have been 
adopted ELETTRA- FINANCIAL RESOURCES: 
•  Total investments funds for construction: 
zl70.5 MECU (from Italian sources) 
18 
•  Annual operating cost: :::::17.4 MECU (~13.1 
MECU guaranteed  .by the Italian government) · 
•  Additional construction funds for beamline 
(from Italian sources): :::::2.5 MECU/year 
predicted ELETTRA- INTERNATIONALIZATION: 
•  Fraction of non-Italian user proposals 
1st call for proposal:  49% 
2nd call for proposal:  46% 
3rd call for proposal:  62% 
I~ ELETTRA- BEAMTIME SHORTAGE: 
The shortage of beam  time on ELETTRA is 
dramatic and growing; overall: 
1st call 
for proposal: 
2nd call 
for proposal: 
3rd call 
for proposal: 
Open 
·lines 
4 
4 
6 
Accepted 
proposals 
30% 
16% 
21% 
26/1 ELETTRA- SUMMARY: 
•  ·  ELETTRA is an excellent example of the concept 
of internationally open national facilities. 
• ·  ·A network of such facilities is the best response 
to many of the needs of European science in :the 
domain of large installations. 
•  Beamtime shortage for the brig.htest synchrotroJ) 
sources is a critical problem -- more beamlines 
are urgently needed. 
• ·  The concept of European network of large-scale 
national facilities should be extended to Eastern 
Europe. 
•  Our experience with short-term EC· contract is 
excellent, but what about long-term 
employment? I 
I 
I 
MAR97-7.doc 
M Vander Wiel (11  October) 
29 IR- F~Ls 
'  a  LSSCA..eS 
• 
11  · L s  s u. e s  1  '3  ·~ 6  : 
C.over  t.vo.ve  le"t.~-1:~  ral.l~€  ;rk..- {..," 
/orM  ~  ~c;t.eY  o  ~  fa~(. U tieS 
.>&  8:£_ ve.lo p  c  Ok-t p  le.~e"'"  tAv~  SpecA(.it, 
- d.e.ve.Lop  W\.l.{.lii-c.t.SE?V'  ~peta.t,.9f...t 
(Er  C.ornp~ef  =FbL~) F
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Present Status of  the Facility 
- Improved performance: 
max. J.L-pulse energy  > 50 J,1J 
max. Jl-pulse power  > 100 MW 
min. pulse length  < 6 ·cycles 
max. efficiency  > 3 o/o 
- Routine operation of 25 MHz mode  ~ 1 ~  l.. 
- LAB  VIEW  -based remote control for users 
-Very little unscheduled down time:  <  3 %  !! 
...  B~""  ~•  r.te  .te  ""fr~t.t  ~  p-st:  '{e. Ar  .· 
3 2.oo k's 
- tl:J  &A.~~r  ~fOCA.pS;  1  hOM- .l:Ju.i~ 1, 
-1  t.\Ser IR 
in strum 
atomic 
physics 
FELIX APPLICATIONS 
bio-
medicine 
molecular 
·physics I chemistry 
hemistl I 
I 
V Stankevitch (11 October) 
30 Kurchatov 
Synchrotron 
Radiation  · 
Source 
Status  and  activities 
Russian Research Centre 
''Kurchatov Institute'' 
Moscow, Russia 
Dr.  Vladimir Stankevitch 
- -:jl  -/ •  I 
~  ,  . "''t  MOS K0¥1  . 
·""-- ~Oo 
01( 
~-'>1-~o  NOVOSIBIRSK '  . 
I  . 
.  .  . . 
.  .  .  . 
.  . Main parameters or 
Kurchatov Synchrotron Radiation Source 
Parameter  Big ring  Little ring 
Energy, GeV  2.5  0.45 
Current, rnA 
-single bunch mode  100  100 
- multibunch mode  300 
Orbit circumference, m  124.13  8.7 
Number of dipoles  1.7<g 
4 
SR critical energy, ke  V  0.21 
Horizontal emittance, 
nm*rad  76  880 
Number of beamlines 
from bending magnets  24  8 
Lifetime, h  10  4 
Bunch length, em  4.4  60 
Number of possible 
undulators  5 
Number or possible 
wiglers  4 ·  Major Milestones of Kurchatov SR Source 
1979 • first official paper on SmERIA 1 - (Uttle ring) 
1983 • first Synchrotron radia~n  from SffiERIA 1 
1984 • 1991 • Investigatioa .in VUV region at SIBERIA 1 
198.5 • 1990 • construction of DeW building (6000 sq. m) 
1990 • commissioning of the DeW IDac 
1991 • translation of SffiERIA 1 into new buUding 
1992 •  firSt SR from SmERJA 1 with new llnac 
1992 •  SIBERIA 1 : E = 550 MeV, I= 150 rnA, 
1990 - 1994 • construction or SIBERl-\ 2 (big ring) 
1994 • 1995 • commissioning of SffiERIA 2 
1995 • first Synchrotron Radiation from SffiERIA 2 
May 95 • SffiERIA 2:  E =  SSO MeV, I= 0.5 mA 
Finishing of VUV experimental baD for  SIBERIA 1, 
Oct. 95 • 3 VUV beamlines are Installed 
~(11 6  SJB£RIA 2  £~2,)G-ev  I~1o~A. ., ·--· ....  - : 
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vuv Spectroscopy 
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·Radiation 
Development or 
Insertion Devices 
KSRS 
Investiga~ion Directions 
Photoelectron 
Spectroscopy 
HTSC Electron 
Strue~(VUV 
Spectroscopy) 
!2.. 
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Miscellaneous 
Electron Beam 
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Dielectrics 
Photonuclear -
Reactions at 
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Energies 
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X-ray Investigation Directions 
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Asymptotic Bragg 
Diffraction 
Phase Transition at 
High Pressure 
Nonlinear 
Resonance SR 
Sc:lttering· 
Phenomena 
(Magneto acoustic) 
I 
EXAFS 
X-ray 
Emission Line 
Chemical ShiftS 
High-Precision 
Measurements of 
Electron and Spin 
Densities in 
Crystals 
I 
X-ray 
Photoelectron · 
Diffraction 
Spectrometer 
(X-ray standing 
waves) 
~lymer 
Structure 
Transition 
High Speed 
(Small-Angle 
Diffractometry) 
Double-Bragg 
Reflediob · 
Diffractometry in 
Single and 
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X-ray Refraction 
Tomograph (high 
angular resolution: 
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 Kurchatov Synchrotron Radiation Source 
Moscow, Russia 
Present status 
ri •  \.  rt'  • 
\ 
\ 
.  s~  --
Future development Beam line n'  1.1 , Beam line D14 
Non-destructive ionization SR beam monitor 
-- (Institute or General and Nuclear Physics RRC KI) 
':'  primarily developed for registration or  accelerated beam two dimensional 
cross s~etion 
- full traupareacy te the beam to be controDed 
- real beam cross section density distributioa 
- high vacuum VUV beam line 
-X-ray  beam line with Be window 
He3 , o.tJ.lA  ,E=40Mev, P=Io-5ro"  • Call for proposals for RTD proiects under the spec 
and technological development, including  demo~~- 4:~_.111 
cooperation with third countries and international organ 
COOPERATION wrTH THE COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL EUROPE {CCE) AND THE NEW INDEPENDENT STAT!S OF THE 
MER SOVIET UNION  (NIS)  . 
1.  In accordance with the European Parliament and Council Decision adopting the fourth  framework  programme' and 
the Council  Decision adopting a specific  programme in  the field  of cooperation with  third countries and internatio-
nal or::1onizatians,2 the Commission of the European Communities hereby  invites interested parties to ·submit propo-
sals fo;  .~-:> projects. 
In accordance with Article 5(1) of the Council rkcision adopting the specific programme, the Commission has drawn 
up a work programme setting out in detail the scientific and technological objectives, the types of RTD activities to  be 
carried out, and the proposed fmon_ciohrrronogements. 
.  -- -- ··-- .  . ------
2.  ir..  - e-:ti~es  -~nd the  reseo~ch: tec""'hnot(;gical  df;;elopme~t-a~demon.stration activities covered by this call for  pre-
pose·;.  ·e.cte to the following area described in  the work programme: 
Area A:·  Scaentific and technological cooperation in  Europe and with  inte~notionol organizations 
A2:  Cooperation with the Countries of Central  Europe  (CCE)l  and the  New  Independent States of the 
former Soviet Union  INIS)• 
The legal entities referred to in Articles  1, 2 and 3 of the Council  Decision on the rules for participation in  the speci-
- :.,;  =~~rammes, end the JRC/_are  invi~  to_)vbmit..propo~als for RTD~  in  the following areas (the  informa-
- .::::-:  ~·  3e  specifies more··dearfy"the Jedors·for-which proposals a~ble}:  -
--------
En~;o;,.,entol proteCtion and health ·-=-· :  ~ ---~~~~ - ---
---- --- ·-·  - - -- - .  - . ---- . ----. __;:::;;:::--=.-.:====-..  ~ 
----l.  ---lndang~red ecosystems:  Coastal zon&, regional seas and rivers,-Ulduding global climate change 
2.  Threats to the environment:  end impact on  public  health  resulting  in  particular from  major accidents and 
earthquakes, including radioactive pollution 
~  - .. 
3.  Health:  Research on occupational health 
Public  ~ealth problems caused by pollution and industrial activities 
4.  Energy:  Rational  use of energy, renewable energy sources,  fossil  fuels 
~~. 
RTD  - ~  on industry 
5.  . Advanced communication and telematics:  Transfrontier information and teleworking  networks for  small 
businesses and research centres, telematics applications for health care and education, language engineering 
6.  -lnformatio~ technologies:  Software  ~hnologies, technologies for  components and subsystems,  multimedia 
systems; open microprocessor systems· initiative,  high  performance computing  and  networking,  technologies  for 
business processes 
I  ,. 
. -......  :.  :-•~·. ~-~ ·.  --:. 
'  Decision  No 111 0/94/EC of the  European  Parliament end the  Council of 26  April  199.4  concerning  the  fourth  framework  pro· 
gramme of the European Community activities  in  the field of research end technological development and demonstration (  199.4-981 
(OJ No L 126, 18.5.1994, p.  1  ). 
2  Council Decision 94/807  /EC of 23 November  1994 adopting a specific programme of  research and technological development, 
including clemon,tration,  in  the field  of cooperation with  third  countries end intemotionol organizations (199.4·98)  (OJ  No  l 33.4, 
22.12.1994, p.  1  09).  . 
,  Albania, Bulgaria, Estonia, Hungary,  Lithuania, Lotvia,  Poland, Czech  Republic,  Ro~onio, Slovakia,  Slovenia. 
4  Armenia, Azerbaijan,  Belarus,  Georgie,  Kazakhstan,  Kyrgyston,  Moldova,  Russian  Federation,  Tajikistan,  Turkmeniston,  Ukraine, 
Uzbekistan.  .  .  · 
s  Council Decision of 21  November 1994 concerning the  rules  for  the  participation of undertakings,  research centres end uni-
versities  in  research,  technological  development end demonstration  activities  of  the  European  Communities  (OJ  No  l  306, 
30.11 .1994, p.  8). ITALY 
Prof.  G. CASTRO  Tel.: 
Ministerio degli Affari Esteri  Fax: 
Direzione Generole delle Relozioni 
Culture  It 
Pl.  Farnesina,  1 
0019.4 Rome 
Italic 
Mr G. MALDERA  Tel.:  + 39 6 3671  39 63 
Ministero Affcri Esteri,  Fox:  + 39 6 8528 25 82 
D.G. Affori Economici, 
Cooperozione Scientifico e Tecnologico 
P.  le della Fomesino,  1 
0019.4 Rome 
~iio 
THE  NETHERLANDS 
Mrs L.  FRENKEL  Tel.:  + 31  70 34 67 200 
Bureau EG Liaison  Fax:  + 31  70 35 62 811 
Postbus  13766 
250 1 ET  ;)en Haag 
1'-t:::Jer:and 
PORTUGAL 
Mrs Ana Morgorido SANTOS  Tel.:  + 351  1 397 90 21 
JNIO  Fax:  + 351  1 607 471 
Av.  D.  Carlos I,  126 
1200 Lisboo 
.  Portugal 
SPAIN 
Mrs Angeles GONZALES  Tel.:  + 34 1 336 04 27 
Jefo del Servicio de Programos  Fox:  + 34  1 336 04 35 
Comunitarios de I+D 
Secretorio General del Plan  Nocional de I+D 
Rosario  Pi no 1  i-16 
28020 Madrid 
Espana 
MrM. ROYO  Tel.:  + 3  2 2 509 86  11 
Representocion Permonente de  Fax.  + 32 2 511  07 39 
Espana ante los Communidodes 
Europeos 
Bd.  du Regent,  52 
1  040 Bruxelles 
Belgique 
SWEDEN 
Mr DAN ANDREE  Tel.:  + 46 84 54 64 50 
Swedish  Ec  Rand D Council  Fax:  + .46 84 54 64 51 
Box 7091 
1  0387 Stockholm 
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G
 J Bordas (1 1 October) 
MARIJ7-7.doc  31 ~  Spain  has  a  substantial  and 
growing  scientific  - community 
who  requires  access  to  SR 
sources. 
87  highly  active  groups  from  11 
Autonomous  Communities  have 
ma-nifested  a  desire  to  have 
regular  access  to  SR.  · They 
represent ca.  400 scientists  .. 
These groups are very active: 
they  manage  an  average  of  1.  7 
projects/year  over  a  broad  range 
of scientific disciplines. I 
Spain  is  a  member ·state  of  the 
ESRF  with  a  4%  'Share.  This 
provides  acess  equivalent  to  ca. 
1.4 beam lines/year.  · 
a) Volume  ·of  access 
sufficient for current needs 
• 
1·5 
b)  Users  requiring  Visible,  VUV 
and  Soft .  X-ray  radiation  are  not 
served 
c) It  is  difficult  to  obtain  thE 
necessary  know-how  with  whict 
to lead future developments. Actions taken: 
Short term: 
a) Construction  of  a  beam  line  at 
Super  Aco  for VUV  and  soft 'X-ray 
work. 
b) Construction  of  a  CRG  beam 
line at the ESRF  for X-ray work. 
Long term: 
Construction'  of  a  national  SR 
source. 
A  top-down  initiative  led  to  a 
detailed  feasibility  study.  This 
is  jointly funded  by  an  agreement 
between CIRIT and CICYT. User  requirements. 
order: 
In  priority 
Useful  radiation  and  volume · of 
access  up  to  intermediate  energy 
X-rays,  i.e. ca.  20 keV 
Source  stability  and  long  life 
times 
High intensities 
Small source size 
Good  source  collimation  in  the 
vertical plane 
Go_od  source  collimation . in  the 
horizontal plane 
Good time structure I
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A  total  volume  of  ca.  40 
experimental  stations  from 
bending  magnets  and  ca.  1  5  from 
IDs  could  be  accomodated.  1  0 
initial  beam  lines  are  planned  in 
the design study. 
! ·  Possible  future 
•  expanstons 
include:  . 
a)  higher  energy  if  ever  needed 
can  be achieved by ramping. 
b)  Nominal  energy  · injection 
allows· to  contemplate  future  use 
of,  if  not  micro-undulators,  at 
least milli-undullators. 
c) Replacement  of  pairs  of 
central  magnets  in  TBA  lattice  by 
superconducting magnets. 
d) Further  reduction  of  source 
dimensions. .  For  example,  . by 
inclusion  of  6  pairs  of  additional 
quadrupoles  in  .  6  symmetrically 
· disposed straight sections. 
lJ  J Current Status: 
1  4  staff  are·  appointed  to  carry 
out  detailed  design  study. 
Current  budget·  1 00  Mpts/year 
over three years (1995-1997) 
Completion  of  building  in  w·hich 
to house  staff and  Laboratory  for 
evaluation  of  . magnetic 
·structures  is  due  by  end 
· November 1  996. 
Collaboration  with  a  number  of 
national  industries  for  R&D 
activities  is  either  on  the  way  or 
established.  Additional  support 
from  R&D  grants  av.ailable  for 
this  purpose.  Other  grants  are 
expected.  Each  case  is  handled 
on  its own merit. 
/ 
I 
1 I 
Synchrotron  Radiation  will 
remain  indispensable  for  cutting 
edge research in 
· Physics, 
Chemistry, 
Biology, 
Materials Science, 
Applied research, 
etc  ... New  and  emerging  scientific  and 
technical  challenges·  require 
unimpeded  and . regular  access  to 
SR sources. 
e.g.: 
Self-assembled clusters, 
quantum dots, 
impurities in  semiconductors, 
magnetism 
materials, 
and  magnetic 
polymer processing engineering, 
biological macromolecules. 
j G Margaritondo (Swiss light source) (11 October) 
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Schematic view of the CERVIN Facility (Collaboration for 
an Extra  bright Radiation Venture in Nanoscience) of the 
EPFL and UNIL at the SLS (Swiss Light Source), with its 
three  branches:  TRIS  (time  resolved  imaging 
spectromicroscopy), TRHS (time resolved high resolution 
spectroscopy)  and  TRSS  (time  resolved  scanning 
spectromicroscopy). · HORIZONTAL: caused 
by the action 
of the accelerator's 
magnet lattice, and 
. chacterized by the 
accelerator's horizontal 
"emittance", £11 
VERTICAL: caused by 
the imperfect alignement 
of the accelerator's 
magnets ("coupling"), and 
chacterized by the 
accelerator's vertical 
Combination of horizontal 
(~x ~x)  and vertical 
(~z ~z)  source sizes and 
. angular spreads. 
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WA =  1/Nu, and Lc =  Nu~/2"(2) 
[!:y§verseJsuac~..£oh~m~.: characterized by the product 
ource sizex (solid) angular spread: 
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nd therefore related to the (photon) emittances, Eh £y 
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